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Rep. Joseph W. Fordney.

Okmulgee, OUla., March 22 (by
Governor
the Associated Press.)
J. B. A. Robertson of Oklahon a
8!ate
G.
former
and Fred
Dennis,
banking commissioner, were named as recipients of a $25,000 bribu
conditioned on their deposit of
funds in the
$150,000 of state
Guaranty State bank of this city
to permit the bank to continue to
operate while in an insolvent condition, In an indictment returned
by the district court grand jury
against John P. Cook, former president of the bank, and John H.
vice president. The bill was
mado public shortly after noon today after Cook and Rebold had
been arrested.
The indictments charge that the
money was paid to the governor
and JDennis with the "feloniojis Intent to influence the acts, decisions
and judgment
of them" after
Dennis had conducted an examination of the bank's affairs on the
same day and found the institution
to be in an insolvent condition and
that Rebold was liable to the bank
for money borrowed in the sum of
Re-bol- d,

$400,000.

Later J. Hay Rrown, president of

the defunct Bank of Commerce
was arrested on eight indictments,
"four of which charged accepting
deposits in an insolvent bank, three
embezzlement and one that ha
made a false report as to the condition of the bank. He made bond
and was released.
A. J. Peters, former vice president of the Guaranty .State bank
and now president of the American National bank here, was arrested on an indictment alleging
that he had removed abstracts and
papers of the Guaranty state bank.
He was released on bond.
I j. H. D. Cooke, a former director of the Guaranty State bank,
wag the next to he arrested. He
was charged with borrowing money from the bank while serving It
as an officer.

PEACE. ASSERTS
Chester Rowell, Speaker at
a Mass Meeting in San
Francisco, Urges Approval of Pacific Treaty.
(Bjr The Associated Press.)

San Francisco, Calif., March 22.
America's
peact is no longer
menaced by Japanese militarism
but. by the United States senate,
Cheater Rowell, member of the
California state railroad commission, declared in an address hero
tonight at a mass meeting called
to urge ratification 'of the
treaty.
"And the only reason the menace
is not immediately serious is that
the Japanese statesmen are intelligent enough to treat that Infa
mous inuendo with the contempt
it deserves," he addeo, "It Is not
Japanese yellow journals but ostensible responsible United States
senators vho charge the American government with tricking Japan by a secret agreement with
England."
Mr. Rowell declared there never
would be war on the Pacific If the
powers bordering on the ocean
could be gathered into one room
and talk the matter over. This
treaty, he said, guarantees such a
conference and nothing more.
"Of these treaties, only one is
now menaced. That is the
treaty, the key to all the
others. That is also the treaty
which most touches Californlans.
It safeguards the security of our
coasts and of our commerce.
It
sets at rest the unrest which was
troubling the peace of the Pacific.
Primarily, it is our treaty. It i: to
bo voted on in the senate day after tomorrow: On that vote, California's voice in Washington
is
now divided. We are met tonight
to say that California's voice at
home is united.
four-pow-

four-pow-

er

STEPHENS WILL HONOR
REQUISITION

FOR TWO

(By The Associated Press.)

2 SCHOOL
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'

Sacramento, Calif., March 22.
After a hearing in the office of
AGAINST
Governor Stephens today It was
, announced that extradition papers
"
would be issued tomorrow for tho
return to St. Paul, Minn, of Jack
Harris and Gus Schaeffer, held in
ER
Oakland, who are charged with the
theft of $160,000 in jewels from a
jewelry store.
At the close of the hearing coun- Rickard
Improperly : Consel for the men indicated habeas'
ducted Himself Toward
corpus proceedings would be
tuted in Oakland to bring about
Them and Gave Them
their release. Harris, who 1s wanted in Minneapolis on a charge of
Money on Each Occasion
with the
murder, In connection
killing and robbery of a taxlcab
(By The Associated Treat.)
driver, will be granted a hearing on
New York, March 22. Two little
that charge should J.e be freed on
the St. Paul charge, it was said at school girls testified today before
the jury trying "Tex" Rickard on
Governor Stephens' office,
of assaulting Sarah
charge
PROHIBITION- BOOSTS
Schoenfeld, 15, that the sports pro
USE OF ELECTRICITY moter had improperly conducted
himself toward them, that he had
given them money on each such
(By The Associated Press
Chicago, March 22. Prohibition occasion, and more .than once had
has Increased the eopsumptian of offered them wine.
electricity, I.,, K. Ferguson, vice
One of the witnesses was Sarah
president of the Commonwealth the other her
chum.
Kdison company, told a meeting of Nellie Gasko. Sarah was on the
the Western Society of Engineers stand
about
four hours,
and
today.
throughout a long cross examinaElectricity, he explained, whl.e tion she stuck to her story of havnot taken internally, has taken a ing been assaulted five times by
big part in the production in delec- Rickard in two
aparttable substitutes for booze, such as ments Just off neighboring
Fifth avenue on
ice cream and candy.
h
street Nellie said
she was present in another room
on four of these
occasions, that
had tried to attack her
I Rickard
I
once but that she then escaped
him. He told her, she said, to
watch out and see that Sarah didn't
FORECAST.
go around with" other fellows. Penver, Colo..' March 22. New
fearah was asked
Rickard'3
Mexico:
Fair Thursday and Fri- lawyer. Max D. Steur. by
if she hadn't
not
much change in tempera- considered Mr. Rickard's act a terday;
ture.
rible thing, and she replied affirm
Arizona: Generally fair Thurs- atively.
day and Friday; -not much change
"Why did you go back to a man
who had done such bad things to
in temperature.
you Y" Mr. Steur inquired.
LOCAL REPORT.
"I wanted some money off of
Conditions for the twenty-fouhim," Sarah replied. ,
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday,
She told of having divided with
recorded by the university:
her mother the sun-- she received
72 from Rickard.
Highest temperature
Rickard, one arm
3.S crooked
Lowest
against the back of his
34
the
other held up against
chair,
l.ange
Mean
, " 6! his chin, gazed straight at both girls
6
,
45 while they 'were testifying.
HunHumidity at a. m.
14 dreds of persons loafed in. the corHumidity at 6 p. m..
.None ridors of the court house to watch
Precipitation
20 Rlcknrrt ns he entered and left the
Maximum wind velocity......
Direction of wind.
.Southwest court room from and to his cell in
Character of day
Clear the Tombs.
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22. The
vtarch
Washing
of occupation was
American
V .nany and was consent in
on the basis of the
tinued
e
United Slates to be
right
actual erst upon an
"pa'equa.
ting with our allies" and
this gb.ernmcnt "is unable to conclude that the justice of its claim
is not fully recognized." according
to identical communications delivered by American diplomatic representatives to the governments of
Relgtum, Great Britain, France,
Italy and Japan.
The notes were delivered under
instructions from Secretary Hughes
of state and
of the dopartmi-nwere occasioned by recent infor-- ,
mation from American observers
in Europe that the allied governments apparently contemplated arrangements which would ignore
American army costs altogether.
although estimates both for army
costs and reparations were being
made on the basis of the entire capacity of the German government
to pay.
Wants Full Pnymont.
The amount of the claims of the
United States for its army costs,
the notes declared, was understood
to be free from any substantial
dispute, but It was deemed to b
"in view of recent
appropriate,
developments," to acquaint the allied governments with the repeatedly reiterated statement that the
government of the United States
was asking for full payments of
costs of its army in the Rhineland.
Basis for the American claim,
the notes pointed out, was found
to
in tho armistice agreement,
which the United States was a
natory, and which provided fo
of Germany
military occupation
by the allied and American forces
That
the notes
agreement,
jointly.
recited, provided expressly thnt the
upkeep of the troops of occupation
In tlie Rhine districts should be
charged to the German government and it was expressed as the
view of the American government
that the armistice agreement "had
the clear import" that the powers
associated in that joint enterprise
"should stand upon an equal footing as to the payment of all actual
costs of their armies of occupation."
Priority of Payment.
Priority of payment for the total
cost of all armies of occupation was
imposed by the treaty of Versailles
the notes sot forth, and since the
right of the United States to share
in that priority was "not expressly
conditioned" upon ratification of
the treaty by the
States,
failure to ratify should not be construed as affecting in any way
American rights, in that connection the notes
pointed out that
"Germany has explicitly consented
to the priority of payment of cost
of the American army of occupation, notwithstanding the fact that
the treaty of Versailles has not
been ratified by the United States"
and that hence "any technical objection" to the discharge of the
just claim of the United States
would necessarily rest solely upon
the refusal of the allied powers
themselves to permit the discharge
of an "admittedly equitable claim,"
and it was insisted that the rights
of America were free from any
technical objection.
Tolnl Cost of Armies.
The notes set forth that the total
cost of all armies of occupation
from November 11, 1918. to May 1,
8,639,282,000
1921, amounted to
gold marks; that the amounts due
to Belgium, France and Italy for
their army costs for that period
had been paid in full, and that the
unpaid balance due .vlay 1, 1921.
amounted to 1.660,090,000
gold
marks, of which 966,374,000 gold
marks were due to the United
States and the remainder due the
British empire. It was pointed out,
also, that the British government
130.696,000
had received
gold
marks between May and December

;

JAPAH MENACES

trial.
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ON 8 INDICTMENTS

States
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$5,-00-

RESIDENT

Un-

"und in
the Armistiryeement,
Powers A'oCid,
ited

Ac-

cepting $25,000 for Depositing State Funds in
Insolvent Okmulgee Bank
Okmulgee, Okla., March
22, (By the Associated
Press.) Governor J. B. A.
Robertson
of Oklahoma,
submitted to arrest here tonight on a charge of accepting a bribe to permit operation of the Guaranty State
bank of Okmulgee while it
was in an insolvent condi- tion. The governor imme0
diately made bond of
for his appearance at

Denver,, Colo.., March 22.
James L. McCann, tramway
conductor, is a candidate for
the title of champion Egg eater
of the world, according to testimony In an alimony hearing
brought by his wife here today.
"What is your average- - consumption of eggs at one mea l ?"
Mrs. McCann's attorney asked.
"That depends on how 1
"I
McCann
replied.
feel,"
have eaten as many as 16" at a
don't
sitting, but ordinarily I
average more than 6 or 7."
Mrs. McCann testified that
her husband was attempting to
"eat the family out of house
anl home."

and that the "payment

was expre?sly made and received
subject to the rights tf the. United
States."
Suggestions Welcomed.
In conclusion the notes stated
that , the American
government
would welcome any suggestions
from the allied governments "for
the reasonable adjustment of this
matter" and the powers were informed that "upon receiving assurances of payment,", this government would be "only too happy to
proceed to the consideration of
suitable means" by which its claims
might be satisfied.
'

EARTE, TREMORS
OF 18 SECONDS
DURATION FELT
(Dt Th- - AumnntM rrw.
St. Louis, Mo., March 22.

Earth tremors lasting eighteen
seconds and beginning at E:22

o'clock this- evening, were registered on tho seismograph at
St. Louis unive'sity. The quake
Was described not so severe as
the first one at 4:30 thin afternoon, but was felt in St. Louis
and, according to reports,,
southeast Missouri and southern Illinois.
-

Hickman. Ky., March 22.
Earth tremors severe enough
to make buildings shake and
lasting several seconds, were
felt hero at 4:31 o'clock this
No damage, reafternoon.
.
sulted.
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Senator Pomerene Likens
the Treaty to a "Pocket
Edition" of Article 10 of
League Covenant.
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Great Is the Crush of
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Views That Senate Holds
a Night Session.
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MERCHANT ATTACKED,
BLINDED AND INJURED
BY MEXICAN BANDITS

er

(Un The Associated Press.)

-

A FLOW OF ORATORY AND CASH.

i

El Paso, Texas, March 22.
Mecham, Sr., a merchant at
Colonla Juarez, Chihuahua, a Mormon colony on the Mexican Northwas attacked;
western
railroad,
blinded and probably fatally in
jured Saturday night by four bandits, who attempted to rob his
store, according to reports reaching
th Mecnam
jlPre this afternoon.
tnd his wife battled with the rob
bers who escaped on horseback.
Pursuing officers overtook the bandits and shot their horses, but tha
men escaped, according to report.!.
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ST. LOUIS' OLDEST
RESIDENT, 107, DEAD
St. Louis, Mo., March 22. Mrs.
Nacy M. Lyons, St. Louis' oldest
resident, is dead today at the age
of 107 veara She was born at
Kaskaskia. 111., in 1S15, and has
been living here since 1$44.
Althougii blind for ten years,
Mrs. Lyons attended church cveiy
morning, until she fell and suffered a fractured hip six years ago.
She is survived by a son 87 years
inold and twenty grandchildren,
four
cluding

nODY FOI ND SUSPENDED.
Gulfport, Miss., March 22. The
body cf Alex. Smith, an aged nertro,
was' found suspended from a brldgj
near here today. Recently two
white girls were removed by officers from a resort operated by the
negro.

BUILD AT
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Indianapolis, Ind., March 22
Without hope apparently of any
developments forestalling the coal
strike set for April 1. officials of
tlie United Mine Workers of America here tonight declared that tho
miners were ready lor a general
suspension of many wee!. a' duration. None, however, would predict how long the walkout would
continue, asserting that their fight
could continue indefinitely.
While no official forecast of the
length of the strike was made, it
was Indicated authoritatively that
the union officials
felt that any
wage conference with operators of
the central competitive field was
doubtful until the big coal stocks
now on hand had been depleted.
Operators here said the stocks on
hand would meet the country's requirements for two months, BnU
n
fields
that meanwhile
could supply almost half of the
normal demand.
While the strike in the soft coal
fields hinges on the situation In the
central competitive field, which is
tho union's basis for wrges of all
soft coal districts, the strike in
Pennsylvania anthracite fields may
be ended before that In the soft
coal fields, for negotiations now
are under way for a new anthracite wage agreement.
Any new
by a
wage scale must be appro-e- d
referendum of the miners affecto-.of
the
by it, and the cessation
strike, officials here said, rested
with the union'.; policy committee.
The opinion in union circles was
that the committee would end the
strike whenever a wage scale acceptable to the men had been nei
gotiated,

TO

PLAIS 10 START

CLAIM

Walkout in the Anthracite
Fields May Be Averted
An AcBy Negotiating
ceptable Scale of Wages.
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Hope Is Seen of Any
ForestallDevelopments
ing the Coal Strike Set
To Begin on April 1,
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Press.)

Washington. March 22 The
of Monday's congressional election in the Third
Maine district continued today
to be .he subject of professed
satisfaction on the part of both
democratic
and
republican
leaders.
Countering yesterday's declaration by Chairman Adams
of the
national
republican
committee that the election of
E. Nelson, republican,
John
left no doubt, as to the preference of the people, Chairman Hull of the democratic
national committee came out
today with a statement in
which he said:
"Tlie republican
majority
was reduced from 19.232 in
on yesterday.
1920 to 6,000
fine
This is a surprisingly
red
showing for a
the
section
noted
for
publican
stability of its voters. With
these tremendous changes taking place in rcpu'lican strongholds, we can only infer that
still greater changes are taking place in the liberal and
progressive sections elsewhere,
logically forecasting a democratic congressional victory at
the fall elections."
rcsulL

II
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March
Washington,
Kight
hours more of oratory,
divided
about- equally between praise and
r
condemnation of tho
Pacific treaty, went into Hid senate
record today as the ratification
approached its conclusion.
(c);v.
Ko great was the crush of
who
wanted to get their views
House Discusses Whether
Mischa
recorded before the hour for vain
Mischa Klman, famous violinist, arrives
ReDirect
Shall
on
Congress
Friday, that an all afteris about to end his twenty-yea- r
noon session was not sufficient to
turn to the U. S. of Cer- world tour of bachelorhood, ho an- accommodate
them. For the first
nounced recently. He is In LonGREASE
tain Troops Abroad.
don now, "whore souls aro most time since the debate began, the
senate
for
recessed
and mei
beautiful." to select a mate.
He aaain in the eviningdinner
to let the
22. The
March
pes to return to America
in
Washington,
itself; out.
house gave its approval todny to
uust with a wife "on tho arm." On thewear
of
side
the treaty propoCOAL
a provision of the army appropria- "I like American girls, but in Eng- nents, Senator
Pomerene, Ohio, a
tion bill which would require the land I believe I will find my ideal." democratic member
the
of
foreign
reduction by July of the regular ho said.
relations committee, took up too
army enlisted strength to 115.000
fight for ratification with a speech
men and then proceeded to enter
telling his party colleague
tney
of
discussion
a
prolonged
upon
could not consistently oppise tho
the
whether congress should direct cerif
thev had hon
pact
return to tho United States of
estly favored the league o nations
tain troops stationed in China, HaHe characterized
the
treaty as a Replies to a Questionnaire
waii, the Panama Canal Zone and
"pocket edition" of tho celebrated
Weeks
on the Rhin3. Secretary
Show an Average Jump
article ten of the league covenant,
has already ordered the withdrawand said that although he would
of 105 Per Cent at the
Rhine.
the
nave preferred the league or the
al of the troops from
The bill provides that before the
'association of nations" advocated
Mine
Since 1914.
fiscal
by President Harding, it would be
beginning of tho coming
inexcusable to reject the regional
6.500 troops
year approximately
ROTARIAMS
(ISy The Associated Press.)
stationed in Hawaii; 2,000 men on
understanding now offered,
Chicago, March 22. The average
and the enl.al'ollette Opposes.
duty in the Canal-zonin the cost of coal at the
increase
For tho opposition tlie d;iv'a de- tire force of 600 garrisoned in
mine since 1914 has been 105 per
China, as well as all but f0 men Telegram
Visit
Postponing
cent, according to replies to a
and officers in the army of occumust be
the treaty as a questionnaire sent to nearly 400
Until Friday Was in Er who denounced
Germany,
pation in
e
consumers
with an approximate
scheme to merge
United
brought to ' continental
alliance into ajinu.il consumption of 12,000.000
ror; To Address Stock- the
States.
another alliance binding the United tons of soft coal. The question
liaison Point of Order.
men This Afternoon.
.States to support imperialistic polinaire was sent by a special coal
republiRepresentative Cargo,
cies in the Pacilic. and the far east. committee of the Illino's Manufaccan, Pennsylvania, raised a point
of
In
conference
Eugene
turers'
.vleyer,
Jr.,
held
the
association, which today
under
manager
any
of order against the provis'on on
he said, the American rep- made public its report. The perthe ground that congress was at- the War Finance corporate n, with treaty,
centage of increase varied from
of the several other representatives of the resentative was certain to be outtempting to usurp the power movecom30 to between S00 and 400 per
organization, arrived in this city voted by a Japanese-Britispresident to direct troop
bination
-'
cent.
last
Americun
be
interwill
of
and
against
the
night,
guest
ments. The point of order, howTho high cost of coal, the comtoday at tho notary- club ests.
ever, was overruled by President honor
Senator
luncheon. A mistake was conShprtridge, republican, mittee paid, was due to tho high
Longworth, republican, Ohio, pre tained
in
received
the
cost
and
Senator Townscnd,
of mining in which the followCalifornia,
telegram
siding, who declared that while be
Tuesday which stated that he republican, Michigan, also spoke ing factors were found to enter:
did so "with personal regret hghere
in favor of ratification ;.t the aftnot be hero until Friday
War time wages of miners, conbelieved congress in appropriating would
The other representatives of the ernoon session,
arguing stituting nearly 70 per cent of the
for maintenance of troops could War
are
Finance
who
"dothat
the
corporation
provision excluding
operating cost; volunteer absenteeproperly place such limitations on
Mr, Meyer on his inspection mestic issues" from the scope of ism of miners, operators claiming
the president and war department. with are
Judge J. E. Henderson, the treaty constituted a a admis- it now takes threp men to do what
A motion to eliminate the provi- trip
F.. it.
F. S. sion by Japan of the right of the two did before the war; high cost
Harrison,
sion from the bill was then made counsol;
Fa hey and Edward Lowry.
United States to handle the Pacific of mater.'al and supplies; over 100
by Representative Rogers, repubMr. Meyer will address the
coast immigration problem In its per cent Increase in taxes in five
lican, Massachusetts, but the house
noon to- own way.
dinner
at
at
their
yeai a: Increase in general expensadjourned before a vote was taken. day, and at 3 o'clock this afternoon
At tho .evening session Senator es, Including compensation InsurThe bill will be taken up again he will speak at a public meeting
ance
Walsh,
which has advanced over 300
democrat,
Massachusetts,
Monday.
of bankers, stockmen and farmers
'Shcphard, democrat, Texas, per cent; increase In office exRejects Amendment.
at the chamber cf commerce. Mr. and
were given right of way to deliver penses due to requirements of acAfter extended discussion, th? Meyer and tho other
represdita prepared addresses
opposing rati- counting established by tho gov
house by decisive majorities
will be present at a meeting fication.
ernment; and increase in seuing
.leciea an nmcnameni wnicn wouia 0f the executive committee of the
Conferences.
expenses due to efforts to" sell coal
(.roup
have fixed the minimum enlisted Agricultural Loan agency this
n
Numerous
conferences between In competition
with
at levels other than thelnoon.
A dinner in honor of the visitors various senate groups took place eastern coal.
115,000 recommended by the sub- the
while
in
was
The majority of coal operators
day's discussion
committee which framed the hill. will be given this evening at the
Chairman Kahn of the military Country club, by the State National progress and although some of the during 1921 operated at a loss, the
irreconcilable
said. Tho average profit
feclared
group
report
tothey
af'airs committee, proposed that bank. The party will leave
an opposition for most advantageously
situated
pay be provided for 143,000 men. night for Phoenix, Arizona, for an had consolidated
two
or
three
within
votes
Illinois miners for 1921 was given
totaling
exclusive
of 7,000
Philippine Inspection there.
of
to
at
six
defeat
seven
and
a
cents
ton.
ratification,
enough
scouts.
administration lea ;rs insisted the
Mr. Kahn said he wanted
an
margin would be much
greater.
army lagre enough to cope with any CENSORSHIP BOARD
The
leaders also stood pat on their
situation.
that the
Declaring
NAMED IN' VIRGINIA predictions
no
that
reservation
United States was not legally at
would be adopted except the "no
peace with Mexico, he added that
(By The Associated irn.)
alliance" declaration drawn
the
"we also have a situation in the
Rrchmond, Va., March 22. Mrs. foreign relations committee. by
west which may lead to trouble." Emma Speed Sampson, author and
seven
In
one
reservations
all.
and
At the outset today the house magazine writer, a
DISABLED-VETvoted down a series of amendments
niece of John Keats, the amendment are pending, and it was
which would have increased the poet; R. L. C. Moncure, of Fal- indicated today that at least one
more would be presented before
$250,000 carried for tho officers' mouth, and Evan K. Chesterman,
reserve corps to amounts as high of Richmond, a former newspaper- the final vote. It is expected to
UP
that each signatory nation
as tS, 900, 000.
man, will compriso .he Virginia providedecide
for itself what quesstate board of censorship created shall
tions
constitute "domestio issues"
COMPANY ADMITTED.
by the 1922 general assembly.
Santa Fe. March 22. The Jef
in
the appointment, within the meaning of the treaty.
The
of who would make Senator
question
ferson Standard Life Insurance Mrs. accepting
Introsne
Cameron
Sampson declared that
company, of Greensboro. N. C. was would eliminate in motion pictures such a decision wa.s raised several
Bill
in
to
times
duces a
Place
today's debate, opponents
admitted py tne state corporation what she considered "unclean, but
commission to transact business in!will net unnecessarily hamper the of the treaty contending that exFormer Service Men on
to
tihould
mado
be
press
,
provision
of
.expression
genius."
prevent any foreign nation or comFederal Irrigable Land.
bination of nations from bringing
before any "conference" a question
(By The Associated Tress.
considered by this government to
Washington, March 22. Further
oe entirely within its own
means of rehabilitating disabled
former service men by "setting
them up" as farmers on federal IrA few of the faithful pat bored at the Chamber of Commerce
PRINCESS ALLOWED TO
rigable land is provided in a bill
Tuesday night to coniinlssernto with each other over what a
introduced today by Senator Cameit would l)c for the city to he deprived of the services of
ENTER
UNITED STATES ron, republican,
The
Arizona.
tho Special Interest Triumvirate.
The spontaneous outpouring of
measure
provides for the withdrawalarmed citizens did not materialize.
Tho
Asaocliitcd
al
200
the
farm
of
(Hy
by
Press.)
government
Mr. Conspicuous M. Rnrbcr told those present how the Job
New Orleans, La., March 22.
units of five acres each and tho
of
the triumvirate should bo done. Mr. Barber Is an Princess
Elizabeth
selection
the veterans' buteau
Tschernltsehew,
by
as
In
was
expert
conducting cnmpnlgns,
proven in 1920, when
says she is the American of 200 men, undergoing
Judge Ifunnn, democrat, carried Rcrnallllo county by some 1000 who
p, former Russian prince,
of
widow
majority, with the able assistance of Mr. Burner ns republican and who has been detained by im- ject. training to take over the pro
county chairman. Everybody shivered and looked apprehensive.
The land to be reserved for tho
migration authorities since her nr- Mr. p. IjJ. Wood whistled while the minds of the little group rival
here a month ago from
former service men Is in the Mesa
were led past the grave-yar- d
of Mr. Barber's political career. Mr.
was
division
her
of the Yuma (Ariz.) fedtoday
granted
appeal
d
Wood la the best
whistler thnt ean be found in the to enter the United States.
eral irrigation project. Each man
where he usually stays.
vicinity of any grave-yar- d
The princess told the authorities would bo advanced
J 1,000 with
Eternal Revenue Collector B. C. Hernandez extolled the
on her arrival that she was born In which to start operations and the
of tho triumvirate.
He pronounced it tho greatest little
this country of a family named land and Irrigation construction,
that ever trliimvod over a patient people. Mr. Hernandez Schllch,
but that her
had water rights and other fees would
kept on extolling mid tolling, until it reminded one of n funeral. been dead for some parents
years. She be amortized In forty years. Dur
Friend Hernandez is the champion
talker of the told of witnessing the crucifixion of ing the period of development, or
fourteen western slates.
her husband by revolutionists In until contracts have been main by
The little group of sympathetic listeners were reduced almost
Russia and of her
across the bureau with these who have
to tears by Brother Hernandez' eloquent statement as to what an Russia and Germany flight
to Bremen. demonstrated ability to handle a
not
to
be
would
men
it
with such n record. The princess juald today she plana farm, t.ie bureau is directed to
ungrateful pity
All present agree! and made It unanimous.
to lecture on conditions In Russia. house them in temporary barracks
So everybody Is hi
on the project site.
harmony on the subject, except the 9,970 registered voters who
were not there.
An appropriation of $500 000 is
SALUTING ORDER IS
We were not there, but we agree. Sure! This trio ought to
carried which, Senator Cameron
bo commissioned to keep on trloing over the people for another
RESCINDED BY MAYOR said, could be used In ways that
four years. It will please the trio, and the people have grown acwould "actually set up the bovs In
customed to It nnd do not mind It much any more
business If they desired to make
By such a
Youngstown, Ohio, March 22.
can keep on drawing $200 a month Mayor
method our manager-ln-IaGeorge L. Oles, who re- farming a vocation."
for four years more and "son" can draw $150 at the waterworks cently started
a lively discussion
and show np for work aa often as It pleases him. Onr surplus by ordering all police
to salute him, DATA ON WRECKING OF
friends can ,keep on stirpl using the surplus and the banks can today ended the tempest
by rebuild new buildings in order to have Vaults big enough to hold It. scinding the order,
THE DIRIGIBLE ROMA IS
saying that he
Ilrotlier-ln-laJim can keep on onranling paving companies
was "tired of saluting.''
IN HANDS OF WEEKS
and can, continue to send employes here as city managers to he
me
salutso
"They've kept
busy
graduated as paving company managers at propitious Intervals.
ing I haven't had time to ilo anywas
word
think
(We
that
If any trouble thing else," the mayor said.
"propitious"
Inspired.)
(Hy The Associated Press.)
results, brother Judge cau sit In tho case and see that justice Is
Washington, March 22. Secredispensed with.
Weeks
hnd before him tonight
tary
A
It would be a crying pity to Interfere with such lucrative DUKE
for examination the icport of the
a
wait
while
we
minute
family affairs. (Please
ROAD TO BE WIDENED special army board hended by
weep.)
What a crime it would lie it someone1 should strip those Three
Lieut. Col. Arthur, f!. Fisher, apGraces of the Immaculate garments of public service
with which
pointed to Investigate the wreck(SfKCIAk DISPATCH TO MOfthlN
JOUShAt,j
the Kternal Revenue Collector clothed them. I'ar bo It from us
d
Santa I'e, March 22. Tho
ing of the army
dirigible
to assay so
a task.
Roma at Hampton. Va recently
.Miller Construction
company,
After bunking some more buncombe and taking up a collecIons
with i.e
of many lives The
of Sioux City, was awarded the
tion for the poor, the meeting adjourned.
contract for adding a two-fosecretary declined to make public
Hereafter It will not lie newssnry for Campaign Manager
the board's findings hut said he exshoulder on each
gravel
Louis Mcliae to bother with such gatherings. But It was necessary
side of the concrete boulevard'
pected to glvo out the report tothat the spigot lie opened for a flow of oratoryand campaign
between Allmqiicrquo nnd Alamorrow.
,
ensh. After using an adding machine a few minutes. Mr. Mcltue
No definite
meda.
addition will i.iako
decision has beer
tho width of the . boulevard
pronounced the meeting a howling success. Professional political
reached by the war department as
workers will please tnko note that Mr. MeRjie Is now prepared to
twenty feet. Tho cost will be
yet on the question of whether th
bo worked.
' ..
Ttoma Is to bo replaced in the army
s,J2l. This Is federal aid
project No. 26.
air service, Mr. Weeks said.
'
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CITY

If you are going to build a
garage, or put up a new fence,
it is possible for you to do it
yourself, at low cost, without
calling in the service of outside people.
Concrete makes it possible
for you to build and build for
without tho nepermanence
cessity of paying a profit to
someone else for doing the
work.
Many things can be made of
this artificial stone.
Cellar
clothes
fence
floors,
posts,
a
walks
and
posts, driveways,
hundred
other conveniences
for the home or farm, which
will help to beautify it, can be
made with the proper instruction.
Any of our readers may have
a free copy of the revised concrete booklet, which gives instructions for mixing concrete,
building the forms, laying or
pouring" the concrete, as well
as many suggestions for using
it. To secure one, simply fill
out the coupon and mail it,
enclosing two cents In stamps
for return postage. Ho sure to
write your name and address,
plainly on the lines of tho
coupon.
f'RKDEKIC .T. HASKIX, ...
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, I. C.
I enclose herewith two cents-istamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Concrete
Booklet.
4
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20 per cent of the surplus to move
from farms after March 1.
In 1U21 the group of state
POTATO
Pennsylvania,
Maryland
Ohio,
Virginia, AVet
Virginia,
Indiana,
Illinois,
Iowa,
and Kentucky, which norto
mally consume in addition
of
(heir own larjre production
potatoes the bulk of tho surplus
from the northern tier of commerby nii:i)i:iueMarch
j. iiaskin.
cial states, grew 35,000,000 bushels
22. Hay
Washington,
less than In 1920, when Jfi0.73n,000 fever
of
victims
this city are tak- bushels were
Three
produced.
time by the forelock this seaing
surplus producing
slates, Maine, son. A
prevention clinic
Dakota and Colorado, had has beenhny fever at
the Women's
Department of Agriculture North
opened
unusually hip crops last season,
Welfare
and working
.
and Deal
21,000,000 bushels more women association,
J,
Says Farmers
sneeze
who
regularly
in
1920
S'.Slv.OOO
when
,hnn
I
QO QLR flflfl
are
of
a
I
the
year
part
through
Held yU)3TOiUUU pia were produced. Up to February looking forward to a eneezeless
15, these three states had shipped
Bushels on March 1.
summer.
4 2 0 7 f cars as compared
3
with
The time to tackle hny fever, accars up to tho corresponding
(By The Arwwlntrd Tten.)
dale last year.
cording to tho specialist in charge
22.
Sto.ks
March
of the clinic, is before
Washington
the apV '
pointed time for sneezing arrives,
of pctatoes in tho hands of farmers
A
OF
POSTPONEMENT
1
Some sneezers are at their worst
in the
and local dealers March
in
and
when
August
September
15 leading potato states are estiWEEK IS GRANTED IN pollen
from rngweod and other
mated at 90,940,000 bushols by the
bIoomins p,arits 19 hein;,,lown
SUIT!lat0
HIRSCH
DIVORCE
labout on the wind. Other hay fev-- I
department of agriculture. Of this
erites aro attacked early and are
quantity 73,480,000 bushels were
(By Tho Anaorkitad Frens.)
S
urnll atrnln
T..I.,
i v....!..
held by farmers and 17,460,000
New York, March
the cHnle
bushels by dealers. Of the holdings Court Justice Lehman today grant-- ! at
the first of May, probahly because
in the hands of producers, 30JD33,-(10- 0 ed a motion for a week's postpone- - of the
pollen from early grasses.
bushels are expected to move ment In the divorce suit instituted It is the aim of the clinic doctor
off the farm, and 42,556,000 to bo against Sidney Hlrnch by his wife, to immunize the patient now be.'
V.i.
retained. As this is tho first year
fore tho deadly pollens begin to do
that stocks of potatoes on March Helen, after his lawyer, Samuel cli-L. their work.
1
have been estimated by the de- Chess, had told the court his
Tho doctor at the cilnlc sits at
Sen. William J. Harris.
partment, there is no basis for ent was a victim of "the divorce a whita table with boxes filled
stocks
in
with
preced- factory"
comparison
whose
existence
he with rows of small bottles before
William J. Harris, Georgia, rehim. Ho listens carefully to the ceived his training for the United
ing years.
yesterday.
The slates covered are Maine. charged
Chess alleged that an affidavit history of a case, nnd notes what States senate by acting as private
New York, Pennsylvania,, Michigan,
filed in the case had been manu- time of the year tho patient be- secretary to tho late Senator A, S.
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakofactured In this factory after its gins sneezing and if there are any Clay. Ho was elected to the senta, South Dakota, Nebraska, Monas to tho exact cause. Then ate without opposition in 1918
alleged head, Jack BerkowitZ, an clues
tana, Colorado, Idaho, Washington, auto
he chooses from his collection of after he had served in the stale legbeen
truck
had
man,
1921
In
paid
California.
and
Oregon
bottles some eighteen filled with islature as director of tho United
these states produced about seventy $850 by Arthur Fine, Mrs. Hirsch's pollens and olhor
Irritants which Slates cenmis bureau, acting secreinvestiper cent of all potatoes in the father. ledMr. Chess, whose
throw light on tho case. tary of tho department of comyesterday to the arrest might
United States and had a surplus gation
First
test are tho merce and chairman of the federal
selected
for
the
of Berkowltz, added that he had
over farm requirements of
usual weed pollens that aro dis- trade commission. He is fifty-fobushels, or C2 per cent of been offered $500 if he would cease tributed at tho
tlmo of the year years old, a banker by profession,
the total production in the fifteen his activities in the case.
when the patient is affected. Grass married and has one child.
states. The movement from farms
Meanwhllo, tho district attor- and
tree pollens, the doctor exto March 1 was 119, 371, 000 bush- ney's office was preparing tomorrow to go before the grand Jury plains, nro most often responsible
els, or 80 per cent of the total surfor hay fever attacks In the spring eighteen drops, and the patient setplus, leaving 30,935,000 bushels, or to ask for Berkowltz' indictment.
In tho lato summer and fall rag- tles down for twenty minutes to
weed Is tho worst offender. Moro wait for the skin to react.
Action on tho Skin.
cases of hay fever are due to ragAt the end of that time the arm
weed than to any other plant. The
an
tells
of
is
so
this weed
interesting story to the
pollen
light and
Rome of the extracts
fine that a wind traveling 20 miles specialist.
and hour will carry the grains five have entered their scratches without
miles. Thus tho pollen is brought
any disturbing effect. Other
Into city streets from vacant lots, pollens have set the skin to Itching
weed grown back yards, and even in protest, and pink wells have
risen around these scratches. These
from tho suburbs.
aro tho agents to which the patient
Colilcnrod Myth Fxrlodort.
Goldemod is not included in the is sensitive. This ends act one of
selected assortment of irritants, the drama so far as that patient is
tioldenrod pollen is heavy and is concerned.
For
not carried by the wind. Both
The next time Hho visits th
goldenrod and roses are regarded clinic the doctor proceeds to make
by scientists ns negligible factors moro rows of scratches and to apin producing bay fever, in spite of ply to them different strength sothe popular theory that makes lutions of tho pollen or other matThe nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
in completely by morning, and you these
two flowers prime causes of ter which seems to be the worst
the world to physic your liver and will feel splendid. "They work
On this card telling the
fever attacks. Unless a patient Irritant.
bowels when you have Dizzy Head- while you sleep." Cascarets never hay
comes In close contact with these history of the case ho carefully
Rtlr y j up or gripe like Salts, Pills.
ache, Colds,
Biliousness, Indigesplants, tho pollen of which is dis- draws the outline of tho little welts
tion, or Upset. Acid Stomach 13 Calomel, or Oil and they cost only seminated
by insects,
the cllnlo which are produced by the disturbcandy-lik- e
"Cascarets." One or two ten cents a box. Children love Cas- doctor
At each visit the
does not try tho pollen as ing extracts.
tonight will empty your bowels carets too.
a possible cnuse of tho disease.
patient has fewer of the welts asAlong with a dozen weed and she becomes accustomed to strongerasH pollens tho ilneinr npvt inv. er solutions.
T'10 reaction may be understood
out
vials containing other possible
in'
.
s v
tu nay lever. Ullft lOoelS On nener ry
in; ii. i"
n
tnese are surprising. We are
winen "(lope - grauuaiiy i.iiib u
customed to calling all sorts of;tako effect unless larger and
seasonal asthmatic and sneezing at- - larger doses are taken. Tho pollen
tacks by the teun hay fever. extracts are In no way like dope,
whether ragwood or timothy or but tho process of Immunization Is
.some other plant is the exciting' similar.
Beginning with one part
cause. But It is strange to think of lot pollen to 20,000 parts of diluent
to
hay fever as being duo to cat hairs eventually tho doctor works up to
fur, chicken feathers, rice powder Injections of one part of pollen
Mia-ou-
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SEEK

WOMEN

STOCKS

CALLS AT THE WHITE
HOUSE; WANTS TO SEE

PRESIDENT WiLSON

SMEZELESS

rl

J

i

22.-49-

The tire mileage
is unusua lly high

GAINED NEW
Dodg? Brothers

RGY

.bout

preme

Press.)

Washington, March 22. Peter A. Speicls, of Philadelphia,
called at the White House today and wanted to see President Wilson. He refused to
say what he wanted from Mr.
Wilson, but said he would tell
that to him personally.
Asked If President Harding
would do, Speicls replied:
"1 don't know him," and being furnished with the address
of Mr. Wilson he left the White
House offices. He said he was
a native of 'Russia, but had
lived in America twelve years.
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Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
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Twelve Years of Suffering
From Stomach Trouble
Quickly Ended When She
Got
Mrs.
Also

Declares

Tanlac,

Husband

Sharp.

Restored.

"Tanlac has done my husband
and myself both a world of good
and I pin my faith to it as a
medicine of extraordinary merit,"
said Mrs. Nancy Sharp. 921 Cam-ulSt., Los Angeles, Calif.
"I had been disappointed
so
the past twelve
often, during
years, during all of which time I
had a. bad form of stomach trouble, that I had lost faith in all
medicines and it took a great deal
of persuasion for me to even give
Tanlac a trial.
"Before 1 had finished the second bottln I knew that I had
found just what 1 needed. I could
just feel I was gaining new life
and energy with every dose. It
toned up my stomach and in a
short time I was able to eat anything I desired, which was cer
tainly a novel experience, as for
twelve years I had lived upon a
very rVid and restricted diet.
"Tanlac also built my husband
up wonderfully and at our home
we look upon It as our stand-by.- "
Tanlac is sold by the Alvarado
Pharmacy and all other leading
druggists everywhere tAdv.
'

'PROHIBITION
NAVY"
WILL BE OPERATING
WITHIN NEXT 10 DAYS

$lfiS0;
Coupe $1460;
Touring Car $1040;
Koadslcr $095;
I'anol Iliislness Car $1030;
Screen Business Car $1130.

Sedan

Asucliteil Press.)
Miami,
Fla March 22. The
"prohibition navy" will' be operating off the Florida coast within the
next ten days, according to infor
mation given out today at the
headquarters here of the federal
prohibition agents working under
Colonel U G. JS'utt and F. IS. Ilen-so(l"y Tho

J.
214-21-

6

""'.

especl-know-

....

BEAUTY

and PROTECTION
Plus Lowest Cost per Square Foot

Phone 783

Colonel Xutt declined to discuss
details of tho naval campaign or to
exactly when tho fleet would

tty

i

& CO.,

n.

of the plans for SUPREME COURT HEARS
that Blie in no lnneer
It is only in a comparatively
'
.?. .'
Instances that imv fever u traced sensitive to that particular agent beinfr discussed
."':;' in
C0R0NAD0 COAL CASE
hv the asents,
to these unusual irritants. The of hay fever.
volves the installing cf a powerful
n
It her nasal membrane is
feathers in a pillow case have been
searchlight on
Cape Florida tc
(By The Am,oliitcd I'rcis.)
to cause attacks. Grains of! ally sensitive it may be that other sweep
tho ocean and bay. at night
it
Washington, March 22. Duo to
orris In face or tooth powder, or untested agents will still attack
in
of
to
order
tho.
tnnka
landing
suffer from hay fever
tho erir,i
the impending coal strike more
,.,tt,. f o f,.'and she may
r,f imimimzat '. n to one liquor cargoes moro liazardous..
than usual interest was attached to
neckpiece may, if inhaled by a hindKtiitp
are
chances
of pollen, but tho
highly sensitive r.ose. bo tho excitthe reargument today in the suwill
CONTRACTS
escape,
HIGHWAY
the
that
good
patient a
ing agent of a hay fever case.
atpreme court of the famous Coroalio
have
or
most
will
light
at
The doctor arranges his bottles.
GILLETT
tack.
AWARDEDJBY
to
one
nrm
tho
The patient bares
Successes nnd Failures.
elbow.
Tho nurse cleanses it with
Tho clinic doctor says that ac- (Special f nrrenponripnre te The Jnumal.)
alcohol, and the test begins.
Santa Fe, March 22 On account
to tho experience of men
Eighteen drops of an alkaline cording
working in this field 5 to :i0 per of the spirited bidding by a large
solution are placed along tho arm cent
the cases Riven preventive number of contractors, I. A.
of
and then with a sterilized needle treatment are cured. Ten per cent
state
ensineer, has
the doctor quickly makes a light aro not benefited the first year. The been able tohighway
make highly satisfacscratch, not deep enough to draw rest are benefited BO to 75 per cent. tory contracts for the building of
blood, where each drop of liquid is.
Jiay fever is not eaully cured. federal aid projects, nt the first
A tiny sample of one selected irriOnce a person has an atiack the
of the contract letting.
tant is then added to each of the momurnne of the nose is weakened. dayThe O. C. McKlrath
Contracting
to
is
that
apt
person
Thereafter,
company of Mesa. Ariz., waa the
he less able to withstand the pol- successful bidder of nine, on projlens in the atmosphere. Regularly ect No. 64. covering 11.884 miles
tho attacks come at the time of In Luna county, between Doming
year when the air is filled with the and Lordsburg.
Trice J49 359.09.
agent which affects him, unless he
The Miller Construction company
un
or
some
treatment
bv
is cured
of Pioux City, la., will build No. 74
less he goes to a place where the in Valencia
county, for J60.158.04.
disturb tie DOllens do not follow.
is 7.803 miles In
find that if the attacks This project
fc areDoctors
Horace and
between
length,
tho
several
for
years
prevented
There were nine bids.
cf the patient increases
Milk resistance
few ii'J'V,!,

KORBER

North Second.

nado coal cuso on appeal hy the
United Mine Workers of America.
The case pleads the issue of
whether labor unions can be pros
ecuted under the Sherman antitrust act on charges of restraint of
Interstate commerce incidjntal to
strikes.

Journal Want Ads bring results
V

FOR SALE

WATER MOTOR
Innnlrn
JOCRNAl O it it i ii p

Gil-let- t,

The retail price of Lucas Tinted Gloss
Paint is as high, if not higher than any
other house paint on the market.
cAnd yet it is actually the
paint you can buy.
lowest-price- d

tili,,ia-- g

Why ?

It covers from 350 to 400 square feet
pet
gallon, two coats, as compared to 250 to 300
square feet with ordinary paint.
2nd It vill wear twice as long as"cheap"patnt
thus keeping the cost of applying the paint
to a minimum by making painting lest
frequent.
3rd It look better over a longer period of tlmo
than ordinary paint.
Come in for a color card, and let's talk U over
1st

(Si

Vamishci

Stains

Enamel

State Distributors

m

'

nnd In time he becomes Immune
The main difficulty in achieving
immunity is that there are so many
possible causes of the disease. Mos'.
victims respond to several irritants,
e
nnd out of some 200
pollens of a locality it Is no easy
matter to locate the two or three
that causes trouble. Yet the meas
ure of success achieved encournses
A
void bdtatioiu & Substitutes specialists to continue with their
studies and clinics. Hay rever is
nn 1nke. A working woman cannot
afford to be practically incapaci
tated for work durlnff a montn or
k
Alternate applications hot an4 six weeks of every yenrs. Po the
f
cold cloths then
hay fever clinic of tho Women's
apply
Welfare association is a busy and
hopeful place.

r--

MaabbciMmjger,
ITS HARDWARE
IT"
VI

IF

WE HAVE

V VAPO Ellin
OhtI7 Million
Vied

First nd Copper Phone 205
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wind-born-

SURGICAL

OPERATION
IN COURT

PERFORMED

(11? The Ansoclnted Preis.)

When a Man
Can't Work
Every man rendered unfit to earn
a living, through injury or illness,
becomes a burden to himself, his
friends and the community.
To every such man the community
owes an obligation at ,once economic and humanitarian.

The state has an agency prepared
to
with any community
in discharging thi3 obligation.
If
YOU know of such a case write the
details to
D. W. HOCKEY,
State Supervisor of Industrial Kchabllltation,
Department of Education,

f
r

II

H

Mlllen, Ga., March 22. A surgical operation
performed in open
SLOAN'S RELIEVES
court upon Sydney Howe and Kos-co- e
of the five men
two
Chance,
charged with the murder of WatNEURALGIC
son Allen last Christinas, was the
feature of the trial here today of
R. II. Chance, Hoscoe Chaace'f
forty years Sloan'a Liniment father.
FOR been tho quickest relief for Using cocoaihe to deaden the
neuralgia, sciatica and rheuma- pain, the surgeon extracted several
tism, tired muscles, lame backs, sprains shots to bear out the contention of
and strains, aches and pains.
the defense that they were fired hy
was then killed in self'
Keep Sloan's Juindy and apply freely, Allen, whoRoscoo
Chance's body
without rubbing, at the first twinge. defense.
was bared to show the Jury wounds
It eases and brings comfort surely in his left arm, left side
and left
and readily You'll find it dean and thigh. He was driving a car conn
men
five
it Is
the
which,
staining.
taining
Sloan's Liniment fa pain'9 enemy. claimed, was fired upon in the vi
cinity of the Allen home.
Ask your neighbor.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.
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TRANSPORT CANTIGNY
USES RADIO COMPASS

Pain's

(It? The Amorintrd Treu.)
Boston, March 22. The

transport

army

with 2,000
Cantigny
doughboys of the Fifth infantry
aboard, was in a Rtorm off the
TIitormrokliiltel coast Monday night with her comapplying before retiring pass out of commission ana" unable
to get bearings
Ijr.Uobeon'eEczeroaOint
until the radio
ment Oneof Dr.Uoliaon'i compass ramo to her aid.
Kemedics.
family
With tho assistance of shore stations which eent her bearings by
wireless the Cantlgny was safely
piloted to port at Portland, Me.,
her commander acyesterday,
knowledged today.

BrHabsor&

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

er

.
C IMI.I'KIIXIK
Lt'MllKK TO.
42: Smitb Hr.l HI reel.
I'hune 40J.

To Cure a Com in One .)ny
Take Laxative BRO.MO (JUININE
tablets. The genuine hears the slg- n"ure of E. W. Grove, (lio sure
'
rOc.
j ou fet : HOMO.)

The same

company

$11,300.40.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS
ESCAPE BEING SEIZED
DUE TO ADVANCE TIP
(By The Aimoclstfd Frees.)

Miami, Fla., March 22. Intoxicating liquors valued at from
$200,000 to $300,000 by prohibition
agents assigned to tho siuadron
here under Col. L. O. Nutt of
Washington, escaped seizure as a
result of places being given
notice of proposed raids, according to a statement today by
i
Colonel Nutt.
While the large stocks of liquor
are safely out of reach of the pro
hibition agents, tney claim to Know
tho owners and from whom it was
Mvl.
purchased in the Bahamas.
dence in this connection, slid Col
onel Nutt, will be presented to the
federal grand Jury.
At a London wedding a woman
recently appeared as "best man" in
support of the bridegroom.

AT ITS BEST
The strongest
ever paid to

cojn-plime- nt

coif&Emulsion
is the vain attempts at
I
imitation. 1 hose
r
who take
oil at its best, take
Scott's Emulsion.N. BM4 f
cod-live-

8ot

A

Hownd.

Hlofmfild.

New Mexico
llollprmnkrrn

.T.

Steel Co. Inc.
himI

IVehlrrit.

PAINT
PLASTER

Lumkr 60,

will build

"

!J

Albuquerque

No. 69. in Lea county, for $35,000.
This covers 12.14 miles between

Carlsbad and Lovlngton. These arc
the first contracts in New Mexico
that have been awarded to this
company.
Baldwin & Smith' of Valley
Ranch secured the contract for the
surfacing of S.88 miles out of the
city of Kanta Fe on the road to the
north, in Santa Fe county. This if
the contract prlc
project No. 14--

U E E

GLASS
CEMENT

y,

For Infants
St Invalms
MO COOKING
foi All Ages.
fhe "Food-Drink- "
3uick Lunch at Home Office.aod
Fountains. A.A fot HORUCtCS.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phono I057--

423 North First Street

Secretarial,

WARNING

I

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Rheumatism
Headache
Colds
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Pain, Pain
Earache
Lumbago

Bookkeeping

Shorthand,
Typewriting,
Civil Service
mnl all
Commercial
Subjects
Day and Evening Sessions.
WKSTKKN
SCHOOL F()K
PKIVATE SHCKKTAKIKS
TIJcrns Ave. nnd Klghtn St.
Telephone OOI-- J

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles
Moooacetlcacldeater of Ballrjllcaclil
Ajplrla If the trde mark ot Bayer Manufacture of

OPPORTUNITY

GOOD

THAU TVs'0 CENTS A
Make It At Home By This
Takes
Easy Process
Less Than 30 Minutes.
.Nowadays, more snd more wo
men are doing as meir motners
did and are making their own
soap, if you have never tried it,
you will be surprised to see how
eapy it Is to make good soap,
soft soap, hard soap or floating
kitchen
boo p.
Just
by using
scraps and wante grease together
with a can of Merr, wnr Lye.
the snf. and sure soapmaker.
In the old days when soap was
made by the boiling process it
took nearly all day to make a
kettle of soap. Now it Is hardly
nny work at an requires ,no
boiling takes less than 80 min
utes. Saves you money and gives

M

There IS "Opportunity" for the

THOROUGHLY TRAINED young
man or woman, Btart that trainclean
all
the
soap you
pure,
you
need for kitchen, laundry and all ing NOW.
household purposes.
Sou will find simple directions
MAI & IIOSKIXQ.
for aoapmaking on the label of
every can of Merry War Lye
also" many other recipes such as
how to make lye hominy, how to
to
make
how
soften
water,
clothes washing
easy, how to
brighten cooking utensils, etc.
Merry War Powdered Lye is
also a wonderful
cleaner and
purifier for use about the home,
house and outbarn, chicken
"It Is Clean"
houses.
Comes in a convenient
can with, revolving sifting top
that cannot come off, cannot get GALLUP
lost, rocloscs tightly and preLUMP .
serves contents.
It is economical
to buy and easy to use.
OMERA
Ask your dealer for Merry War
Lye be sure .you get "Merry
LUMP .
War" the lye that has made
good for 33 rears.

COAL

$11.00
$11.50

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251 t ;
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

;

March 23, 1922.
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TO ENACT BONUS

M

MEASURE

Fr.)

naoclntrd
New York, March 22. After being closeted for two clays In join'
(Ry The

ds

A

conference, members of the anthracite miners' and rperators' wage arbitration committee of eight announced tonight that they were
still at loggerheads.
One more session will be held tomorrow. In a final attempt to settle wage differences before labor
members of the committee leave
for Cleveland to marshal the six
hundred thousand anthracite and
bituminous miners of the nation
for the general strike ordered for
April 1..
"Wo have agreed upon nothing."
John I liOWis. International president of the United Mine Workers of
America, announced at the close of
today's session.

Obtained, Claim.
(H

MINERS ARE

The Aaaucintrd I'resa.)

Washington, March 22. Extreme
confidence that the toldiers' bonus
bill would be passed by the house
before sundown tomorrow was expressed i lay by republican leaders
in charge of the legislation.
The
last preliminary step to the presentation of the program was taker,
today with the adoption by the rules
committee of a resolution making
tomorrow, a apodal suspension day
and setting aside four hours Instead of the usual forty minutes
lor debate.
To 1'rcaent Resolution.
This resolution was to bo presented when the house convened ut 11
There was to be
u. m. tomorrow.
an hour's discussion of the resolution with thirty munite allotted to
each side. Democratic leaders planned to make a determined tight
against the resolution, but the republicans were satisfied it would
obtain the necessary majority for
its adoption.
With the adoption of the rule,
Speaker Gillett was expected to recognize Chairman Fordney of the
ways and means committee, for a
motion to suspend the rules and
pass the bonus bill. There would
then be four hours more of discussion, two hours unter the control
of Mr. Fordney and two hours under the control of Representative
Garner, of Texas, the ranking democrat on the ways and means committee. Mr. Fordney expected to
allot one hour to republican op
ponenls of the bill and Mr. Garner
planned to give one hour to aem
cratic supporters of the measure
Kuniioi'tcra t.onlulciit.
A
majority would be
necessary to suspend the rules ana
nass the bill, but it was Mated on
all sides that far mere than this
majority would be obtained. Lead
ing supporters of the measure did
not expect the total votes against
it to exceed seventy-fivAfter a conference today with
President Harding about his bill to
appropriate $17,000,001) for nos
pitals for sick and disabled yete
rans. Representative Langley,' re
publican, Kentucky, announced he
would try to call tne measuro up
after the bonus bill. Representa
tive Mondell, of Wyoming, the majority leader, and chairman Camp
bell, of the rules committep, sain
however, he would be unsuccessful
Mr. Mondell said the hospitalization
bill would be taken up soon.

I

EX-SERVI-

CE

BY TIIF.O. A. THOMA.
Knights of Columbus filled St.
Mary's hall last night to greet
supreme knight, James A. Flaherty of Philadelphia, who is making
a tour of tho councils of the
southwest to observe personally
the progress the order is making
in this part of the cuntry to bring
home to the local councils th
realization that the supreme officers are interested vitally in the
outposts of the great organization
which now has a membership of
soo.ooo.

Supreme Knight Flaherty's message last night to the local members was to the effect that the or-- d
r by its work during the world
war and in the reconstruction ser
vice that has followed has been
observed with much favor by the
whole world.
lie suld that the
knights are making good use of
the eleven millions of dollars left
In the war chest when the armistice was signed, by proi"d;ng hundreds of night schools for
men, thousands of whom
have been benefited very materially by the courses, and by the welfare work for disabled servic
men in 273 hospitals.
CONCILIATION BOARD
Not one cent of the fund has
TO ABANDON ATTEMPT
been diverted for other causes, he
The erection of the statue of
said.
TO SETTLE WALKOUT La Fayette
at Metz, the welfare
work undertaken in the city of
B.T The Aworlntcd FrrM.)
Rome at the request of the la'.e
Providence R. I., March 22
Pope Renedict XV, and all ether
Formal announcement Is wrpeeted undertakings
have
tomorrow by the state board of been financed of thetheorder
members.
by
mediation and conciliation that it Tho money raised
the entire
has abandoned all attempts to set public for the serviceby men
will y
tie the textile strike in Rhode Is expended for
men only.
land and that it will take no fur
In universities whlc'i
ther steps in the situation unless Scholarships
Include tuition and board, whicn
requested to ' by both sides.
have been given to
men
With the last possibility of 6
the order, have gone to men resettlement of the strike apparently by
other congardless of creed or
gone for the present, both sides ap sideration, and fully any
forty per cent
pear satisfied with the situation of those who qualified
for the
and willing to allow the deadlock scholarships are
to continue.
The speaker told of the pilgrimage of the Knights of Columbus to
after the war to erect the
Kurope
TRAINER
PUGILIST'S
statue at Metz. He said the French
IS HEIR TO MILLION government gave every official
recognition to the pilgrimage of
250 members and they were treat(By The Assnclnted I'resO
ed as royalty.
Elizabeth. N. J.. March 22.
The president of
Timothy J, O'Connell, tralnpr of France, the entire cabinet and as
a
received
as
letter
many
pugilists, today
forty generals and other
from Spoknne, Wash., Informing high officers were present at the
him that he was heir to f 1,000, now. unveiling of the statue and at oth"Million or no million," ho said, er events In which the knlghtu par"I'll keep on training the boys for ticipated. The pilgrimage contin
ued to Rome where the knights
boxing bouts."
The letter from J. E. Phltts, ex were received with marked affecocutor of the estate of Timothy tion by the lato Pope Benedict who
McCarthy, 67 years old, an uncle celebrated mass In the Vatican gar
of O'Connell, who died February dens In their honor. Pictures of
19, said McCarthy left nn estate this great event have been shown
valued at J 10,000,000.
Four fur in the picture theaters throughout
The .supreme
vlvlng sisters and brothers of Mc the United States.
Carty and their children will share knight's story of the meeting of
In the estate, the letter snld.
the knights with the supreme pon- Mrs Helen O'Connell, the train tiii was especially
and
er's mother, lives In Manhattan touching. Each of tnrilllng
the Pilgrims
She and her seven children wil' carried away a medal struck espeshare t10.0n0.000. according to the cially for the occasion.
letter. William McCarthy, brothThe Itinerary of the supreme
er of the deceased Spokane mil- knight did not Include Santa Fe,
lionaire, resides In New Rochelle but he was met (or rather cap
N. Y., and two other sisters live In tured) by his
grace. Archbishop
Cork, Ireland.
Daeger, when coming Into Albu
querque on Santa Fe train No. 2
and agreed to go to
yesterday
Santa Fe by motor at 8 o'clock this
the
morning; and to address
Knights of that city at their home
at 2 o'clock this afternoon. He will
then be taken by automobile to Las
Vegas to fill his engagement there
this evening.
On his arrival In Albuquerque
yesterday Mr. Flahert; was met by
committee of local knights and
was taken by automobile to many
points of intereet about the city
The distinguished visitor was es
pecially pleased with his visit to
St. Anthony's boys' home, where
his visit was a surprise to the
e.

qualities
combined with a
low 'price make
Lytona the most

r

economical and
satisfactory Baking
Powder you can
"buy.

Bake with

Lytona!
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After the tour of the city a ban
quet was served In the buffet room
of the Alvarado hotel to the dis
tinguished guest and to a few of
the local knights and a delegation
of members from Santa Fe, who
came at the request of Archbishop
1 Daeger to take Mr. Flaherty to the
Ancient City. Another distinguished visitor at the dinner was the
Very Rev: Edmund Klein of Cincinnati, provincial of the Order of
St. Francis, who arrived here In the
evening on a visit to the various
churches and instituFranciscan
tions of New Mexico.
In the Santa Fe delegation were
the Rev. Fr. Turibius. O. F. M.;
Juan Vigil, grand knight; A. M
Bergere, past prand knight; Dan
and
T. Kelly, Theo. A. Thoma
Frank Ortiz.
at
the
members
Albuquerque
dinner were the Rev. A. M
8. J.; Rev.' P. J.
Mandalarl,
S. J.; 3. J. Hartman, 3. 3
I Weckx,
Francis E. Wood, William
f Heaney,
A. Munster, O. N. Marron. Ralph
I Umbach and John O'Laughlln.
f

'!

Examination

Physical

Shows Evidence of 'Physical Deterioration," Due
Largely to War's Strain.
(Hj Tlif AfisoolntMl l're.)

Washington, March 22 (by the
Associated Press.) Physical examination of regular army officers
now In progress has disclosed the
"most clear cut evidence of physical deterioration" duo to the strain
incident to the prosecution of thi
world war, according to a medical
memorandum In the hands of war
It Is based
department officials. from
examinon Informal reports
ing officers covering tho post war

TItME

HEKMAN WINS.
Houston, Tex., March 22. Tlllle
(Kid) Herman, Paclfio coast welterweight, defeated Johnny
of Dallas, Tex., here tonight
In the
by a technical knockout
third round of a scheduled
bout.
.

)

'

March 22. The
Washington,
nomination of Samuel H. .Piles to bt
American minister to Colombia, was
confirmed today by the senate,

is regarded by army medical
sts highly possible that full
investigation of this subject may
bring- to liKht a positive scientific
explanation of some part of the
restlessness that has been evident
among tho former soldiers is since
the war. It may well be, it said,
that the struggle left a lasting
mark upon thousands of men who
underwent severe nerve strain.
"An analysis of the records,"
Geiveral Ireland snld, "will probably show that physical deterioration
was more marked in the commissioned personnel of tho regular
emergency
army than In the

It

officers

forces."

Symptoms of physical deteriora-

tion noted by the staff of attending surgeons here Included:
"Instability of the nervous system more particularly by affection
system.
of tho
"An unusual tendency to worry
blood p essure
low
fatigue enslly,
and lowered resistance to all infectious d'seases."
One peculiarity noted at th
army medical school in reviewing
reports of examining idiysi'-lnnwas what appeared to he tho ef'ect
on blood prcswre taken in relaf'on
to the a'JO of the officers While
cata wis not
comnnrative pre-wavailable for study, the opinion
was expressed that thn "blood
pressure nf thop officers who
served In the A. E. F., who Were
over 45 years of nt;e, was materially increased and In a majority
of cases abnormally so. and in the
case of younger officers, 25 to 30
years of ase, was in the sair.o degree decreased."
vaso-mot-

s
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OF DRIVING AN

WHILE
(Bv The

INTOXICATED

POLICE

COMMISSIONER

AND WIFE ARE ROBBED

Awled rrei.)

Kalamazoo, Mich., March 22.
John Duval Dodge, son of the late
John P. Dodge, automobilo manufacturer of Detroit, was acquitted
by a jury in municipal court here
late today on a charge of driving
an automobile while intoxicated.
The jury was out about six
hmira Thn r.hnree was the out
automobile
growth of a midnight vonuii-in
ride March 11, wnien
tho injury of Miss Emmoline
19 year old
student of
Western Slate Normal.

San Francisco, Calif., March 22
Discovery that Police Commissioner Thomas U. Shumate and his
wile were held up in their automobile near their homo here several clays ago and robbed of sev- oral hundred dollars, was made
when It was learned that detec-- j
lives were working on the case se-- I
cietly, according to a story printed
in the Chronicle today.
Tho roli-- I
li'
was kept quiet, tho accouni
.slates, in hope of catching th
No arrests have beer
bandits.
made.

homo from Iteh-- 1
jvacy of your own
ing, bleeding or protruding piles,
hemorrhoids nnd such rectal troubles. Get a liilo. box today of anv
drugglat. A single box has often
been Hulllclent.
You can have a free
trial package by sending name and
address to Pyramid Drug Co., Olfc
pyramid UUls., Marshall, Mich.

IGII

ROGERS RESIGNS FROM
INSANE ASYLUM BOARD EULLD0G, WINNER OF
MANY PRIZES, IS DEAL
H

The Ansorluti'd Press

II

Pa., March 22- .Philadelphia,
Poltonia Bulwark, recognized IjJ
bulldog experts as one of the great
est dugs of his breed, is dead
Bulwark, who was imported l'ron.
England tw years ago, was owner
by C. C. Schaefer, of Oaklyn. N. J
lie was never defeated at a licensd
sin w in this country and before
being brought here he had beaten
all of the bulldogs of note on the
English bench.
was placed first at
Pulwark
eight different shows in America
In one of them ho defeated seventy-sidogs of his breed, among the
best in the country. He was valued
at more than $3.000..

Jcwelrv Auction Sale

TODAY
Vann's Jewelry Store

IT

TURN

Central school Is having a baseball tournament In which ten sections of seventh and eighth grades

BABY'S

Style
NEW colors, new fabrics, new lines!
You will find them all in the delightful advance models Peggy Paige has
fashioned for spring.
Kasha cloth,
supple taffetas, crepe Roma, crepe faile
in all the new colors

Awfully.

FIE
aEOSOPHICAL LECTUB
On Occult Science, by

" When my baby was three yesra
old pimples broke out on his face,
undei his eye, and latei turned to
ringworm. The ringworm was about
the siae of a fifty-ce- nt
piece, and
Itched and burned awfully. The skin
was swollen and red.
" The trouble lasted about 8 1 x
weeks. I began using Cuticura Soap
and Ointment and after using one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box
of Cuticura Ointment he was completely healed." (Signed) Mrs.
Frank Snyder, Box 192, Floodwood,
Minn., Aug. 5, 1921.
Make Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
Talcum your every-da- y
toilet preparations and watch your skin improve.
B.Bpl. Itch FrM by Mall. AdHr.s: "rattcnraLftb
B,

25

At I tit WOMAN'S ILUB

618 West Gold Avenue
March 23 "The Hidden Side of Things," illustrated
with Blackboard Sketches.
March 24. "Reincarnation," Mystery of Birth and
Death.
March 25. "As a Man Thinketh," Stereopticon,
etc.
showing Thought-FormMarch 26. "The Way of Achievement," the Occult
Path to Success.
March 27. "Practical Theosophy," It's Application
to Daily Life.
March 28. "As a Man Liveth," How to Keep Well
and Live Long.
8 P. M. Sharp.
Admission Free.
Collection
s,

Man." Sold

and

60c.

Talcum

Euer.e W. Munson

national Lecturer for the Theosophical Society

o.

$jU&?HCuticiira Soap ahtvea without rouf.

BED

having a close race. Although Operation Avoided by takwill not be deing Lyc'ia E. Pinkham's
28, several teamb
are showing up. The teams of secVegetable Compound
tions one, ten, three, six and seven
are still in the race. This tournaDayton, Ohio. "I had Buch pains
ment has caused ration speculation
in bed every
and excited the school to some ex- that I had to be turned
time 1 wished to
tent. The teams show fast work
move. They said
but are not perfect. Mr. Bentlev
on operation was
announced that a prize would be
awarded to the winning team and
necessary. My
when the tournament is over an
$ M mother would
team will be selected
keepsaying:'Why
jWatch for the winning team and see
don t you tske
team.
who is on tho
Pinkham's, HenTED MAGEE.
and

are

the championship
cided until March

THE
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DR.

NAMED
OFFICER
HEALTH
FOR EDDY COUNTY
ENIME1S

Dr. W. II. Ennels has been aphealth officer o:
pointed
Eddy county. Dr. Enneis is a
of
Mercer
college and out
graduate
of the .medical department of the
full-tim- fl

University

of Georgia.

After fin

lahing his medical work, he completed a course in the school of
public health of the University of
and passed an examination before the state board of
health
examiners of Georpublic
gia. After four montns as assist
ant director of county health
work in the same state, he became
o
health officer of Bartow
county, Ga., with headquarters at
Cartersvillo. It Is from the lattor
position that Dr. Enneis comes to
New Mexico.
full-tim-

A

Stubborn Cough f
Loosens Right Up J

This home-mad- e
remedy fe won- der for quirk reeulte. KmII
ad cheaply made.

I've tried too

much.' One day
she said, 'Let me
get you one bottle of each kind. You
won't be out very much if it don't
help you.'I don't know if youwill be
lieve tne or not, but I only took two
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and one of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Blood Medicine when I began to get relief and I amregularever
since without a pain or a headache.
When I lie down I can get up without help and without pain.' I can t
begin to tell you how I feel and look.
1 have begun to gain in weight and
look more like I ought to. I think every day of ways I nave been helped.
Any one who does not believe me can
write to me and I will tell them what
shape I was in. I am ready to do anything I can tohclpyourmedicine."
MrsrHENRiETTA MIU-ER-,
137Spraguc
St., Dayton, Ohio.
.'

LECTHIC

UNI VERSAL

I

lOiE

NEEDS

The New Universal Electric Grill has been on the
market for some time. If you have not seen it, be
sure and do so before you purchase another.
It has the same design and quality as the old Universal Grill and in addition it has an egg poacher
and a snap switch, which makes it easy to operate.

IS

The New Universal Electric Percolator is made in
the Grecial design, nine cup capacity, has ivory tips
on the legs and spout and there is a tray, sugar
bowl and cream pitcher to match.
This complete set is now on display in our window.

STRUMQUIST'S

e

e

WITH

'

T
T
T

Here is a
syrup which
millions of people have found to be
the most dependable means of breaking up stubborn coughs. It is cheap
and simple, but very prompt in action. Under its healing, soothing influence, chest soreness goes, phlegm
loosens, breathing becomes easier,
tickling in throat stops and you get
a good night's restful sleep. The
usual throat and chest colds are conquered by it in 24 hours or less.
Nothing better for bronchitis, hoarseness, croup, throat tickle, bronchial
asthma or winter coughs.
To mnke this splendid cough syrup,
of 1'inex into a' pint
pour 2 minces
bottle and fill the bottle with plain
granulated sugar syrup and shake
thoroughly. If you prefer use clarified molasses, honey, or corn syrup,
instead of sugar syrup. Either way,
you get a full pint a family supply
of much tetter cough syrup than
for three
you could buy ready-madtimes the money. Keeps perfectly
and children love its pleasant taste.
l'inex is a special and highly concentrated compound of genuine Norway pine extract, known the world
over for its prompt healing effect
upon the membranes.
To avoid disappointment ask your
drticririst for "iv, ounces of Pi'nex"
with full directions, and don't accept
to give
anything else. Guaranteed
absolute
sstisfaeti' ' or money
"he
Pincx Co
promptly refunded.
ft. Wayne, Ini
home-mad-

ME

I'd

say, 'Oh.mamma,
it won t help me,

Be sure and see its qualities.

By fixtures

flne-J-

mean

ust

this we

That they are fit for any queen
from the proverbs of
Mr. Quick.

The queen of your home
will be more pleased with
it after we put in the fixtures that help to beautify and make it more

--

111:

Not only the percolator and grill is new, but the
Toaster. The toaster is a turnover. It toasts two
slices at a time and will turn it without touching it.

It

is also made in a beautiful

nickel finish and
makes any dining or breakfast table complete.
j

comfortable.

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

de-

In the Dress Department.

Oil

Cnticura Heals.

rfttarUa. Dtrpt. H. Ma:aD
Boap26c. Ointment

that are

manded by Dame Fashion. An unparalleled advance spring collection
has just been received

Itched and Domed

)

Las Vegas, N. M., March 22.
Appointed to succeed E. J.
as a director of tlio New
Mexico Insane asyl"m after the lat
ter had resigned last January. A
T Rogers, Jr., of this city, has
tendered his resignation to Governor Mecheni.
"My views cn a number of rather
Important matters pertaining to the
administration of the asylum are
not in accord with tho views ol Ihe
majority of the board," Mr. Hosers
said in explanation of his resignation.
The asylum administration was
recently subjected to a probe by a
commission appointed l.y Governor
Mechem, the commission's report
of Infreeing all the members
board from blame. It was after
the filing of this report that Rogers
was appointed.
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rge Pyramid

GOULD

NOTES

BUMP
CENTRAL
WILL BE REMOVED!

ON EAST

The bump will bo removed from
East Central avenuo where trie
spur tragk of the Santa Ko crosses
the street cast of tho main tracks
The city commissioners authorized
the city manager to have the work
dono by the New Mexico Construction company while it is doing;
the street paving here.
(By The Asaemitffl rresfl.)
Concrete Type of Paving
As a terror to antosist.i and a
Paris, March 22 (by the Assoautomobile springs thci
Base May Be Used on breakerhasof been
ciated Press). Criticism of the
a complete success
bump
wavering course of the allies and
was
u
Third
several
constructed
Street at Request since
the reparations committee "toward
months
ago,
according to reports
of Property Owners.
Germany," is contained in Senator
to
made
the
commissioners.
city
Berenger's
report for tho senate
commission on finances, concerning
Paving on Gold avenuo will be of
budget expenses recoverable from tho concrete base typo Instead of
Germany.
tlie black base as was first decided
Premier Polncare's decision to
the city commissioners.
The
make all future agreements at in- by
ternational conferences subject to
tition
of
of
the
a
propmajority
ratification by parliament, also is erty owners affected asking that
included In the report which will- the concrete base be used in the
,
be distributed in the senate tomor- work. Oral
petitions for a similar
rowin type of base were made
The total budget recoverable change
owners from Tell Your FrienJs What Vonderfu
by some property
Relief Is Given by Pyramid Pile
from Germany is estimated at
Action was
South Third street.
francs.
deferred awaiting the result of a
Suppositories
commission
rejects
senate
The
petition covering the thickness to
First
them, then tell vour
chamber
try
of
the
effort
the
entirely
be used.
friends that Pyramid I'llo Supposiof deputies to balance the budget
street basis the tories bring blessed
On a
relief in the pri- of
payments
by lifting German
in front of a
lot, Infrancs. The paving intersection
1922 at 7,000,000,000
and
charges
cluding
can
report insists that Germany
curb nnd gutter, would be $316. GO
pay If she la compelled to clean
concrete base
for tho four-Inc- h
taxes
house and Impose adequate
e
inch
wilh one and
the
says
upon her citizens. It
black base
and
surface
the
d
Germans are taxed only
would cost J 3 05.6 5.
WmMlf
as high as the French and
The contract for the entire street
tis heavily as the English paving work Included In the 1922
indebtedness
and with French
was Bigned last
francs, a paving program
totaling 330,000,000,000
by the city commission and
y
unless
Is
certain
catastrophe
Mexico
Construction
the New
pays.
bidder,
company, the successful
0
put up the required bond for
DODGE IS NOT GUILTY
guaranteeing the work, which
will ho started within thirty days
AUTO

.

1

SPUR TRACK

RE TE

IS NOT NORMAL FRENCH SEITOR

An outstanding feature
years.
noted by attending surgeons In
making the annual examination of-of
all officers, Including general
ficers now required, was "the persistently large percentage of offiFOR
cers showing either excessively
high or abnormally tolow blood
Surgeon
pressure," according
General Ireland's report to Major
of
chief
General
Harbord,
deputy
FLAHERTY staff.
examinations
of
results
The
made shortly after the war, gave
first indication of th! effects
the
Supreme Knight of the Or- of nerve strain and responsibility
and of the examinader Is Guest of Local upon officers
tions made during last January,
General Ireland said: "Their exChapter; Big Meeting Is aminations
have been abundantly
Held at SUVIary's Hall. confirmed."

K. OF C.

two-thir-

ITS extraordinary

ALLIES' COURSE

E

BLOOD PRESSOR E

AT LOGGERHEADS

Far More Than the NecesMajorsary
ity to Pass the Bill Will Be
Two-Thir-

HM f

COAL OPERATORS

SE EXPECTED

rage Three.

1

Electric Company
Phone 93

jj

and has been able to show the

BUSINESS

TIE
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Theaters Today

Answers to Questions.
(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuquenua Journal Infor mation Bureau, Frederic J. Maskin, Director, Washington, L. in-' ...
This offer applies strictly to
The Bureau cannot
formation.
and
give advice on legal, medical,
financial matters. It does not a- troubles
domestic
to
settle
tempt
nor to undertake exhaustive re
search on any subject. Write your
uie
question plainly and orieny.enclose
full name and address and
two cents in stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the inquirer.)

UPGRADE, IS

FEDERALREPOHT
InImprovement in Those
e
"Consti-tutdustries Which
Has
the Backbone"
Been Very Marked.

(Hr The Aocloted rre.) BusiMarch 22.
Washington,
ness is gradually approaching norcompiled
mal, according to figures
of commerce up
by the department
the
while
and
to last Monday,
has not heeii
movement
the difevenly distributed among Improvethe
ferent industries, Industries
which
ments In those
"constitute the backbone of Amerbeen
"very
has
ican business,"
marked," over conditions of a lew

By NOUMAN E. BROWN.

J

e,

His study of underworld life In
San Francisco is Interwoven with a
"The Night
i.jj'. Theater Repeating today compelling love story.
well
for the last time, "One Glorious Rose" appeals to tho heart asdown
and
Day," with Will Rogers and Llla as sending tingles up
Lee as the leading suits; also re- one's splno.
peating the Holmes "Travelogue"
VIllGIX PARADISE"
and "Current Events" pictures.
,u
aitr iv
withSOCIETY,
Harry Haley, the overseas enterAT I'ASTLME
tainer, will conclude a three days'
is
He
all
engagement today.
right;
Direct from a triumphant New
go and see him.
"A Virgin ParaIjj rle Theater "The Night Rose" York" engagement.
is being repeated today for the last dise the William Fox special, will
time, with Ion Chaney as the lead- begin an engagement at the Pascast; time theater today for a run of seving character of an
also repenting "All for the Love of eral davs. The story, written by
a Girl," the Uoldwyn-Bracomndy. Hiram Percy Maxim, tells of the
I'asllino Theater "A Virgin
life of a half wild girl in the Juna
production gles of a South Sea Island and
from the William Fox studio, with later in society near New York.
Pearl White at the head of an
She finds hypocrisy in civilization,
cast ; also presenting a comedy, and dlsplavs her displeasure in
ap"Small Town Stuff."
vigorous fashion. Pearl White
pears in tho leading role. J. Searle
"Oxe fiiomni's hay
Dawley directed the production.
a nm
marks THE
"11" THEATEK
all-st-

Aim-iiou-

93-9-

Is.

.;le

O. I would llko to got . a position
ll;w
as teaolu'r In south
slinll I go about it? v . is.
Union
a Th
American
l'nn
says that applications for positions
in envernmunt schools should be
addressed, in tho language of the
country, to the ncaa ot me
tional department of the country.
Tim miblic ac'.iools aro in most
cases under the control of the narather than
tional
government
or local authorities.
state
ntro.
months
Q. When wns IT10 first ronorpU-roaThe outstanding change In conIn tho l ulled Stales built?
the
ditions during, recent weeks, been
1).
.
t.
has
said,
department's report
A.
first concrete roaa 01
the "substantial increase" in prices which The
roads
of
the
bureau
public
of agricultural products. Compared has a record, was built in Dellfonn-tainwith December last, the improveThere were
O., in IS
marked.
ment has been still more commodi4,400 square yards put down.
In the principal food
Q. Of what structure wns it said
ties the following notable increases
"no nolso vtas heard during' its
have occurred
construction?" J. H. F.
Hogs, 4 5 per cent In two months;
70 per
A. Of Solomon's Temple it. Is resheep and lambs, from 40 to 20
per corded: "And the house, when it
cent and wheat and corn,
pei was in building, was built of stone
cent each. Wool increased 20cereand
cent, while cattle and minor Cot- made ready at the quarry:
nor axe
als showed substantial gains.than in there was neither hammer
nor any tool of iron heard in the
slightly higher
ton, while
,,.
..till hplow the price house, while it was in building."
t
of
worlast
quarter
prevailing in the
q. Do the people rj India
tho white elephant? Is this a
1921.
ship
FebruProduction of pig iron in
distinct species? F. M.
to 1,1130,000 tons
A. Somo of the lower classes in
ary amounted 1,6.19,000
tons the India still worship the wiilte ele
comnared with
ot tnis eleprevious month and 1,939,000 tons,
phant. The raritynatives
into stand
in February a year ago. Steel
causes the
phant
February
during
in awe of it. There are no sep
got production
tons for the arate kinds of elephant that are
exceeded 2,000,000
but
first time in twelve months,
A disease known as
white.
steel in common
causes the condition.
prices of iron and
month
last
declined
metals
all
with
O. Which division of our troops
and many metals are now below the in the world war saw mcst active
tire war level.
service? G. Mel.
Coal and gasoline production InA. The First division or tne
creased during the month and there United States army saw the greatwas an increase in building opera-ot est number of days of active sertions throughout the country
(battle service) having had
the short vice,
despite
$11,000,000
93 active days and 127 quiet days.
month.
Q. Why is graham flour so called?
E. Q. M.
TAKES
EPIDEMIC
A. This flour takes Its name
FLU
from Pvlvuator Graham, who first
SHOW
REPORTS
SLUMP
claimed for this unbolted flour a
great nutritive value.
influenza
cases
of
new
nine
But
Q. What IS called "worKnousr
were reported at the county health tuihot?" C. A. G.
A. In England, halibut Is known
office for the past week, according
to the weekly report of Dr. C. O. by this name because of its
officer.
West, county health
prevaO. How many birds are men
The epidemic Is much
lent through the state as is shown tioned In tlio liihle? H. W. O.
various
A. In the Authorized version or
In the report from the
counties, some of which had as few the Rlble there are 3S different
kinds of birds mentioned.
as two cases for the week.
O. I'lensei toll what the "walk- The report for the week follows:
Chaves, 36; Colfax, 12; Curry, Ins purchase" was? E. S. It.
McKinley,
A. In 1682 William Perm pur16; Grant, 11; Luna, 15;
4; Mora, 2; Otero, 24; Quay. 10; chased of the Delaware Indians a
Sandoval, 3: Ean Miguel, 10; Snnta tract of land in the present coun
Fe, 231; Socorro, 3; Taos, 13; Tor- ties of Bucks and Northampton.
rance, 42; Union. 10; Valencia, 3; Pennsylvania, bounded on the east
Rio Arriba, 3.
by the Delaware river, and in the
interior to a point as far as man
EMPI-OVT. C r.
1IIXFS.
could walk in three days. Fenn
22.
Walker
March
and the Indians started out to
Washington,
D. Hines, former director general walk, beginning at the mouth of
of railroads, has been employed by Neshaning creek. At the end of
the Interstate Commerce commis a day and a half, Fenn concluded
sion, it was announced today, to that he had enough territory,
defend Its action in the New Eng acd a deed was given for the
which
this point,
at
land rate division case against le land
was 40 miles from the start. In
gal proceedings instituted againft
to
was
rail
line
increased
1737 the distance
it by nearly all trunk
70 miles.
roads.
le

pro-

as he really

fessional

y

Ruper-speci-

hit at

"One Glorious Day," the Paramount comedy in which Will Rogers and Lila Lee are the featured
players, has scored a decided hit
At the "B" theater, where It is show
ing for the last time today. It Is
a genuine comedy with tense mo
ments and real heart interest The
comedy was produced by James
Cruze from an adaptation made by
Walter Woods. The supporting
players are excellent in their

n

"THE MGTTT ROSE" IS
A WOXDEIUTIi PICTURE:

NOW AT LYRIC THEATER

Through his long experience as a
social worker In some of our
largest cities, Loroy Scott, the
of the new Goldwyn underworld
melodrama, "The Night
Rose," now playing at the Lyric
for
the last time today, has
theater
presented a thrilling story which
reveals the inner workings and the
tremendous power that is wielded
by criminal gangs. Moat of tho Incidents are founded on actral happenings that have enmo to Mr.
Scott's attention. He has studied
the criminal mind at close rango,
ru-th-

10

LUNCH HI NOON
USUAL TODAY

The weekly luncheon of the
club will he held at noon
as usual, instfnd of Friday, as
When It was aewas announced.
rified to change from Thursday to
Friday this week it was expected
that Kupene Jleyer, Jr., of the wara
finance corporation, vho is to be
(rur-Fat the luncheon, would not
arrive until Friday, but he arrived
i
Wednesday.

Evcr-Read- y

6 for 4oc

t

DAIRY OFFERS
PRIZES FOR ESSAYS
ON MODERN METHODS

CO-O-

projects of four towns and cities
will bo Investigated by Harold F.
Gray, chief of the division of saniof
tary engineering and sanitation
the state bureau of public health
Alwithin the next few days. At
buquerque he will study the mattera
of the proposed bond Issue for
sewer system. At Lordsburg he will
look into the
proposed issue uf
bonds for a water and sewer system.
A drainage and sewer plan will oe
studied at Hot Springs, nnd at Los
l.unas he will look after rural

P

.

PROFITS FROM LEGION
DREAMLAND SHOW $400

We now have a complete stock of Valspar Enamels and Val-spVarnish Stains. These are new goods Just out and we
Invite you to Inspect our stock. A 25c Brush tfREE with

ar

Stiff? Sore?

every purchase this week. The first 12 ladles asking about
Valspar today will be given a 35c can of Oak Varnish Stain

A lame back, a lore muscle or a itiff
joint often ii considered too lightly by
the sufferer. It should be remembered
that backache, rheumatic pains, itiff-cessoreness, tallow skin and puffiness
under the eyes are ymptonn of kidney
and bladder trouble and these certainly
should not be neglected.'

FREE.

mf

Taos

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

1

DAILY STAGE
To Taos (Rend D iwn)
Leave
7:30a.m....
10:30 a.m
Arrive
Leave ,. 12:30 p. m
Arrive ., 2:00 p.m
Arrive ,. 6:00 p.m

J. E. Simmons. 400 E. 50th St., Portland, Ore.,
Writes: "I was troubled with backache and

Music Store,
The Ai'bufjuerquB
having sold its business to the
announcement
Jlusic
Shop,
Apoilo
is hereby mado that all bills contracted iiv the Albuquerque Music
Store, up" to and Including March
16, will be. paid by the undersigned
on or before April 10, and all accounts duo the music store must be
paid to the said W. J. Flynn. Please
mail your biils, proporly Itemized,
to the undersigned.
VV. J. FLYNN,
T. O. Box 078, City.

Usrnlsfi Supreme

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

After having settled all expenses,
including the payment of the director's percentage, the Hugh A. Carlisle post of the American legion
cleared $100 from its "Dreamland"
help the kidneys eliminate from the
production. Tho money is to start system the poisonous waste and acids
here
a
home
a fund for establishing
that cause these aches and pains. They
for the post.
act promptly and effectively to restore
enterwas
The cast of the play
weak, overworked or diseased kidneys
tained with a dance in Colombo hall end bladder to healthy, normal con.
Tuesday night.
dition.

NOTICE.

mm roam mm
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what

(Special Correspondence to the Journal )
Santa Fe, March 22. Sanitary

I'ar-adi.se- ,"

From Ol' Kaiiituck.
C. Grigsby, another
one of the rookies who are hoping
that they can stick
against hope
with the American league cham- i
.1,1. V(.nr.
Grigsby sturted out to be a biglpnirim nitoher hut his terrific hitllllgt caused the boss of the Kapuipa
fioutliwestern league emu 10
njrn to tho outfield. And it may be
ai
that the change will give mm
opportunity to stick with the01Yankat least until the return
ju"
Meusel snd Babe Kuth to good
standing.
Urigsby was born in Jackson, KX,
March 24, 1902. While he was still
to
a bov, however, his folks moved He
Oklahoma, settling at Sapulpa.
won considerable fame pitching for
teams
amateur and semi-pr- o
around Oklahoma and then was
In
club
the
Sapulpa
grabbed up by
lust year.
scouts
The fact that the Tank
believed that a lad of his experience warrants a big league tryout
that he has the
would Indicate
makings.

Is Denver

ROTARY CLUB

SANITARY PROJECTS
TO BE INVESTIGATED

tried Foley Kidney Pills and
urinary trouble.
will say that I hifihly recommend them to any
ne troubled ia tlut way, as tliey an excellent."
I

Sold everywhere.

To Albuquerque (Road Cp)
... Arrive . 7:00p.m.
Albuquerque
Leave . 4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive ,. 11:15 a.m.
Espanola
Leave . 7:80 a.m.
Taos

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

ST

Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.
Albuquerque

Jewelry Auction Sale

TODAY
Vann's Jewelry Store

S

wmm

c.

Following an inspection of the
dairy
Albuquerque
of hisrh
plant by several classes has
anschool Rirls, the dairy
nounced an essay contest on modern dairying and has offered two
prizes to the winners.
The inspection ot the dairy was
made by the high school classes as
a nnrt of their regular courses.
Many of the Albuquerque ousiness
and manufacturing plants have
hoc vi!tPft hv various hlsh school
daMPS durintr the paht few weeks.
The itidees who will award the
nHP lire County Home Demon
stration Afrent Maude Doty. County
Atrent Lee Reynolds and County
Health Physician C. O. West.
The first woman mnyor in Amer
lea was Mrs. Ella Wilson, who was
chosen to the office in Hunnewcll,
Kans., In 1911.

em

and

Kuppenlieimer
CLOTHES FOR SPRING
i

ENCORE!

$ 3 Solid NicMed Case
Now $1.00 Complete

SUCCESS from the start! No razor ever made such selling records!
Marvels were allotted to dealers to sell at $1.
y
Over a million
of would-bpurchasers were
They were sold out so quickly that thousands
!
y
the
At
encore
an
here's
But
urgent request of
disappointed.
now
another
have
chance.
men
offer.
Wise
dealers we are continuing the

A

j

Ccimi

- By Request lP? ."f

Styles,

Ever-Read-

e

Ever-Read-

Desirable Patterns
v.

r

k

Each Model Built to

Fabrics

Dependable

Act promptly this time. The value i9 worth hurryis actually built to
ing for. The new Ever-Read- y
strictest $5 specifications. It was designed to sell
for $3 as a special value. At one dollar the value is
simply amazing ! You'll find each of the new Ever-Readbuilt with a watch-lik- e
precision. You'll
find each razor encased like a jewel in fine metals,
rich leather effects, rare cabinet woods and beautiful imitation ivory.
Each razor fitted with guaranteed
frame, big

Stouts, Lcngs, Shorts,

y9

Regulars
Priced flight to detail at

10-ye- ar

life-tim-

Sold by dealers everywhere.
BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

mi
d t I is HI.
XsfSis
ass am

A-msm- -

tre:

Wonderful Selection to Retail at

BLUE SERGES, GABARDINES, HOMESPUNS, TWEEDS
SPORT SUIT, DOUBLE BREASTED SUIT, SACK SUIT

dy

'UWJWMUIB

i

$25.00 to $35.00

Specifications

hexagon handle and Radio Blades. Sold on the broadest guarantee ever written. Because the new Ever-Reais the most forward step in razor designing
because the Radio Blade is the keenest cutting edge)
known to science, we absolutely guarantee this razor
to give you a better shave than any razor at any price
or your money back without question or quibble.
Get yours today at One Dollar save Two Dolof perfect shaves.
lars and assure yourself a e

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CORPORATION,

$37.50 to $55.00
A

$5 00
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Effect
Complete
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E. L. Washburn Co.
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"
.
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Extra Blades
6 for 40c
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Woman's Daily Magazine Page
13
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Social

Ladies Aid of the First M. F..
church will meet with Mrs. Carl C.
Magee, 624 West Copper avenue,
at 2:30 p. ni.
Woman's Missionary society of
the Congregational
church will
meet with Mrs. Howard at 612
South Arno street at 3 p. m.
Woman's Missionary society of
HI. Paul's church will
meet at
church at 3 p. m.
Carnival dance of Railway Mail
clerks at Colombo hall at 9 p. m.
Otra Vez club will meet with T.
J. Mabry at 8 p. m.

"Of course I do, dear boy, and
I am just as fond of you. Are
CHAPTER 123.
you going?" aa he picked up his
"Now we'll have some tea!" hat.
"Yes but not to the studio. I
Margaret exclaimed, looking ro- shall
be in my room if Joan
guishly at Forrester. "Where's should want me."

Joan?"
"He's a brick!" Forrester de"Just went through that door!" clared when he and Margaret
he pointed In the direction Joan were alono.
"I believe he'll get
had gone.
Joan's consent to your
"She is terribly angry because me. It is the only hope marrying
I have.
I won't let you live with us," Mai- You are so foolishly afraid of
s'' colm said In a stifled voice.
hurting that girl. And another
"I, too, feel hurt, Malcolm, that thing. Margaret, if he wins in this
you do not want me," Margaret it will be a good omen for their
Joan needs a
replied, her eyes dancing na they own happiness.
rested upon the young man.
strong hand to guide her. As a
All threo laughed unrestrainedgirl, her unconventionallties nfcant
ly. Then just as Margaret settled little, because her heart and conherself before tho tea table, Joan science were right and her own
came In, gloved and hatted.
crowd understood her. As a mar"Where are you going, Joan?" ried woman she will not be so
Think if she
Margaret asked. "Aren't you hav- leniently judged.
would allow men like Tennant to
ing tea this afternoon?"
"Mr. Forrester kindly gave me kiss her and do all the silly, foola cup while you were out of the ish, albeit innocent things, she
room. I am going back to the does now! She would be severely
studio to stay. Good afternoon, criticized to say the least.
Malall." She flounced from the room, colm will always protect her, even
and a moment later the door into from herself."
the hall closed with a bang that
"I believe you are right, Craig.
shook the apartment.
He's a dear."
"1 guess you'll have to give in.
"And you'll marry me, MarMalcolm. I can't see you make garet?"
her so unhappy,
und perhaps
"If she gives In to Malcolm

i

the other terrible things
are supposed to do and not
mothers-in-la-

to do to make them disagreeable
and despised."
"Oh, please! Mrs. Hayden, you
know how
feel how fond I am
of you."
X

yes."
"Always an
time I have
have you for
I have been

IN PARIS UNEVEN'
SKIRT GOES TO
GREAT LENGTHS

X

i

'if!' Oh, well, this
faith I shall soon
my own, Margaret.
patient, don't you

I'-- f

think?"
"Indeed you have you have
been dear about it, Craig. But I
could do no different
And to
think that Malcolm, the boy I fed
cookies and kissed when he was
in knickerbockers should be the
one to find a way for us to be
happy!"

"Bright idea, all right! I wonder Joan doesn't see through it

she is so clever."
"No, she would not think Malcolm was managing her because
of his decision that I Bhall not be
one of their household.
She is
very sensitive, very serious on the
feel- of
Her
my
subject
marriage.
lng that I am too old is genuine,
and she honestly thinks a second
marriage indecent."
"Such a girl! This new generation is surely full of quirks and
foibles. Thank goodness, we aren't
going to be made miserable by
them."

Lr.'--

i' it.

.(.U.iS'
,

BEfiOTY GHATS

'.

Edna Kent Forbes.

''

DIE

OLD DRESS

DRAPERY

iH

III

DYES

llilllii

Buy "Diamond Dyes" and folf'A
.
low the simple directions in every
package. Don't wonder whether
you can dye or tint successfully,
because perfect home dyeing is
guaranteed with Diamond Dyes
even if you have never dyed before. Worn, faded dresses, skirts,
waists, coats, sweaters, stockings,
hangings,
draperies,
everything,
become like new again. Just tell
your druggist whether the material you wish to dye is wool or Do You Drink Enough Water?
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton,
or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes from equal parts of pitch and
never streak, spot, fade, or run. myrrh.
K. H.: You either overheated
the oils when making the cream
or you failed to beat them thoroughly while they were congeal
ing. The directions on the form
ula explain the process thoroughHeat the cream over again,
ly.
by placing the Jar in a pan of hot
water and leave It only long
Reenough to melt the cream.
move from the pan and beat the
cream with a silver fork until tt
is a light and foamy mass.
It
can never be quite as nice as if
it had been done properly at the
time of making, but It will be
very much improved.
-
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Itching inflamed

skins quickly

respond to

'

5oothin
No matter

&nd He&Iinq

hewsevere

or deep seated the

skin trouble may be
Resinoi rarely fails
ii

to five prompt and

losungrenei
Resinoi Soap
for th toilet

andbathhelp5
to keep ones

skin fit

DISCARD BLEAK
UNDERTAKING PARLORS

MAY

(By The AsaocinteJ TreM.)

New Tork, March 22. Black
gloves, sombre funeral countenances and bleak, mournful undertaking parlors will be discarded hereafter by New York undertakers. If
suggestions made at the convention
of the Associated Undertakers of
Greater New York are adopted.
The convention' decided that an
undertaker is a business man and
not necessarily a lugubrious individual with an appearance si
gloomy as to betray his profession
to the most casual observer.
The
also discussed a
suggestion' for decorating funeral
with
parlors
tapestries and bright
colored draperies. ..
con-enti- on

Hii

Eloise.
Paris sends us this frock to show
how far skirts will go to be uneven
and irregular of hem. Without
the tunic and odd sleeves this dress
would be a plain blouse. With the
is one of the
tunic, which
"wrapped" styles, the dress becomes a "creation."
Navy Tricotino is the material
The wrappad tunic which is arranged unevenly to give tho effect
of three tiers, is embroidered In
gray and bordered with a wide
Land of American broadtail.
The
nick is outlined with a narrow
band of the broadtail.
The sleeves are an interesting
feature of the gown. They are
full and graceful with a deep cuff
of broadtail reaching almost to the
elbow and a slash reaching from
the elbow almost to the shoulder.
They show a touch of embroidery
also. The belt is of plain cloth relieved by two large beaded buttons
at one side.
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Perplexed: "I keep house for
four men folk, two of whom arc
I get up at six
night workers.
o'clock, get breakfast for two of
the men who go to work at 7:30,
then get another breakfast st
8:30 for another and still another
breakfast at ten o'clock (these
two latter for the night workers).
I get lunch between 12 and one,
then get a dinner at three in the
afternoon for the night workers
and at about six for the rest of
us.
By that time I am to tired
I have no enthusiasm left to prepare nice dishes which I would
like to cook. Yet some of my
friends think I have a soft snap
and say that I ought to take in
roomers and do tho family washing. Do you think I should? Also
tell me what to put behind my
gas range to keep it from smoking the wall."
Answer: I think you are doing
as much work as any woman
ought to undertake, without even
considering doing a family washIn reing or taking roomers.
gard to the rest of your letter
which I have not quoted here, I
wish to say that $25 is a perfectly
reasonable amount.
Nov, In regard to the gas range; all gas
ranges that stand near a wall
should have a sheet ot asbestos
behind them. Otherwise they are
not only a fire risk (for, the wall
in time gets blistered), but they
discolor the wall.
A Header: "Kindly tell me how
to paint my kitchen floor. I have
been painting it, but it dons not
wear well."
Answer: I Judge from your letter that you have put only one
coat of paint on the floor and
that it has absorbed it all and
looks "blotchy." An old and badly worn kitchen floor really needs
three coats, and the first should
consist ot half turpentine and

j

I am the brook to which the
hards a thousand odes have chunt-eand I am loaded to the guards
with health, it must bo granted; I
slip along by church and school,
hear my merry laughter;
you
and gents who drink my waters
cool will have no morning after.
I come from clear and crystal
springs whero Nature did her
brewing; a beverage for queens and
kings, my course I am pursuing;
yet some refuse my waters chaste,
my healthful billows scorning,
and they're the ones who havo
a taste unholy in the morning. I
chatter, chatter as I flow to Join

d,
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Tt will, if this appeals
to you,
give you a clear complexion simply because it supplies the system with sufficient liquid to keep
it functioning.
I would advise drinking one
glass of water as soon as you
are up or at least a quarter hour
before breakfast. This would be
most effective if it were hot, for
it Will tone lin thfl finflrn iliirnutitrA
system and send you down to
wiin a guou appeuie.
The rest of the day's amount
of
water may be cool but should not
bo co'd.

Prominent among the many
cults und fads of the beauty and
health Fecrets is the Society of
Those Who Drink Two Quarts of
Water Every Day, Some of the
extremists of this unofficial society insist that all human ills
can be overcome it people will
oniy annic inree and even four
quarts daily.
Many prominent
doctors have advocated the three
of
water a day theory. Requarts
cently, however, this has been
modified to two quarts of fluid
every day, the liquid contained in
Caroline:
will make
food being counted as part of the
Dancing
very little difference in the size
two quarts.
,
This makes it rather more dif- ;Of the legs, unless there was a
ficult since it is almost impossible great deal of dancing.' It will,
to estimate the amount of liquid however, develop such muscles as
contained in the food one eats I iare needed for suppleness and
think if you allowed a pint or a grace.
Kstelle: The white spots on the
pint and a half as the amount
can be removed by rubbing
you would be somewhere
near nails
correct, at least during the win- into them daily a paste made
ter when rather solid foods are
eaten.
This means that vnn
drink fivo or six glasses of water
or that amount of coffee or tea if
you think your nerves can stand
it, to bring the daily amount of
liquid up to two quarts.
grown person certainly needsEvery
amount of liquid daily. It isthis
a
remedy for constipation.
It will
prevent bladder and liver trouble.

LETTERS.

THE BROOK.
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A CLE A It COMPLEXION.
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hnlf paint. But as you have already
put
paint
upon it, tho best you can do now
is to put on two more coats of
paint and then a coat of spnr varnish.
Consult your local hardware merchant in regard to a reliable brand of paint and spar
varnish. Paint it in strips so that
you can walk on the unpainted
strips while the others dry.
Mrs. ',.: "Kindly publish a recipe for making condensed milk
out of pure row's milk and tell
me If this will keep."
Answer: You could not make
condensed milk at home. It requires machinery and is, I believe, a trade ecret.
Mrs. M.: "How does one take
spots off the top of a varnished
golden oak table caused by setting too hot dishes on it? Also
tell me what is the best kind of
a pad for a dining table beside
asbestos?"
Answer: f ilns made by heat
on almost any kind of wood may
bo removed by rubbing with hot
milk. Thick white felt is the only
substitute for an asbestos table
pad but this is not as satisfactory as the asbestos. Where small
doilies are used on a polished
table instead of a tablecloth, however, one may use small straw
mats encased in linen covers to
go under each individual
plate
doiley to protect the table from
heat.
A Little Girl: "I would like to
learn to crochet and make some
(if tho things mentioned in your
column. 1'leaso tell me what the
abbreviations in your crochet directions stand for."
Answer: All fancy work shops
sell inexpensive booklets explaining the different crochet stitches.
If you cannot buy one of these in
your locality, send me a stamped
self addressed envelope for the'
name of a firm from which you
can buy such a booklet by mail.

By WAIT MASON.
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ANSWERED

YOUTH FALLS BENEATH
A TRAIN; DIES FROM
INJURIES
SUFFERED
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CHAUTAUQUA DATE IS
ANNOUNCED FOR WEEK
OF JULY 10 IN CITY

JLk

The 1322

Itednath-Ilorne-

r

Chau

IP!

Almost

UabeileirtL!'

and complexion your
mirror will reveal to vou
after "JsingGouraud'sOiicntal
Creem for the first time.
.Send 15c. for Trial Si.-FEKD. T. HOPKINS & SON
NswYork

For Raw Sore Throal
At the first sign of a raw; or
throat rub on a little Mustcrolc witt
your fingers.
It goes right to the spot with a gentle
tingle, loosens congestion, draws out
aorencos and pain.
Mutarole i i a clean, white ointment
made With C:l of mnH nrrl t ha all
the strength cf the
mus- tara piaster Without the blister.
children.

Keep it handy for instant
cents in jars and tubes;

vr,e. 35 nr.d

The first White House bride was
Miss Todd, a relative by marriage
of President Madison.

THREATS ARE MADE TO
BLOW UP NEGRO CHURCH

BIO

Mers-felde-

You can hardly realize

the wonderful im

Cj
tauqua season will open in AH'U- - hoapitrj si:e, $3.
querciue on July 10, It was an BETTSK THAN A
nounced yesterday by L. c.
chairman of the local committee.
Tentative plans for the
program were printed in the Jour-nu- i
yesterday. A big new tent has
been promised for this season here.

Mrs. Jennie Erickson Dodge.
Mrs. Jennie Kiiclccon Dodge is
Arkansas' highest salaried woman
official. She is county superintendent of Pulaski county and
draws a salary of $4,000 a year,
which is $400 more than the stato
superintendent of education receives. She is paid more than the
governor of the state as well.
Mrs. Dodge's successful political
career offers encouragement
to
struggling school teachers, for she
as
a
started
school teacher when
she was left with three children to
support. She Is classed as one of
the ablest politicians in the Htate.
It was her exceptional work ai
county prohibition officer recently
which won her her present place.

r,
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FUSSY SPECIAL

(By The Amcoclnled Prcm.)

Beaumont, Texas, March 22.
Only a few persons wero present
at early mass today at the negro
Catholic church here as a result or
threats to dynamite the church and
the issuance of a warning signed
"K. K. K." to itev. H. K. Lal'lantc
to leave Beaumont or suffer beinR
Whipped, tarred and feathered. Hev.
Lal'lante said parents phoned him
stating that they were afraid to go
to church, or send their children.
In a statement Kev. LnPlante said
he will not leave tho city.
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ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 239
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

victim of indigestion
for 5 long years"
phy-SHE hadin the city, yetbyforthe
5 long years

been treated

best

1

she suffered from indigestion. The stomach
and intestinal disturbance was very painful.

BENNY'S

(By The Aiuuf'lnted Pros.)
Prescctt, Ariz., March 22. Miles
Reynolds, 16, of Okemah, Okla.,
died in the county hospital here to-

till hi

ft)

Eat Flei schmanrt'a Yeast plain,
eprearf on bread or crsckera or
dissolvedin milk, water or fruit
juices

Then shetricd eating Fleischmann's Yeast,
After 3 weeks she began to gain. When sho
started eating the yeast she was decidedly underweight. Now her weight is back to normal. Her skin is clear and has the glow of
health, and best of all her intestinal pains
have left.
Fleischmann's Yeast is a fresh food rich in
vitamin. It has a remarkable effect
on the whole digestive system, increasing
appetite and improving digestion. By eating
Fleischmann's Yeast daily you get morenour-ishme- nt
from the other foods you eat.
Two to three cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast
fresh every day before or between meals will
keep your digestion in good shape. Place a
standing order with your grocer. He will deliver Fleischmann's Yeast fresh daily.
life-givi-

mm

DANDERINE

"Dan-derln-

f

LITTLE

suffered earlier
day of injuries
when he fell beneath a railroad
train near Ash Fork. Remaining
conscious although he had lost both
his legs and one arm, the boy said
Snnnrlln Cnvmary Tonn linnaa r. he fell off a freight car while
be Spain's first woman seated in beating his way west. Just before
he asked hospital attendLOOKS.
sue nas recently Deen he died
parliament,
to communicate
his
with
nominated as candidate for parlia- ants
mother
at Okemah.
Tou never can tell by a persins
ment by the Romanones party in
looks weather they are the kind
Madrid.
of pceple they look like.
Some
ot the dummest looking fellows,
are smarter than you are and no
matter how dum you look youre
libel to be twice as smart as some
Hair
Stops
Coming Out; l'elo with a brlte Impression but no
sents. This, proves you awtent to
Thickens, Beautifies.
Judge enybody by their appear-ant- s
Free Trial of a Method That Anyone
because theyre libel to Judge
Can Use Without Discomfort
you the same way and you mite
look even funnier to them than
or Lost of Time
wat they do to you.
We have a method for the control of AsthIf a gerl is pritty she can be
ma, end we want you to try it at our expense.
aa dum as she wunts to without
No matter whether your case is of long stand1b
whether
or
recent
it presdevelopment,
ing
enybody noticing it, but if a gerl
ent as Chronic Asthma or Hay Fever, you
has ugliness and dumness at the
should send for a free Trial of our method.
same
time people will notice them
No matter in what climate you live, no matter
both. A fello is sipposed to look
if you are
what your age or occupation,
troubled with Asthma or Hay Fever, our
intelligent no matter how elts he
method should relieve you promptly.
looks.
One of the things that
We especially want to send it to these
makes fellows look diffrent from
apparently hopeless cases, where all tortus of
n haters, douches, opium preparations, fumes,
gerls is because they have less
hair, and after a fello has Jest hnd
'patent smokes," etc., have failed. We want
to show everyone at our expense, that our
his hair cut he even looks diff-- 1
method is designed to end all difficult breathrent from himself.
ing, alt wheezing, and all those terrible
Peeple awffen look diffrent in
paroxysms.
their pictures than wat they do
This free offer Is too Important to neglect a
in reel life, on account of them
single day. Write now and begin the method
at once. Send no money. Simply mail coupon
trying so hard to look like them- below. Do it Today you do not even pay
selves It makes them look like
postage.
somebody elts mutch werse.
There are millions of peeple In
FREE TRIAL COUPON
the werld but if you wawked for
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Room86-G- ,
10 years
looking for somebody
Niagara and Hudson Sts., Buffalo, N. Y
that looked ixackly like you, you
Send free trial of your method tot
wouldent find eny no matter how
common you look. This proves it
buys a bottle of
to be a grate consolation to
at any drug store. After awt
one application of this delightful know that no matter how funny
you are at leest youre the
tonio you cannot find a particle looking
one like you.
of dandruff or a falling hair. Be- only
Some of the things that change
sides, every hair shows new life, peeples looks the
most are
vigor, brightness, more color and
bathing suits, falts faces
abundance.
and
lather.
shaving
Oil
Cocoanut
Makes

Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers

.
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of the teachers, will give a
musical program at the St: Joseph's
sanatorium on Krldny afternoon at
4
o'clock. The young musicians
will be accompanied by Miss Irene
Hurke, county school superintendent, who stn ngly encourages t lit?
performers. Miss Cecelia Murphy is
director ot the orcir'stni.
The program follows:
"April Showers" Orchestra.
"Tucky Home" Solo by Miss
Grace Winfrey.
"The Shiek" Orchestra.
"Susnuehnnna
duet
Short,"
Miss Grace Winfrey and Miss Dorothy Bowman.
"Wabnsh Blues" Orchestra.
f"r the Silver Lining" solo
by Miss Dorothy Bowman,
"Till Our Dreams Come True"
Orchestra.

lns j

the brimming river; I do not make
men's noses glow, or set their
nerves
I do not gather
while
deadly
drugs
winding
tnrougn the valleys; I am not
sold in gallon Jugs in dark and
dirty alleys. I Journey through
the pleasant vale, through meadows
I haven't
sent a liinn to Jail since I was
first invented.
Through
bosky
dells my waters purr, in shade
(that makes them chilly; and yet
some delegates prefer a drink that
knocks them silly. I chatter, chatter, as I flow, a brooklet blithe
and frisky, and yet misguided
sports will go and buy assassin
whiskey.
04

ORCHESTRA

PRESENT PROGRAM AT
ST. JOSEPH'S FRIDAY
orchestra of the North
fourth street school, assisted

Bjr LACnA A. KIRKMAN.
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By JANE PHEIiPS

yourself also," Margaret said. She
had seen the longing In the look
Malcolm threw after the impetuous girl.
"No" he shut his Hps tightly
"she must be made to understand she cannot spoil your life.
If you wish I'll tell her all about
it after the four of us are married."
"Good heavens no!" Margaret
exclaimed,
flushing rosiiy, and
looking, Craig Forrester thought,
as
as young
Joan. "She'd never
forgive you, Malcolm, never! It is
a secret we will have to carry to
the grave," she added whimsical"Vou will have to pretend
ly.
all tho rest of your life that I am
an ogre, that you would not have
me in the house, that I am that
awful creature tho meddlesome
mother-in-lawho does not know
when Ehe's wanted and does all

WOMAN RECEIVES
HIGHER PAY THAN
STATE GOVERNOR
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Splendid Shampoo

y

you want to keep your hair BETTER IHAN CAIOMEL
in good condition, be careful what
you wash it with.
Thousands Have Discovered
Most soaps and prepared shamDr. Edwards' Olive Tablets
poos contain too much alkali. ThlE
dries the scalp, makes the hair
are a Harmless Substitute
brittle, and is very harmful. Mulsi-fie- d
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets the sub-

It

cocoanut oil shampoo (which
and entirely greasless) Is
much better than anything else
you can use for shampooing, as
this can't possibly Injure the hair.
Simply put two or three teaspoon-ful- s
of Mulslfied in a cup or glass
with a little warm water, then
moisten your hair with water and
rub it In. This will make nn
abundance of rich, creamy lath
the hair and
er, and cleanses
scalp thoroughly. The lather rinses
out easily and removes every particle of dust, dirt, dandruff and
excessive oil. The hair jdrie
quickly and evenly, and it leaves
it fine and Bllky, bright, fluffy
and easy to manage.
Tou can get Mulslfied cocoa-noil shampoo
at any drug
store. It Is very cheap and a few
ounces is enough to last everyone
in the family
for months. Br
sure your druggist gives you Mulslfied,
is pure

ut

.

stitute for calomel are a mild but sure
axative, and their effect on the liver is
ilmost instantaneous. These littleolive-ttloretablets are the result of Dr
Edwards' determination not to treat
iver and bowel complaints with calomel
The pleasant little tablets do the good
:hat calomel does, but have no bad after
jffects. They don't injure the teeth like
strong liquids or calomel. They take
lold of the trouble and quickly correct
t. Why cure the liver at the expense oi
the teeth? Calomel sometimes plays
tiavoc with the gums. So do strong
liquids. It is best not t6 take calomel
Let Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets take
its place.
Headaches, "dullness" and that lazy
feeling come from constipation and a
disordered liver. Take Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets when you feel "loey " and
"heavy." They "clear" clouded brair
and " perk up " the spirits, 15c and 30c
d

PURE BRED JERSEY IS
MOTHER OF 5 CALVES

m

(By The Amoclated Vrrtt.)

Regina,
Sask., March 22. A
mirebred Jerstnv. nnnerl K ITnlllu
Williams, a farmer at Estlln, Sask.,
nan just given Dirtn to live calves,
all normal,
weighing about thirty
pounds each. This same cow last
year gave birth to thron normal
calves.
The latest performance is somewhat detracted from in the tact
that nona of thin vmp'i utto nt
calves lived. This was due to the
mother cow takln? fHuht o . min
a few days before birth and runninj
over a mite, according to a statement of the man In charge of
vvuiiams- animals at the farm.
-

Miss Evelyn Victoria Allen Is 20
years old and has two doctors' degrees in law, doctor of Jurlspru-renc- e
from the Univnrait
rii.
cago and doctor of laws from Tale
uiuvciaiiy. end is me iirst girl to
have received a doctor of laws degree in Yale and ehe Is the youngest person ever to have received
that degree there. Also, she is
the youngest ever to have been
graduated a doctor of Jurisprudence from Chicago university,
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W. Central Avenue

Our combined purchases of High Grade Jewelry, Diamonds,
Pearls, Watches, Etc., to be offered to the public

Under auspices of and guaranteed by
WEILLER AND BENJAMIN.
4 The first 25 ladies
to enter the store will receive a present

i

FREE.

Sales Every Day 2:30 and 7:30 P. M.

J. M. POTTS, Auctioneer.

Free Presents.
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THURSDAY

GREATER ALBUQUERQUE TICKET.
For City Commissioners
W. H. WA1TON
SIU.NKY M. WEIL

CLYDE TINGLE

SWAT THE TIUUMVIKATE,

ding or was not consulted In the matter. But that
afforded no reason for sulking in his sanctum, even
If he had not received an invitation to the cere
mony. He has been drawing his salary regularly
and his perquisites, including the historic "butt of
sack."
Most persons realize that the muse Is not to be
hurried, that the poet must wait for Inspiration
Mr. Bridges waited tnree years Dcrore writing a
poem on the war. With a laureate It may be a long
time between poems. But his lethargy inevitably
invites comparisons with thq Industry or some of his
predecessors. Tennyson turned out commemorative
odes In assorted sizes to suit every occasion. Fun
eral or wedding, victory, any Important happen
Ing found him right on the Job. It would have
made no difference to him If he had written a poem
on some subject only the day before; if an emergency arose like the charge of the Light Brigade,
he got out an extra. Tennyson delighted In scoop
ing his unofficial competitors. How he would have
revelled In a theme like that of the Princess Mary's
wedding!
It Is strange that the wedding inspired none of
the British Journeymen poets to action. This is the
proverbial season for poets. Our own, both pro
fessionals and amateurs, are starting up and running on full time. Only the other day a western
newspaper advertised for "an office boy to shovel
out spring poetry."
The country Is deluged with
poetry of all kinds, including "free verse," so called
because it isn't worth a cent. Might not one of
our own poetr repair the omission of the British
laureate and even at this late day produce something snappy on the wedding? How about Walt
Mason?

time tells the same old story. The
machine of both the old political
Is
lined
up
tight to defeat the "interlopers"
parties
a
meaning all those who fight to give the people
chance to breathe and the town a chance to grow.
Dozens of leading republicans and democrats are
for the Greater Albuquerque ticket Walton, Well
and Tlngley. But from the back rooms of the
financial Institutions, where about four men have
been accustomed to decide what they will permit
the people to have, the edict has gone forth to reelect the triumvirate.
The Plain purpose is for these few to remain In
The first step
control of the people's government.
is for them to throw a glamour around the throne
of the triumvirate and place a reverent halo over
their sacred heads. The public is to be "kidded-inta belief that never did such financial geniuses sacrifice themselves on Hie altar of public
service.
Having created the proper "atmosphere," the
ancry is to go out that "one good turn deserves
other." That is what a grand Jury in Illinois thought
about Governor Small's administration of the state
group
treasurer's office. But the politico-financiIn Albuquerque, means something quite different.
It is the people whom the latter would deprive of
their liberty.
Taxes in Albuquerque are higher than a cat's
back." Does anyone know where they are higher''
These "financial geniuses" have not shown you how
low
they can efficiently administer the city on a
tax rate. They have merely shown you how. with
an excessive tax rate and an excessive water rate,
they can accumulate a surplus o' the people'3 money
In their banks to be handled by their institutions
at a private profit, instead of leaving this surplus
In the pockets of the people who are undergoing
great financial stress and do not wish to pay more
than Is needed, in order to unfairly accumulate a
fut'd for the banks to handle.
The minimum water rate is Just what it was
.
undi-- r private ownership of the water works. In ad-.it on the people pay the interest on something
uvei $400,000 of water bonds. The private comThen the triumpany formerly paid the interest.
virate boasts of Its ability to carry a surplus in the
banks. "It Is to laugh." Some genius. Indeed!
s
are
But this select group of
past masters at building a public estimate of their
favorites' abilities which is at wide variance from
their actual mer'.t. The Intention now is to fool the
people Into the belief that the city will go to the
dogs unless these inspired and divinely endowed
gentlemen are left In control.
group,
Only last week the same politico-financidoubtful of their ability to "pull across" the election of this triumvirate, were holding conferences to
find substitute candidates.
Availability and acceptwere the only necessary
ability to the
qualifications then. Every man who had ever accomplished anything In public service, was unacceptable. Only untried men of unknown merit In
They came back to
public life were considered.
the triumvirate as a last resort and. In desperation,
decided to try to elect the trio. That is exactly
how imperative this group considered the triumvirate to the welfare of the city, one short week ago.
Again we say "It is to laugh!"
back-roon
manipuFor years these
lators of politics, slipped their designs over on the
people. The wave of their domination has been
fast receding In the paBt two years. Th'is time it
h
which will leave the
will recede with a
triumvirate high and dry on the blank Bands of political oblivion.
This election Is but another manifestation of the
same old fight In which the Journal has been engaged for two years. It Is the question of whether
of the
the people can break the strangle-hol- d
special Interests and assume control of their government.
If Mr. Connell could have been kept out
of the race, the triumvirate would have been
broken and helpless. The remaining two would
not have mattered. But that would not serve the
combination.
They
purpose of the politico-financimust elect all. or they are lost.
and New Mexico have been
Albuquerque
retarded by the selfish and reactionary policy of
this group. Now is the last time the people will have
a chance for four long years, to break the hold ot
this bunch on the city.
To prevent this disaster to them, th old crowd
will attempt to create doubt In the minds of the
people as to the capacity of Messrs. Walton, Well
and Tlngley to manage properly, the city's business.
Man for man, these men are much abler than the
triumvirate, to meet the problems presented.
If the rank and file of the people can be made
to sense the vital nature of the issue, no personal
feeling will determine their cause. They will swat
the triumvirate and break the back of the politico-financicombine.
There will be more money and a closer organization behind the triumvirate than their opposition
can maintain. The people must not wait for an
organization to win this tight for them. Every man
and woman must become a worker among his
On election day the people must flock
friends.
voluntarily to the polls and swat the triumvirate.
One day's
hard-boile-

d

politico-financier-
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A BALKY PEGASUS.

The British laureate's latest failure to rise
to the occasion and produce a poem has revived
the agitation for his removal In favor of a more
enterprising poet. It is difficult for outsiders to
understand why he did not perform his traditional
duty In connection with the recent royal wedding.
"Finding topics" is the bane of the professional
writer's existence, but here was a subject ready-mad- e
to hand. The theme presented no technical
obstacles to his muse. There are plenty of rhymes
even for "Lascelles."
According to the official
pronunciation it rhymes with "castles." It Is possible that Mr. Bridges did not approve of the wed- -
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It's a good thing for the magnates salaries are
not based on the stuff players are supposed to have
according to spring training accounts.
The only thing more uncertain than death and
taxes Is the uncertainty of March.
Secretary Hushes has made it plain that he
not a draft evader.
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VERSiS OF TODAY
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How can It matter what comes now,
Winter, and summer, and day and night;
Sorrow may tangle the paths we Beffk;
Let us remember we held delight.

Not only hold ups and killings
Out dishonesty and lawlessness
Bootlegging and vice.!
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CRISP PARAGRAPHS
THEREBY LOSING THEIR GRIP, EII?
A large percentage
of the detectives searching
tor the murderer of Taylor have succeeded
In
the
Just
that and nothing else.
catching
grip
Knoxville Journal and Tribune.

.

TIIEN WHERE DID THEY GET 'EM?
If It Is true that the people of today do not Inherit their dispositions, bygone generations are relieved of a great load of responsibility.
Boston
Transcript.
BE NEWS IP HE DID.
HI Johnson announces that he will not vote for
the
treaty, and expects the papers of
the country to print it as news. Indianapolis Star.
four-pow-

er

$

IS RIDING FOR A FALL.
Edison at his old game of asking questions has
prepared a list for women. Beware, Tom, or you'll
meet your Waterloo.
Washington Post.
TOM

$
FOR IT AT LAST!
The league of nations Is proving useful to
diplomats when they want to "pass the
buck."
A USE

Birmingham

Age-Heral- d.

WHAT THEY RAISE IS CAIN.
About all the agricultural bloo cultivates
litical power. Greenville Piedmont.

Is

po-

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
TOE ANTIGONISH

have been coming.
One scientist, Mr. O'Brien, who has been there
a month, declares that the phenomena reported
are due to the fact that the currents from two
powerful radio stations center in the valley at
Caledonia Mills, where stands the Alex MacDonald
farm home, in which the "ghost" has Its habitat.
The queer braiding of the tails of the MacDonald
cows he ascribes to a prank ot the farmer's
a not unlikely accounting.
On the other hand, Dr. Walter Franklin Pierce
of New York, "director of the American Society
for Scientific Research," who has also been on the
ghost hunt, hints that he is treating the ghost
with respect, and leaves the rest to be Imagined
until his report Is available.
Why have the scientists picked on an obscure
Nova Scotia farm for their Investigations?
Isn't
with "haunted houses?"
the country peppered
town
a
of any age in the country
There is scarcely
.hat lacks Its old house with queer noises and,
s
when the Imaginations of excited and scared
have play queer sights. The Imagination, ess
vast
pow-srmagnifying
pecially an Imagination given
by nervous fright. Is a wonderful thing. It
will transform any old house, with its complaining
;reaks of old age, Into a home of ghosts.
And when grave scientists spend time and money
inlemnlv Investiirntinar such a case, it fives rise to
the question whether this is the Twentieth century
r the Sixteenth.
ughter;
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New York, March 22. Forelm
Great Britain
irregular.
demand. $4.39; cables, $4.39;
sixty-da- y
bills on banks, $4.36.
France
demand. 9.08; cames,
9.09.
Italy demand, 5.13; cables,
Belgium demand, 8.65;
5.13. 8.56.
demand,
cables
Germany
Holland de
cables,
37.87.
cables.
87.84;
mand,
SwedNorway demand, 17.65.
Sfi
rl
28. Denmark de
en
nmRII
mand, 21.25. Switzerland demand,
15.64. Po
demand.
Soatn
I960.
Greece de
land demand. .02.
de
mand, 4.30.
demand,
mand, 1.73. Argentine
36.75. Brazil demand. 13.75. Mont
real,

.82:'

LOOK

JUST TH6
TR.OuBte.VV HEM

itncfd

book-

com- CTtlCAN,
having
pleted teni.jrraphto con rue, desire position with relinbla firm; can hand!
correspondence In Spanish", references.
Addreag N. S. M.( care Journal.
'"

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
(

AT ALL THE PcOPLE BEING,
KILLED BY POISON WHISKEY AND
WOOD ALCOHOL! WHRE ARE
THE POLICE ?

Pool Hon by exp

SPANISH-A-

Antimony Spot, $4.25,
Foreign bar silver, 65 e.
Mexican dollars, 50 c.

vV

.32.

ia

97.

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

FOR

SALEFurniture

LHtNlTCUE UEPAIH1NO and upholiter- tnis.
Co.
Phone 71
Ervln 3ndln
h
FOR
SALE
round
fumed oak dining table and six chairs.
202 North High.
FOR SALE Child's 'Kiddle Roup" and
wicker high chair, cheap. Address
box 21. care Journal.
FO't SALE Furiltu e: Leather chairs.
electric fan. Ice box, cameras, ete.
Bnrnum's Rtudl.
Wont Central.
KOH RALE Dressers,
china cabinets.
roll-to- p
wardrobe, rockers,
desk, largs
stock of first-c- l; ' use furniture,
225
South First.
FOR SALE Furniture at factory price!
which makes It cost less than econd
hand goods. Come and see for yourself.
American Furnlturs Co., 22S South

FOR SALE Used furniture: Baby's reed
sulky and high chair, double sanitary
cot and pad, st wing machine, all In good
condition; never used by sick. Call
1436W, or 211 North :taple.

22. Butte-rChleaeo. March
Market unchanged.
LOST AND FOUND
Eggs Market lower. Keceipw
tiMrsta 22?4c: ordi LOST Man's signet ring; return
i9Kft7 rami
to
miscellan
Journal
and receive reward.
nary firsts.
book
FOUND
Check
money
eous,
containing
and postnfflo receipt. Phone 868.
Poultry Alive, hlgner. rowis, LOST
Pair of
26c; springs 28c; roosters, 19c.
glasses t
or near Crystal theater; return to AlPntntnca Kllehtlv stronger. Re
bright and Anderson;, reward.
S.
U.
Total
cars.
ship
33
ceipts
LOST White Angora cat; one blue eye
ments, 689 cars. Wisconsin
one green eye: reward.
Phone
round whites, $1.60 1.70 cwt.; 200I--and or call
at B09 West Iron.
$1.60
Red
rivers,
Minnesota sacked
sacked
tHl.70 cwt.; Minnesota
1.40
early Olilos. sand land, $1.25 Brown
DRESSMAKING
By the day or at horn..
Colorado sacked
cwt.;
S02 West Iron, phone 1320-sacked
Beauties, $2.00 cwt.; Idaho
WANTED
Sewlns. Mr.. Foter . 101
Rurals, $1.75 1.90 cwt.
Norm Fourth. pho- - 1239-HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. William.' Mll- KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
llnry, 80C South Broadway, ph, 777-PLEATING, accordion, .Id. and box;
Tfnnsas CItv. March 22. Eggs
116 North
N. Crana,
mall ordnr.,
c lower. Firsts. 21c.
Market
Seventh. Crane Apartment., phone 114.
Butter and poultry uncnangeu.

'2121'c;
2222c.
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LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

were many

On top rose 35 points to ?40. Losses of
stumps.
of one slump Woodie saw some- large fractions to almost
three
thing brown.
polnta were sustained by Mexican
"
a
fine
bit
of
"Oh,
juicy bark," and
T
Petroleums.
t ..1
he thought, as he began to nibble United S'ltes Steel, Studebakcr,
it. But he no sooner had it in American Sugar and Cuba Cane.
his teeth than a voice cried:
Sales amounted to 965,000 shares.
by Howard B. UarL
"Excuse me, that's my necktie!"
Announcement of the cut In the
was
Mr. Whitewash, the Northern Pacific dividend from n
there
and
Copyright. 1821. b.v McClur
He had 7 to 5 per cent basis was made soon
bear gentleman.
polar
Newspaper Syndicate.
sat down to rest with his back to after the close of the market. The
the stump, and as it was rather a action of
directors occasioned
AXD
UNCLE WIGC.ILY
'warm dny for a polar bear. Mr. surprise In the
most quarters, although
WOODIE'S NIBBLES.
Whitewash had opened his vest. the road's earnings
scarcely JustiThe end of his necktie fluttered fied a continuance of
the higher
As Cnele Wlggily was hopping out and Wootlifi had hpenn to rate.
morn-insone
'nibble it.
along through the tields
Call money opened and renewed
wishing that spring would
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Mr. White
and he wash, as he tucked his necktie at 4 per cent, but the Inquiry from
hurry and got warmer,
houses raised the rate
brokerage
was thinking of some adventure away. "That was funny!"
to 5 per cent at mid-da- y
and to 5
he mlRht have, all of a sudden a
Uncle Wlggily and Woodie went per cent
In the final hour. Dealvoice called:
on a little farther until they came
In
foreign exchnnses expanded
"Oh, Uncle Wlggily!
May I to a place where the ground was ings
and for the most part
come with you?"
covered thickly with dried leaves. considerably
to
the
of European cenadvantage
looked
The bunny rabbit
up Sticking up in the middle of one ters.
cent over
Sterling rose 1
and down, moving his pink, pile was something red.
yesterday's low and allied remittwinkling nose in a circle, but ha
"Oh, it'R a clover blossom for tances
were
to
ten
three
points
saw no one.
me to nibble!" cried Woodle, and
higher. Scandinavian, Svlss and
"Oh, dear!" though Mr. Long-ear- he took a hard bite.
Rnanlsh
bills
also
but
strengthened
"This must be the Fuzzy
"Here! Ouch! Wow! That's my the German
mark
continued to
Fox or the Woozle Wolf hiding
weaken
of
likelihood
the
a
despite
Ho
somewhere under a stone!
moratorium to that country by the
wants to come along with me so
commission.
reparations
dear!"
he can nibble my pars! Oh,
Closlng'prices:
"May I come with you?" asked
American Beet Sugar....... 41
the voice again.
American
Can
45H
The bunny gentleman was just
American Smelting & Reft;,. 51
about to say "No" as bravely as
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 31
he could, when there was a rust121
American Tel. & Tel
ling in a bush nearby, and out of
14
'American
Zinc
a hole which it partly covered
50 Vt
Anaconda Copper
came Woodle Chuck, the ground97 U
Atchison
hog boy.
38
&
Baltimore
Ohio
"Oh, Woodle!" exclaimed the
68
Bethlehem
"B"
Steel
so
glad
bunny gentleman, "I'm
26 14
Butte & Superior
it's you. Of course, you may
51
California Petroleum
come with me! I was afraid you
1
3 5 '4
Canadian
Pacific
were a Fox!"
Central
Leather
36'
as
a
Fox,
"I'm nearly as hungry
014
Chesapeake & Ohio
or the Wolf, either!" whistled
2294
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Woodie, as he waddled farther
27 K
Chlno Copper
from the burrow hole where he
30
&
Colorado
Fuel
Iron
had
Waddle
and his brother
56 74
Crucible Steel
spent the long, cold winter. "That's Accuse jne,thacts
necktie!
15
Cuba Cane Sugar
my
why I want to come along with
11
Erie
you. Uncle Wigglly, because I'm
74
so hungry! I want to do some nib- ear!" howled a voice, and out of Great Northern pfd
the leaves sprang the red Fuzzy Inspiration Copper
404
bling!" exclaimed the woodchuck Fox. He had
hidden there, with Int. Mer. Marine pfd
70
boy.
ear
his
out,
only
29
sticking
hoping
Kennecott
Copper
"Oh, dear me! Nibbling!" cried
catch
Uncle
Wigglly, but (Mexican Petroleum
120
Uncle Wigglly, as he held his paws to
seen
Woodie
red
the
had
ear, and, Miami Copper
28
over his ears.
"That word althinking it was clover, had nipped Missouri Pacific
2114
ways makes me so nervous!"
hard.
it
87
New
York
Central
"Well, you don't need to be
"This Is no place for me!" Northern Pacific
77
afraid!" laughed Woodle. "You howled
the Fox. "I don't want Pennsylvania .
37
know we woodchucka or groundears nibbled.
I want to do Ray Consolidated Copper..., IS
hogs, only eat clover, grass and my
some
And
myself."
nibbling
away
H
of
sometimes the bark
trees. We
Reading
51
never nibble ears. And now as ne ran. Bo, alter an, woodie s '.Republic Iron & Steel
saved
nibbles
the
And Sinclair Oil & defining
24
spring has come, and the green then Mr. Longearsbunny.
took
86
the
things are beginning to grow, I groundhog boy to the hollow Southern Paclfio
21
came out of the burrow to see
Southern Railway
bungalow and gave him a Studebaker Corporation ....los
what I could find to nibble. That's stump
to
nibble.
carrot
43
Texas
why I want to walk along with
And if the sweet pickle doesn't TobaccoCompany
61
Products
you."
It
sour
'turn
when
Into
falls
the
133
Paclfio
Union
all
that's
"Oh,
right!" said vinegar jug Instead of the mo
94
Uncle Wlggily, with a friendly
United States' Steel
next Utah Copper
63
twinkle of his pink nose. "Come lasses pitcher, I'll tell you Wad-die's
Uncle
about
and
Wigglly
along, Woodle, and nibble as much
fun.
as you please."
CHICAGO HOARD OF TRADE
Together the woodchuck boy
and the bunny gentleman went
Chicago. March 22. Wheat took
over the fields and through the
an upward swing in price today
woods. Hore and there little bits
largely as a result of signs that forof green grass were beginning to
eigners were purchasing future deshow, but there was not much.
livery contracts here. The marke'
to
net
Uncle Wigglly, too, liked someclosed unsettled
to
fresh
with
and
and
he
May $1.36
thing
higher,
green,
to $1.19.
and Julj $1.19
and the groundhog boy nibbled
$1.36
(Bj Ihe AnoJnted rreu.)
o to
New
22. The Corn- gained
and oats
York. March
all they could find.
c to
c. In provisions there was
Finally they came to a field In threatened strike of the coal miners
to 90c.
which were many big rocks. and more pronounced hardening of a setback ranging from
Woodie began searching around money rates comMned to bring
Scantiness of receipts, together
among the great stones for some- about further irregularity and oc- with persistent commission house
thing good to nibble. At last he casional heaviness of stock market buying, gave some independent
saw what he thought was a piece values today.
strength to the corn market. Oats
declined
one to two were governed by the action of
of cabbage leaf.
Coalers
"Oh, here's something fine to points and other rails were similar- corn.
nibble!" cried the groundhog boy. ly depressed on reports that a conLower quotations on hogs had a
He took a few little nibbles, but, certed movement is under way to depressing effect as to provisions
all of a sudden, a voice cried:
force a reduction of freight rates values.
"Well, the very ideal You're by the Interstate Commerce ComClosing prices:
new
mission.
bonnet!"
July,
Wheat
eating my
May, $L86;
And from the other side of the
These- adverse developments were $1.19.
rock came Aunt Lettie, the goat balanced in part by encouraging . Corn May. 61 c; July. 4c.
lady. She had a bonnet with green reviews of conditions in the iron
Oats May, 3 8c; July, 40 c.
ribbons on it, and one edge of and steel Industry, as suggested by
Pork May, $19.10.
the ribbon, fluttering around the an advance of prices by one of the
$10.85; July, $11.07.
Lard
rock, looked so much like a cab- chief subsidiaries of the United
Ribs May, $10.65; July, $10.15.
States Steel corporation.
bage leaf that it fooled Woodle.
"Oh, excuse me, Aunt Lettie."
NEW YORK COTTOX.
Eliminating several of the dorhe said, letting go of the end of mant or obscure specialties in
the goat lady's ribbon.
which gains or losses ranged from
New York. March 22. Cotton
"All right." she answered with two to five points, movements In futures closed steady. , March,
a smile, "only pleaso don't do It the popular Industrials and mis- $17.95; May, $17.88; July, $17.35;
cellaneous groups were unusually Oct., $16.92; Dec. $16.86.
again."
"It looked just like cabbage," contracted.
'
said Woodle to Uncle Wigglly, as
LIBERTY BONDS.
Pullman, Bethlehem and Marlln
the two friends hopped on again Rockwell were among the Issues to
New York, March ' 22. Liberty
sfcklng something to nibble. Then close at moderate gains. Eastman
they came to a place where there Kodak on sales of a few odd lot bod closed:
$9M2; first 4s
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THE MARKETS

GnOST.

(From the Duluth Herald.)
Is this the Twentieth century, or the Sixteenth?
Grave scientists are up in Nova Scotia Investigating a "haunted house" from which queer reports

lMf.

8I3-J-

$4.704.75.

respect for
The lavj (

IWHF

Let us remember that once we two
Listened and quivered, and heard the call
Of the nesting bird, and the budding seed . . .
We have had happiness. That is all.
Joan Walter in the Smart Set

Phon-

WANTED

s.

REMEMBER.

WANTED
VVA.J'.i

New York, March 22. Copper
keeper and office man; if nod reference.
spot and
Electrolytic,
Steady.
j r uens, n lUKPrv me, i bxub,
WE APniT. hTek OVRN n.OSK and
nearby, 18c; later. 13 18 He.
WIl.f.MMS & ZAN'O,
keep bonki.
Tin Firmer. Spot and nearby,
room
MeMnl
hulldinn Phone 701 W
$29.25; futures, $29.37.
OFFICES
CLEANED DAI; Y Janitor
Iron Steady and unchanged.
eervice; house cleaning (with vacuum),
Lead Steady. Spot. $4.704.80. floors
of reference.
beat
polished;
Louis
Zinc Quiet. East St.
spot, Phone
.

one-cro-

There are signs now and then that persons with
money to Invest should beware in particular of a
certain class of promoter wlio has an oily tongue.

CkssSEnsdl Ai$

New
York, March 22. Call
lawn wnrk, call J W. I,ow, H30-money strong. High and last ,oan
ED Washing and trnnlng by da
5
per cent; low and ruling rate, WAN'i
,
or
down. Call
4 per cent; closing bid, 5 to 6
per WANTRD--Stead"ork. by reliable man,
cent; call loans against accept
handy with fiols. Write Q. S part
ances, 4 per cent.
Time loans St'ady. Sixty and Morning Journal.
or bnokkeeplnff
WANTED
Stenogxnphfc
90 days, 4
pere cent; six months
work, all or
time; experienced,
4
to 4
per cent; prime mercan Mrs rhnmpinn. ijai
Kluln Hotel.
to 4
tile paper, 4
per cent.
WAX'TEJJ
Stcri'oKriiphlc "'"or cWlcal po
attlnn; l"ctit n erencca furnished, Ad
NEW YORK METALS.
nrpsa Tinx 84, cure Journal.

Czecho-Slovak-

The analysis of our exports of farm products
from the United States last year, Just issued by the
department of agriculture, contains several encourEspecially significant is the reaging features.
southern exports. Cotton, the
port concerning
principal crop in Dixie, has surrendered first place
among the shipments, when ranked according to a
total value, to wheat and wheat flour, but on tho
other hand a great gain has been scored by the exports of rico. More than 23 times as much of the
latter was sent abroad last year as the average
amount exported in the five-yeperiod from 1910
to 1914.
Corn exports, too, showed an increase,
being greater than In any other year since 1900.
If this means that southern planters are raising less cotton, and more wheat, rice and corn,
It Is a favorable sign; for It is now generally recognized that they have made a mistake heretofore in
putting all their energies Into the growing of the
fleecy staple. Continuous prosperity Is impossible
p
in a
region, for there are too many
chances for a failure of that crop. On that account incursions of the boll weevil, which have
made cotton growing unprofitable In a large part
of the cotton belt, have come to be looked on as In
the nature of a blessing. The weevil has forced the
planters to ra'se other things to distribute their
eggs, as It were, In seieral baskets. They are thus
Insured against total loss, for while one kind of crop
may fall it seldom happens that all are

4s,

NEW YORK MONEY,

EXPORT TREND ENCOURAGING.

m

half-doze-
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LOOK

THESE MURDERS AKO
ROBBERIES.' BANDITS

blank; second s, $98 00: first
$98.20; second 4Vs, $97.90; third
$98.40;
$99.30; fourth
blank; Victory
Victory

1703-J-

A "lost and found" line will never recover a
business lost because the owner didn't do other
kinds of advertising.

al

wire-pulle-

4s.

OUR KEEN ANXIETY FOR THE LAW.

THAT

local

March 23, 1922
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Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, March 22. Cattle Re
Market slow.
11.000.
ceipts
stock
nle beef steera and she
weak to lower. TopKfl'beef steers.
n nA. t...iir i7
cnlvesand
bulls opened steady; few early sales
vealers to shippers and city butchers $9.00 10.60; packers bidding
stockers and
8.25 mostly;
$7.50
feeders dull.
Market
Hogs Receipts 15.000.
lower,
lights 10cthanea-terday'fairly active;
s
others steady to 10c lower
$10.30;
Top,
average.
bulk $9.75010.25; pigs weak to
25c lower; bulk desirable 100 to
$9.00S9.50.
Sheep Receipts 18,000. Market
very slow, bidding generally lower;
One
practically nothing done early.wool-ed
double deck choice
at $15.85;
lambs to shippers
looks weak to lower.

infi

Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, March 22. Cattle
Receipts 7,500. Beef steers dull,
sales weak to 25o lower. Top
heavies, $8.75; she stock mostly
steady to weak; early choice cows.
some higher; few
$5.50
6.00,
heifers, $6.75 13 7.00 ; most early
others mostly
isales. $5.756.50;
steady; many calves. $4.00 6.60;
to
best vealers
packers, $8.50;
and cutters generally $3.00
4 25;
bulls largely $3.75iH4.60;
plain to choice stonkers, $6.00
7.60; feeders, $6.75 7.25.
7,000. Market
Hogs Receipts
opened slow, closed generally active around 10c lower. Few lights
to shippers, $10.00; bulk good and
choice 155 to
weights,
$9.8509.95: 225 to
mostly $9.609.80: bulk, $9.26(31
8.95; packer ton, $9 "6; throwout
sows generally $7.60 (Si 8.66; stock
pigs steady to 10c higher; best
weighty kind, $9.50.
8,000. Gheep
Sheep Receipts
strong, lambs mostly steady. Few
closing sales 10c to 15c lower. Top,
$15.25;
bulk, $14.75015.25;
clipped lambs, $12,75.
can-ne-

rs

Denver Llvpstork.
Denver. March 22. Cattle Receipts 2.500. Market steady. Beef
steers, $6. 5007. 60; cows and heifers, $5.0007.75;
calves, $8,000
$10.50; bulls, J3.00ffP4.00; stockers
and feeders $6.25 0 7.25.
Market
800,
Hogs Receipts
steady. Top, $10.35; bulk, $9 90
10.10.

Sheep Receipts 8.200. Market
early sales steady, prospects lower.
Yearlings,
$12.0012.25; lam ,
$13.00014.00; ewes, $9.0009.45.

14,000

ADDITIONAL

MENN0NITES WILL
TO MEXICO,
(By

The1

GO

REPORT

Aaaoflnted

Pre..)

El Paso, Texas, March 22.

With
already
more Canadian
Mennonltes are planning to migrate
to the southern republic, according
to J. P. Wlebe, agricultural agent
for the Mexico Northwestern railway.
Fifty trains will be needed to
carry the new group of colonists.
If freight rates can be adjusted,
the hegira will begin about June 1
Mr. Wlebe said today. Representatives of the sect are negotiating 'or
the Hacienda de la Angostura in
San Luis Potosi.
The sixth Mennonlte train, carrying 258 people, passed through here
yenterday en route to western Chihuahua. This is the last group of
colonists due to cross the border
1,200 of their
In Mexico, 14,000

until June.

CITY

DELIVERY

Ranches

FOKTt BNT wi'ltaon'i ranch on NortS
Fhore 1804-Fourth.
FOIt RENT Twenty-acr- e
ranch, part In
alfalfa, under main ditch, two mile,
north of town. Poetoffie. boi 218. city.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
iTAT'TCKStfliCNavTT
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
niture packing.
Phou. 471. Ervln
.

furBed-di-

n

rvm-3ny-

W ANTEpHouges

WANTED Furnished houses to rent in
all parts of town. MeMtllion A Wood.
WANTED To lease mndern four-roohouse, unfurnished.
Phone 204H--

TYPEWRITERS
TVPKWR1TEKS All make." overhauled
and repaired. Ribbon, for every ma- chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
128 South Fonrth.
ph.me 9fi3-.- i.

PERSONAL
DETECTIVE AU3NCY.
Phone D32-THREE SHAVES A WEEK, $1. at your
Perklne Broe., phone 8058-hompa.

FOR
FOli

RENT--Migcellan-

ISN'T

eou

Oarage.

110

South

Arn?.

LEGAL NOTICE
UXUCUTM.V8 NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Nicholas M, Cudabac, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the nineteenth
day of January J 922, dLly appointed Executrix of the estate of Nicholas M. Cudabac. deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
and having luallflcd a sieh Executrix, all persons having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required to
present the same to tho undersigned in the manner and within
the timo prescribed by law,
CORA E. CUDABAC,
Executrix.
Dated January 20, 1922.
KXEC'tTOH'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate ot V,
H. Bower, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the twenty-secon- d
day ot December, 1921, duly
appointed Executor of the estate of
J. H. Bower, deceased, by the Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
and having qualified as such Executor, all persons having claims
against the state of said decedent
are hereby notified and required
to present the same to the undersigned in the manner ant within
the time prescribed by law.
J. MARTIN,
Executor.
Dated December 23, 1921.
NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Lewie
Henry Chamberlln, Deceased.
To Edna Chamberlln of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and to All
Others to Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
Tou are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Lewis Henry Chamberlln, deceased,
late of the County of Bernalillo and
State of New Mexico, was produced and read in the Probate Court of
the County of Bernalillo, State of
New Mexico, on the sixteenth day
of March, 1922, and the day of ths
proving of said alleged Last Will
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Thursday, the 13th day of
April, A. D. 1922 at 10 o'clock In
the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this Court this 21st day of
March, A. D. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal),
County Clerk.
Journal Want Ads bring results,
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Every paper for subscribers fn the city of Albuqueraue
should be delivered not later than 7:00 a. m. weekdays
and
t a. m. Sundays.
If any subscriber falls to receive his paper properly a
9:30
will bring a new DaDer 'by
phone call before
MESSENGER
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18 or M
.

'
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March 23, 1922.
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KOLUMN

BRINGING UP FATHER,

IIOMES

WITH A REAL
VALUE.
Kight rooms, modorn, furnace
heat, hardwood
noors,
good
fire place, large porches, built-i- n
features, gas, good walks
and shade. Price only $5,500,
with good terms.

i

Copyright,

run

think

(P

ON

HADN'T
THOUGHT
AftOUT IT I
I

KAZAN

are:MIj.
roo oins
-V-

Seven

well arranged rooms,
modern in every respect, hot
water
clothes
heat,
largo
closets, built-i- n
features, two
bath rooms, large porches, fire
place, press brick house, east
front, corner lot, lawn, shade,
goodfine garage
sidewalks,
and located close in, Can be
real
at
a
bought
bargain. Only

-

,

ST
$

'

..M1V

the International News Service.
U. S. Patent

CHAS.
HELLO -

ruTP
EARUV-AL-

9

JICs

LEWE THE

- IF VOO

HOU-b-

w

w

5cd

extra large rooms, largo

1

Kivo rooms,
modern,
brick,
feahardwood floors, built-i- n
tures, largo porches, garage
and in fine location In Fourth
ward. Price only $4,000.

modern, framo
rooms,
fine location In Fourth
Priced for cash -and
sale, only $2,650.

Four
house,
ward.
quirk

Two rooms, bath, two sleeptwo screened
ing porches.
porches, completely furnished,
located in Fourth ward. Can
be bought on extra good terms
only $2,100.
TRADES
We have some good properly
will trade for property that is
worth the money in southern
California.

MXl'OIA ADDITIOV

WILL BE ON TIIK MARKET
26TH
SUNDAY, MARCH,
located
A bran new addition,
Just about one mile north of
on
the
CENTRAL. AVENUE
Fourth street paved road. This
runs from Fourth
addition
street to the Indian school.
The land is somo of the finest
In this valley and every lot has
ditch water. These lots are extra large with some fruit and
shade trees. This addition is
small and If you want your
pick of these choice lots call
us for an appointment or take
the Fourth street cars to the
SUNADDITION
LINCOLN
DAY AFTERNOON.
The prices are right with extra good . terms, $20.00 cash
and balance $10.00 per month.
WITH ALBUQUERQUE'S FUTURE YOU CAN NOT AFFORD TO MISS OWNING. ONE
THESE
OF
OR
MORE
CHOICE LOTS.
KINGSBURY
D,
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
Pliotie 00J-210 VV. Gold.
,

J,

FOR SALE

Poultry-Egg- s

J'Oll SALE (jwmo
Phors 2420-R- 1
FOIt 8AL13 WMta Orpington ruogter.
907 Sooth Edith.
. KOit SALE Turkey eggs for
ettlnjf.
Phone 203S-FOIt KALE B. C. H. I.
ettlnK tRge,
on dollar per nettlnff.
Phone 1870-J- .
Volt SALE Khotie Island eggs for hatch
ing, 6 cents each. Jill 7 South Walter.
one and two years old.
6U North
Third.
FOR SALE Black Minorca esKs, tl.25 a
setting; ?6 r 100.
Lakes, phone

.io:i-- j l.
.1'LIK KALE

J'ure bled S. C. Black nilnor- ca cor erels. Call at Mann's "Kire,

Old Town.

FOR SALE Ten Duff Orpington liens
and cockerel. Clarke & Murdock, Lax
M: phone 2407-.71'OH SALE S. C. Ancona and It. I.
hatching eBBs;
fertility guaranteed.

nl

,.it

r.:,K

KOR

centra,.

SALE
Strictly fresh egk-s- ;
every
day at market price; also setting eggs,
ir.lft East Tl.leras. phone 1499-"NAVAJO
STRAIN" H. c.
J. Reds,
eggs for hatching.
Highland Poultry

I.

South rtroadway.
Setting eggs from Barred

Yards,

FOR SALE
Rocks and U. I. Reds,

tr im

A

LITTLE DANDY

stucco, completely furnished for only $2,150.
$400 or less cash, balance monthly.
ACKERSON A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

1

38R.-

623

FROM

RANCH NOT SOLD YET
You had better hurry, or If you

want a nice country home, here
It is. Must be sold In 30 days.
Phone 2412-JJ. A. CLEASXER.
4.

FOliS

FOR SALE S. C. White Leghorn hatching eggs and baby chicks, $20 per
300; also few cocks and cockerels. Gentry Poultry . Ranch, postofflce box 312,
J'hnnn

1709-W-

-.
.'ALE Hutching
fertility
egjs,
guaranteed; White Orpingtons, Single
Comb Rhode Island Reds.
Write for
San
prices. dimmer Ranch Company,
Acacia. N. M.
FOR SALE As I on. going back to Iowa
I will sell thirty-ni- x
good laying hens,
half pullets, hal.' leghorns, rfnme PlyIttlO ftast
mouth Rocks; a 'nrgaln.
Silver, phone 1959-M- .
TWENTY-NIN- E
on
soma old
the
years
H.
C.
ranch
White Leghorn chicks,
Twenty-fiv- e
$20 per hundred.
yearn' experience with incubators. Yott Poultry
Jinnrh. Postofflce box 107. phone 174W-BUFF ORFINCSTON rggs for
jrOH SALE
hatching: blue ribbon winners, first,
second and rhlrd pullet, first cock and
second cockerel, special on best female
(t in tho MeJIterranean class, cockerels
and pullets for sale. Phone 1473-'
CIS Fruit avenue.
FOH SALE
Hatching eggs; fuur popular
varieties: 8. C. R. I. Reds, Mayhood
slrnln. 15, I1.6U; Famous Silver Cam-pinejr.. V.OO; fi. C. Light Brown Leghorns, 15. $1.60; S. C. Dark Drown LegOld Town,
Robinson,
horns 13, $2.00.
phone I.W
ribbon
RED POULTRY YARDS Iwue
'
winners, eggs for thatching, from sixteen grand pens; best winter layers; fl. C.
R. I. Reds, 15 for $1.51., $2, $3, $5; Barred
Rocks. 19 for $2. $3, $5: only ten tine
3
breeding cockerels left. Wm. Blets,
Went Atlantic, plione 14S3-1102.
tH"MBIA HATCHERY, P. O. box
Denver, Colo. We can supply you with
any quantity of baby chicks. Capacity
10,000 weekly. Seventeen varieties; live
paroel pobt pro-Pdelivery guaranteed:
Wrko for prices and '
VC-

CO.
115 6. Second,

pressed brick bungalow,
large bath room,
larffe
pantry,
erecnod-l- n
porchei, extra good floors
throughout. The two bed rooms with
batlr between rented for over $100
The garage brings In
per month.
$8 ppr month, it Is large enough to
he converted Into a cottage.
Lot
t. 4x100, Third wurd,
near school, $;.()
per month and Interest after the
necessary first payment Is made. See
us for particulars, an we are the
exclusive agents for t' is. .

water heat, large basement, fine electrical equipment; garcge, with servant'
room attached.
Terms, .
Five-rooS, 200
new white ituoco bunfeatgalow, hanlwdfid floors, built-i- n
ures, paraffo, Fourth ward; easy terms.
for sale.
Furniture

Accident, Automobile insurance,
Surely Ilol 1., Loiini,
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
telephone 674.
Fire,

KOH UKNT

Koirni.

Rooms
M6

Wnl

WKCKMANX REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 V. Oohl. Phone 670.

urn J.nil.

REN r Beautifully furnished roon
modern home. Mrs. Fred llimm.
North Second.
FOR RENT
Furnace heated front room.
ground floor, adjoining bath. $09 West
Fruit, phone 2042-J- .
FOR RENT
Sleeping rooms; ono light
housekeeping rooms. Imperial Annex,
First and Cer.tral.
FOR
RENT Furnished
front- - room
steam heat: i lso room and sieentns
Phone 2359-porch.
FOR RENT One room furnished
for
$01
ngni nousekeeping, $10 month.
East Lewis, near thope.
FOR RENT
Nice large room, well ven
tilated, furnace heat: also small room.
next to hath. 108 South Arno.
IMPERIAL, ROOMS
lce, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 2IH4 West Central.
FOR
Modern
RENT
housekeeping
rooms: also furnished front bei room.
710 South Arno.
phone 1967-FOR
RENT Four
furnished rooms.
sleeping porch and bath, garage. Unl- verslty Heights. 224 South Edith.
ELGIN
rooms and
HOTETy Sleeping
housekeeping apartments, by the day
week or month,
rant West Central.
FOR RENT
A suite o
rooms, sitting
room, bed room and bath, comnleteiv
i eat.
303 South Fourth.
steam
furnished;
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
at
812 West Copper: close In. and verv
desirable house, under new management.
FOR RENT One large front sleeping
room, neatly furnished, private fam
B17 West
Phone 1515-ily; no sick.
FOR
In
B28

Oold.
FOR RENT

Front bed room or three
light housekeeping rooms, furnished, in
married couple or ladles; no alck. Ptrooe
2163--

RENT
Large sleeping porch, sult- abie for two ladles, with borne privi
120 Bouts
leges; board across street.
FOR

Cedar.
WOODWORTH

Newly
furnished, nloe.
clean room, grd hourkeeplnc apart
or month. II)
ments, by day, week
South Third.
FOR RENT Large
furnished eteum- heated bed room, for one or two gen
home
tlemen, or ladles; board, first-clas- s
eooklng, If desired. r23 North Second.
MAN EMPLOYED,
will share ruom and
porch wtth congenial partner: no ob
jection to healthseeker If not bed patient, $13.60 per month. 21) North High.
FOR R."NT
Exclusive, well furnished
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath: centrally located.
$21
Phone 1744-Oarage If deslrer.
West

Coal.
RENT

FOR

Tj.

MAKTIN CO.,
Realtors.

Kstate, Fire and Auto
Iioans.
, Insurance,
223 W. Gold...
Thone 156.

a

WE INVITE

YOU

To Immediately
inspect these
choice residential bargains:
modern homo overlooking West Central avenue,
and 200 Harvard avenue,
University Heights, a very artistically built
Spanish
bungalow with Areola heating
system, at $4,000.

207

five-roo-

modern home, with double
and
servant
house combined.
This home has everything that
makes a home complete.
'Die price is right, the neighborhood tho best.
gar-as- e

two-roo-

Franklin & Co,
Realtors.
Third and Cold.
Phone 657.

five-roo-

la furnished with new
of the highest grade,

It. MfiCXrCIIAN",
201 Gold Ave.

furniture

WANTED BIDS
razing Harnett properly,

On

$10.00 Per Load
A

Albuquerque.

Fur

SAl.li- Ford fcedai.,
Phojio 4.",0.

$500.

Just

FOR RENT
406

liKe new.

D, Keleher,
Realtor.
Phono 410.
Gold.

wst.

t

&

New Mexico.

Klfiljt i'oom mnrlern honsp,
in; a real value at 5,000: only
$2,000 down, balance at 7 ier
cent.
TVhv Pav Itent? We offer a five- room house, with two pnrchos,
hot and cold water, close to car
line; $1,250; terms.
A neat Uirce-roohouso in High- lands; water in house; two porch- es; close to car line; rented for:
$25. Fine jilare for healthseeker;
$1,500; terms if desired.
j. bargain in a fruit ranch. Fruitsof all kinds, house, livestock, implements, at less than some are
nuking for raw land. If you are
a fruit grower, better see this at
once. Terms If desired.
e
We have several
first
mortgage loans. It you luive the
see
us.
money
McMIT.MON & WOOD,
JtBALTORS

r

Dwelling

Fur nJ shod houso,
wcet CVutral.

l; i.

T

FOil

Two-rool KNT
houseT
i:t"fi Snuth. Wi Itrr, in rear.
Kill! IlliNT-furo- l; llnusi1, two rooms, nudwlii,
tied. 1 B0 J Rust Central.
K(Ht ItllNT
furniaheit liouae,
keys at7ul Kast Hanta Ke.

EXPERT rad'utor repairing. O. K. '.Sheet
Metal Works. 217 North 'Uliir.l.
HELP WANTED
FOK SALE
J;uick touring car;
first-claMale.
condition. ilond-DliloCo.
cottfTKei
vvtUf
WANTED
Shoemaker for coal mining jolty
pnrrh. II3.B0. JS02 Kotith Krtlth.
camp; low rent. For particulars write Foil SALE uluainol ilo truck; good conO. IluliiT,
ION
it
'I
dition. Frown's, 215 South Flrtit, phone I'd I;
Ilotibii, two rooms, nioileni,
Superintendent, Madrid, New
Mexico.
211.
iron Emt (Vnlral.
furnished,
KivN i' One lour and on"f
Female.
WANTED- - To trado Fold Uiurint; lioilj
I'urnikiied
for ruadJtvr body.
Uoif;;, close In. Dr. East,cr- ,
Arply 40," Wear
WANTED
:.::mbermnid at Jameson
N.
dfiy,
Cr.pper,
R:ili(li. phono 23-.- .
Jili.NT Threi-roo- in
FOlt
CASH PRICES for used cms, uny c.mdl-tlcW A NT i;
(ournlNhril
Co tu, gi matr.'.-iWell
for
lionse.
with
716
Rlclnloah
Auto Co., ail West
East
sleeping porch.
Country Canip. Ph ne 490-J- .
ll.izel.ltne.
Coppt-rWANTED Maid for general housewuik.
I' M! KU.Vl
WALK
FOR
of
tjomt)
Uniu.'ilisliea,
double
tfmil
extta
ubplI
cars,
2:t
West
Apply mornings,
i,if porch.
Copper.
hi.u.fe, twr rooms and sleeping
e;.ey
McJntorli Auto Co., 311
WANJLD A girl for general liouse- - West (Vpp'T.
ln'llCnt Centrnl.
wurlt.
Apply 310 Norlh Thirteenth.
IiT
it
HI4.N TFu rnished,' half of duubte
W ANT
yoli It USKl CA i l w TTpZy
WANTED
Middle-age.house. I wo rooms und sleeplntf porcll.
ucinan. nrefer"
beat cash price. Viaduct Uarae :uj
red for general housework. 311 West Souih ISoc.JiJ.
K.i3t i.'cntral
Wi
,
isent.
Ft Ii SALKFuid tuurliitf'ciir unilFonl KOH KENT Three-roorurnuhed cot-laEJU'I.OYMENT OFFICE--- ",
oman cook,
: luutur's
Hee J. A. Hammond, s24 East
ti'ui:k.
ii'Ji
liHji:iie
.(liirage,
110 Eouth Third, phone W ? s t At o n i. u i
good salary.
lri2'J-H- .
Silver,
ii ro;ul.
phono
j
FO" RKNT Three-rooFOR fc?A LK Hnpmobile lourlK car, A-- l
housb. convenWANTED
Housekeeper to take charge
ient tu .jhops, in the highlands, t.nly
shap.-- ;
five
good
clieup,
tires,
quick
of house, family away all day.
Call sfl le.
$16
a
10.
Phono
month.
VimJuct
G.irape.
after S p. m. 608 South Arno.
Five-roolrOIt SALK New unt eucond-hunmodern bungalForO FOR
WANTED
A cook In a family of four:
ow, furnished, highlands, close to car
1C.
O.
radiators.
luineyeojnh
Kheet
good wages for a good cook.
line.
710
East
Apply Metal V..rl. Sir North Third.
Central.
Apply
rem, weinman, nia west copper.
lain Fora roadster, D..dne FOR KENT' Nice tour-roocollage, lis
saijj rondater.
WANTED Woman to take charge of Flirt
West Marble. Inquire llroad
Brothers'
to
for
Ford
trade
Hicycle
house: famllv of four, mlrlrila
Co.. 220 South Seoord. phone ?;!(!.
touring car, with starter. 407 West
woman preferred.
715 East Silver.
FOlt UKNT Five-roolur:ilaUel
WANTED Elderly woman needing a FOK MA Mi
nt 407 Kouth Keventli. pries .I7.
Druthers' touring.
Dodge
home, for llirht hnitaatiri.rlr
i.i..i..
274-221 North Ninth, ph,ne
Ford touring.
roadsteri
speedster;
Widower.
Address Widower.
.Imir. Bulck, Maxwell: terms
can be arranged. FOR RENT Three", "four aridrivrmim
Iisl,
J. Korher A Company.
bouses and apartments, some furnished.
FOR SA I. C One-to- n
Ford truck, $304. MiMllllon & WoeJ, 206 West Oold.
BUSINESS
worn drive; li-I'jtht Bulek. tSSO; LIST your vacant houses with the CV.y
Foil SALE Two-morbrick bulliliiu;: Fori touring. $I2S; fitudehaker,
Really Co., for prompt and efficient
215 South First; location good
$'.'S0.
llfi Wesi field.
service. 81)7 West Oold. phone 607.
(or any
FOK SALK
N: '.'four touring, looks FOR
ni,,u III UUSUICI1B
four-rooRRN'.'
Unfurnished
YOUNG.
and runs like n?w; must uo sold by
MAN has few hundred dollars
clean . bungalow, modern except heat,
Come and make an nffor. garage.
to invest in ousiness. What have you? Saturday.
1220 North Flfih, rear.
Apply
E. Slnoher,
701 Sout h High.
Rtcltitpyh Auto Co.. .111 West Copper.
1'OH RENT Modern furnished cottage",
FOR SALE First-clas- s
two rooms
shoe shop, full FOH 8AI.E 1J21 "ird"TW5I'7errTirTl7s
anil glassed-i- n
sleeping
class running order, Cnr has starter, porch, on car line.
line of machinery, price very reasonApply 1218 L'outh
rims, two new cawing, one Edith.
able; owner leaving. Address H, R.. demounts!!
cars Journal.
extra; will trade for good touring. Phone FOR RENT - Moden furnished three-roo1S23-FOR SALE Plumbing
house, g'.asscd-l- n
supplies, pipe,
sleeping porch
JUST THINK, ONLY $180
pumps, points. 6o car and bus fare to
and garage; will le oianl March 28.
Mountain road. W. C. Thaxton. 1111 FORD tourtng. five tires, full tools, new Inquire loot) South Edith.
can
472-Nort't Fourth, phone
rack
springs, camp bed, seat, three
RENT Small bungalow; two rooms
for oil; good conditio..; real bargain. Full
FOR SALE Restaurant,
and glassed sleeping porch; completely
e
Santa
1224
North Second,
phone furnished
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent Coffmsn,
for housekeeping; light and
1727-storeroom for other business purposes.
water paid, nip west Coal.
Btude-lake- r,
Fixtures Include swell end a fountain, MU.HT SACRIFICE
FOR
RENT A number one furnished
In good mechanical condition;
which can be bougnt separate.
bungalow, modern In every particular,
75 per month; no rick . Phone tJ-W- ,
FOR SALS Indian trading stirs and five good tlrrs, new battery, upholstery
new.
Can be seen at the Highland or call
at 600 West Silver.
ranch, ten acres under cultivation; like and Rubber
Works, U'J South Broadfenced; one section land leased; stone Tire
WILL LEASE for six months, par:';- 2.10.
way,
phone
building, 60x20 fcetj three living rooms,
five-rooor
brlek houso.
storehouse, corralls; fine well of water; SAVE SO to 75 per cent on used parts, Norlh High;
arage, furnace heat, 175
tires
gasoline engine; three heavy horses, har-ne.heels
magn stos.
bearings, Pr month.
W.
Leverett, phone
and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty springs, etc. Our .stock grows larger t;ta-.i- .
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e dally. Parts In sto'" for Overlands, HO. FOR RENT
March 26. cottage of five
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; ten 80; Chalners. Maxwell truck an pleasure
rooms, two sleeplne? porches, bssement:
miles from railroad: a bargain; dissolv- caj.., Chevrolet, 490, Paige 4. Iteo 4. Studa- furnished, Including piano, electrlo wash
Address postoffice boa DaKer 4 and II. Mcintosh Auto Co., er
ing partnership.
ana sewing maohlne. 168 South Cedar,
873, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
311 West Copper.
phone 1422-WHEN IN NEED
FO. Re.n'T New four-roohouses at
FOR SALE Ranches
rims, carburetors, springs, magsouthwest corner of Coal avenue and
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axlee, Ninth street; frame, modern, vltlr bath,
FOR BALE A amall ranch, three-fourthorns, accessories.
125 per month. F. H. Strong or L C
mils went of bridge; modern houaa. A. bearings,
COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
75 or 145.
J. Jumea.
We have salvaged to date tie follow Hennelt, phone
FOU RENT Five-rooBUi OPFNING of farm and rock landa ing cars! Bnick, Maxwell.
brick house on
Chandler,
in tie beautiful
North High street, partly furnished;
Chama Valley thta Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 and K B. : Over
Two-roo175,
spring. Write K. Heron, Chama. New land, every model; Hup, Olds, Crow, El':- - garage, hot air heat,
Four-rnoMexico.
nart, Keo, Dort, Saxon. Studobaker, both apnrtment, furnished, nice, 130.
Areola
4
heat,
apartment,
furnished,
teen-acr.
e
and
FOR 6 ALE Thir
ranch, on Old
G5.
vacant
1,
Wm. J. Leverett.
April
Town boulevard;
oort iix room home
VTAJnCT GARAdE.
phone 110. Third and Oold.
M)0 SOUTH PI5COND.
and out building; alfalfa; .all kinds of
RENT One of most modern homes
rruit and berriea; owner leaving account
Largest
parts house ii the state. FOR
In city; close In, extra good location;
of
Phone 848, or nvrunr. 2417 1U.
it.
beautifully furnished, hot water heat,
FOR REN1 Apartments garage
FOH BALK Ranch, two miles from post-offisix roome, sleeping porch, lovely
four aores, on main dltoh, double FOR RENT
porch, piano and Edison Included
Light houstKeeputg ruoms. front
house, garage, milk house, good chicken
In furniture.
'Tew bungalow, located on
018outhf!eventh.
houses, blooded chlckena and turkeys;
East Central; owner going east, will
furnished apart-men- t. lease,
also furniture, and tools; terms. Phone FOR RENT Two-rooto
desirable
Apply 716
2416-.Tparties.
1023 West New York.
Bast Central.
FOK HALF, Nine-acr- e
HEATED, two-rooapartment;
ranch, on main STEAM
no sick; garage If desired. Phn le 11I3-miles weat of
ditch, ana and one-haUK SALE Livestock
Barelas bridge; new three-rooadobe FOK RENT Completely furnished two-rooMilk cowst
house and garage; quarter mil from
apartment, wltU sleeping porch. FOR SALE
e
school house, rhone 2404-J-1213 East Central.
Phone 2405-Ror
box 295.
HALE
FOR
Bucks and does; alsu fryFOR RUNT Two furntsrien rooms, for
ing rabbits. 710 West Lead.
FOU 8 A LB Ranch of nearly 600 acres,
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
FOR SALE A thoroughbred Jersey cow
part heavily wooded, perpetual springs, 724 South Second.
Ideal cattle range; herd of registered FOR RENT Very desirablo modern furwith a, day-ol- d
heifer ca'f. 1139 For- Herefords. horses, chickens; farm Implenished apartment: close In. Apply 501
ments; la-louse,
corrall, several West Tljerns, phone 1134-Foit SALE Jersey milk cow, fill, or
small
orchard. Illness In FOU RENT
will trade for chlckena and furniture.
Steam heated apartment.
family makes It necessary to sell. Price
In Park View court, S02 East Silver, 5U North Third.
and terms reasonable.
Address L. S3.
1622-A. Hnmmonrt,
Call.
FOR
J,
SALE One extra good pair of four
phone
Bowman, ears postoffice box 811, Albu
year-ol- d
mare mules; raised hers, i
FOR RENT Apartm.nt,
two nice front
querque, N. M.
rooms with hot and cold water, on rar B. Nlpp.phone 2421-U641-line.
Third.
POl
1,600"
Phone
H.uth
FOR
SALE
good
CARPENTERING
white-fac- e
FOR RENT Small furnished and large
steers, at :l; 600
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
46.
at
Address Owen Walunfurnished apnrtment; Ftenm heat and
All kinds of work.
Phone H7S-ters, Aragon. N. M.
hot water. 1211 Weat Roma, phon 40O-WANTED
Odd jobs carptnterlng, house FOR
FOR BALIS Or trade, for hogs, good
RTIl'j1 Furnished apartment, mod
at reasonable
painting and 14M-Rwurk horse, weight about 1100; an be
repairing,
rooms
em;
three
and sleeping porch;
.
Phona
prices.
seen at C W. Hunter ranch, north end
basement. 1122 East oM. Phone 1422-llln
Orande blvd Phone 240H.R.J.
PAINTING and kaiaomlnlng done; wall- FOR
Three-roofurnished
RENT
paper cleaned; roofs repalrod; prices
head good
apartment. I ot and oold water, steam FOR SAMS Horses fifty
or 151
reasonable, phone ;66-young
will be at
he
lights and phone paid. 421 li South! Grande horses and mares,
PAINTING, paper hanging tnJ calsom-Inln- uroaaway.
Wgon'Tard,N. Mmo North BroadI
W FOR
way, Albuquerque,
March 22, and
all wo'k quaranteed.
comfurnished
RENT
Apartment,
thereafter until sold.
Will also have
Owens, HC8 South Edith, phuna 1844-plete; light, water, heat and , cooking second-han- d
harness and wagons for
215
I WANT jou to Investigate my low prices gas furnished.
Crane A pari me-Issale.
Scott llldenour, phone 166H-.on any Kind or a building proposition North Sevent.i.
A, E. Palmer, rungs- - FOU RUNT
you have In view.
Furnished apartments, conSIGNS SHOW CARDS
low rtullder, hox 41. eltv. phone I75B-four
rooms,
venient to eanatorlums;
LUII. DIM!, alterations, repairing, large glassed-i- n sleeping porches, gas; on East ACORN hlii.N AND ADVKR'iTSlNU
CO.
or
or
Jobs
smalli work by contract
Signs, show Curds, poster work, disby Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
the day; rcaaonable prices; work guar- - or see MoMllllon
tributors, rond signs a specialty: clever
Wood, cbnne 48.
E.
snleed: estimates free. Csll'1766-W- .
designs, dassy work! i'H Ncrta Second.
13. Johnson, ale Julio.
Journal Want Ada bring results, phone 1S70-J- .
,

rr

CHANCES"

t

LOANS.

FOR

RIGHT

3.

IJ'.VF.UfXr,
Jhlid anil Gold.

Five-roo-

j

laiKO

sleepins

modern
porch,

frame,

other

porches,
hardwood fi'iish
liroiiKhotit, newly decorated,
one of tlm best corner lots In
0
.South Highland!), close in,
will handle.
five-roomodern
frame,
very lnrge sleeping porch, aluo
larfto front porch, large lot Just
off Central avenue on North
Walter street, $1,000 will handle
must
both these
properties
owner
be
sold immediately,
leaving city. Call
I

$1,-00-

j

A. t!.
V.

31!)

Gold.

STARRS,

iMmne

16S.

liNSURAXCE.

SALE- - Miscellaneous

Tlin

TIME

lot in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
If you
hesitate about your
home up there because you
want a nice garden, flowers,
etc, rhanare your mind rig-linow. Anything that will grow
in this elimnto will do splendidly on University Ileitrlits gull.
.Tnst plve it the waler. same as
you have to anywhere else.
Main Office, Srrond and Cold,
riiones 810 S0!.

RouKor.

110.

NOW IS

fil'XTRf. TH VI' LOT I
INIVI IISLTV Hi:i(,IITS.
One price to all, cash or ?10
per month. You never will be
sorry that you Invested in a
TO

TWO FINE BUYS

I

gilt-eds-

Foil

AUTOMOBILE!;

$15.00.

McKinlcy Land
Lumber Co.

frame building occupied by Bell's
Second street, near Central, Lumber for sale.

Phono 667.

Grade

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Gash

I J very.

P. F, McCANXA'S OFFICE.
114 South Si'couil Slrccl.

Better

WANTED Ry permanent tenant, a 12 or 23 foot storeroom on West Central, south
sile, between First and Third
streets.

This rozy little home, has living
and dining room combined, bed
room,
room, one large glassed-ijuice ltitchen. large closets. This
place is well built; construction,
Brick
oalt
Plastered
Stucco,
floors, garage and etc. Almost
new. Located close In University
Heights, this Is priced to sell and
the terms ore good. Call.

OPPORTUNITIES

As Long As It Lasts

nice location, shade, near
car line, Fourth ward:
combination llvinsr and dinlns room,
fire place, china closets, kitchen, bedroom, glassed sleeping
porch, hal h, oak floors.thronph-ou- t,
two porches, sidewalk.
Terms.
New.

FOR SALE

rloso I'lionc

Realtor
l'luine

For Sale By Owner

V.

Home

INC.

3SRVICt.

new and clean; liberal discount
on year leases.
.1. A. IIAMMOVI), Agent.
821 E. Silver.
Phone 1622--

and tho
owner is willing to stand a loss
that they can realize
some cash.
Let Us Show It to You.
MONEY TO LOAN
We have $3, 500 to loan on
well secured first mortgage
Eight per cent.

Cfeup

150

FCATURC

high-clas-

on It, so

211

acres best land in valley, $6,000
acres you can mako good
money on.
12 acres on North Fourth, $175
per acre.

38

INTL

Y

PARK VIEW COURT
s
For rent,
apartments; steam heat, gas, etc:

m

J,

REALTY CO,

West Gold

1922

In
Immediately
completely furnished
house on Kast Central
avenue, has been listed with us
and for quick sale we are offering It at a sacrifice. House

A

FARM LAND

$5,-80- 0;

CITY

"

Move

$6,000

We can sell you

Real

Small modern home In excellent location, furnished or unfurnished. Xo inflated price.
Possession at once.
218 South llfzli Street.

Copper.

FIXE murium roum. ladlf. I'h. VWJW.
FOK KENT
Furnished ruom. 6li N" c.r :i
Third.
F' lt RENT Room, wltn Sleeping porch.
203 North Edith.
FOR RENT
Light housekeeping rooms.
821 H West Central.
.
FOR
RENT
Published
ro;im.
South Wnlt.r. phone 10K7-.FOR RENT Large unluriilslied room,
like new. 124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Two front room furnished
Kpsrlmont, B'.O South Second.
FOR RENT
Three furnibliod housekeep-In- g
ro6m
918 North Fourth.
TWO ROOMS, furnished f.,r houBekcep-Ine- ;
no sick.
417 Went Silver.
FOR UKNT Two room i for light
1209 North Second.
FOR RENT Two rooms rnr" tight house"
4 23 West
keeping.
Iror.; no sick.
FOR RENT
Furnished room, close in:
reasonable. Apply 207 North Fifth.
FOR RENT
Two nice clean front house- keeplng rooms. 121 'j North Third.
FOR PENT Two furnished rooms ror
light hMlsekeeplng. 1727 West Central,
SIEAM HEATED room. rpi.,nl.n.
sick: also garage. 8H North Fourth.
ROOM and sleeping
porch, adjoining
bath 301 South Edith,
nlione 1340.. I
FOR RENT Inclosed sleeping
porch and
kitchenette, $3 month.
1709 South
Edith.
FOR RENT Choice
suite of two or
three rooms with private bath. 400
"r,nn i weirtn.
FOR RENT
One furnished room witn
1
'
Housekeeping.

FOR

Five-roo-

f 8 000 On of the finest l omei on East
Silver avenue, B ro. ma and bath, extra large glassed sleep! hr pnrcli, hot

Strictly high olass room.
north, east and south exposure, south
BABY CHICKS
east
sleeping porch, private Dome, beat
J1ATCIIINO EO.iS; Mountain View Ken's
district; gentleman preferred!
pens h.nded by prite winners at El residential
no
Call 970.
sick.
Paso, Albuquerque, Denver; won high
honors at Denver, largest Red show
RENT Office Rooms
belfl In west. A few breeding birds to FOR
snore. C. P. Hay, ZS0 North High,
West
Office rooms.. 321
i230-J- .
yhnne
Centrst.
Desk space. Apply Koshare
FOK RENT
Tours. 314 West Gold.
WANl KD Two salesmen with cars, I
OR ItKNT Office rooms, Luna Stiiekei
only. Fin r Sewing Machine
bullulnir.
.Kuruer Auto Dopartmout.
Comvanjr, lit West Qo.d.

ANfEDSalenen

A.

REAtiTY

SALE

FOR RENT

323

'

HOME

Centrally located, and strictly
modern. Five rooms, basement,
furnace heat, large fireplace
and built-i- n
features.

ALBU-

QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOCXH & CO.
Albuquerque.. N. M.

-

Foil SALE Entire stock thoroughbred
S. C. White Leghorn pullets and hens;
Huff Orpington hens, cheap. 413 West
flrnnlte.
FOR SALE Young laying hens, R. I.
Tteds, W. Leghvrns, Plymouth Rocks;
ten setting hens,
1.25 each. 11a
ell. phone lr,07-FOR SALK L'gKs Tor naiching; B. O.
R. I. Reds. C. P. Hay strain. S. C. W.
Leghorns, Mrs. Ocntry strain, $1 per fct-tin1122 South r.rondwny.
FOR RAI E Buff Orpington eggs for
hatching: also Buff cockerels, winner
of first and special prizes In Albuquer-out- !
poultry phow. Phone 1710-Foil S.vt.E Pur bred R. -. White Leghorn hatching eggs, jO cents tach; 19
per hundred; fancy table eggs at market
V. 8. Wiley, box 135, city, phone
price.
2I11-T1-

A

SHADE TREES AND ORNA-

thoroughNorth Second, phone FOR RENT Modern sleeping room ad- j",.onK uatn. Avem, apartments, zosa
FOR BALE R. C. Rhode Island Reds
and Black Mtrorea hatching eggs, II FOR RENlT Two furnished rooms and
709 North Second, phone
per setting.
sleeping porelt for two; no children.
1S15-R- .

bred chickens.

This Is a bargain. Look it over
and tell us what you think. Five
and
good rooms
large glassed
porch, dandy front porch on a
good corner
lot,
garage, fine
shade and lawn. This Is a complete home and must be sold;
$3,500, on dandy terms.
SIIETXEY
Phono 727--

FRUIT TREES
MENTAL

1L

.

WE THINK

adobe

Four-roo-

wr

..,...'

.Inst sold a business

A Dandy Little

tflliliinvii,
;J''''yi-

s

about 15x40 foet now, and as
biujiness Increases they ran ho
thrown topether. Rents reasonable. Communicate
with us.
We'll build to your wants.

wood

-

week-let'-

lot to
a party who Intends to build
a
lartre bulldini? and wishes to
runt the stores. Why not a
Dm? .Store, Hardware. Bakery
Barber Shop, etc.. In University
Heiphts? Piza of stores will be

I

AT

brick house, hardclothos
floors,
large
closets, large bath, large living
room
fire
with wonderful
place, fruit cellar, hot water
heat, large attic for storage,
extra large lot, garage, walks,
lawn, shade and paving paid.
This is a wonderful home and
priced to sell. Only $10,000.
Good terms If desired.

our

several last
help you locate.

rai
rzzz

porches,

in

office, glso
a lovely home furnished
or
and
noveral
other
nice homes and apartments.
We rented

NF 1

tte

TKKftt

ZAPF & CO,

FOR RENT
De.sk room

c3)

A-

G.

Realtors-Insura- nce

TONIGHT - I'LL BRMH
YOU DO VOU HEAR.

;J,r
7

v

fcKHT:

L

A-v--

$8,000.

Seven

By George McManui

Offlct.

SURE. TO ET
HOME EAftUV.'J

jtw
r fk

s,

out:
.

C$3

by

Registered

BE

IF "(OU DO

OVE.R AND CALL

1921

Page Seven.

FOR SALE
IT) it

ALU

r
LOOK THIS UP
For Rale A. new adobe house
well furnished at ls9 than cost
to build in Fourth ward. Four

larpe rooms and bath room
and closets', two oorrhes, oak
floors throughout, elegant furniture, fenced and nan Rurae
and other
lot
JOOxllO. Arou will like this at
See
$3,500. Terms.

KELLY

I

21S West Cold.

Phone

PROFESSIONAL

Route

4 87.

CARDS

sll'OKNhH.

Six mom

brick huute, on JOHN W. WILSON,
Phona ajo-rtAttorney.
U. 17 and IK. Cromwell Building.
Ftione kik kale UrWK, nine mrgu rooms,
nne-fotli
24H0-IPhons 1153-cash. K'i South
I'HVHK 1ANS AMI 8l'K41ICONH.
TR- - IJODDV'S
MlLCv, IIEST IN TOWN.
L'l'll SALK Two
I'tsi Jences,
one In lilt. S. I. HllRrON,
Phone ailll-IM- .
Third
in tnlvt-rsltmio
wind,
Heights;
F1IESI1 rJEA FOAM
nut drop candy. owner wnnig to Itave. ri.ona ldUZ-IMsranps of thfl Stomach.
Phone 2401 R3.
Burnett Wulllllns;.
tw-r- r
Bull.
p. m.
"
FOR HALE Carpenter tools and cheat jVOU
UK.
c. i.ahki:,
h.
our
i.hj Apdrrntfiitt
hout,'
411 South Fourth.
and Thront.
ICje, V.nr, Nn
npartmunts.
rurnlshi'!,
cumnletely
Photis IJI.
Barnttt Iinlkling.
21s fcouih moilun, hi;; Income; discount for cash.
FOR tiAl.E Roller caiiurU-sOfflcs Hours
I'hoi,,. 1771-.Walter, phone lfiti7-.- f.
8 p. m.
to
2
a.
II
and
t
m.,
FOR SALE
Cheap. I wo roller cunury Voi ti A
Hy owuor, iubui ban hom,
(fATtTwiTiliiiT,
f'Hir moms and BU'tplttg porch, cuy iiu. iiijitiAKF'r
singerH. 316 North Fifteenth.
I!ast
I'liom S71.
SALE
FOR
Several thousand grape writer, fruit trrea, grapo arbor. Post- - lipsltlencs IU'3 Phone
B71.
"ffice hox 215, rliy.
V.'. J. Hyde, phono 2414-iplan Is.
$100
DOWN
a
and
inorith are ih
FOR SA I.E Uurrou Ii's adding machine,
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
terms on a brand mnv ehinnle bunt'a-low- ;
IlpnwnX 21," South Fhsl. phone 2:tl.
two lurne ruoms and ilflpp.'ng porch,
Prnctlro Mmlted to
U'o M A N 8 "kxcli a nge, 17 T.cTa 'roods.
41U.
r.Kxrn - i
Easter cQtds, collar sets, aprons, Satur prof, $:.no. I'hone
disease?
AND DISEASE! OE THE SKIN
days.
Sprinish typo bungalow, furrally
In Connection.
H'nssitraiun
LalmriitnrT
FOR SALE
pipe,
Plumbing supplies.
nished.
two
rooms,
and Clllzeiia Dunk Hide. Phono N8.
W. i;.
pumps, points.
axton, nil l't'rl!Ilnllfie5'r' Pi'f'icrton, porches
North Fonrtll.
VOU i AIJC A srujp, rural homy, fronts
CHIROPRACTORS
FOlt KALE White reed baby carriage;
"ii strt'Ct cur line; will sll with cow,
Phone I4;U-fill nhleliena and furnituro
good condition.
If dpHlred; terms. K. I' CA11.MKN.
North Fceond.
Sep owner, 172 N'orlh Second.
iilroprnrtor
ID nn.1 10 ArmUo
r
FOR SALE
nullilln.
gas rauue, in
.SAI.E Uv uwner, 713 West
614
Norlh becond,
good condition.
4
2
rooms
and
fnme
bath.
siycco,
I ED
WAN
phone 14B1-Miscellaneous
l.'.rgt porche. newly decorated, vacant
FOR SA I.E Rlolitone Vlctrola, same as ivrms If doflredPhnne 1803-WANTKIi
Settln hens. Phono U4S-.40 caBh.
new,
n
A HA
Inquire 1029 ForresTiome In Kounji WANTKli
K(JAI.,
.
12S1-Jter, phone
any
quantity.
n
two
glassed-iwmd;
porches, fire
Vhorm
FOR SALE
Wooden dry goods boxes aioi plucp. gas. $3,300; twelve hundred will
if Youn
does and. frying size
Knli.'i
packing coses, mostly large.
honlpi linlancs like ront. Phono 4fj. VVANTKn-ralihs.
V one HI2S-Store. 109 North First.
Kelt SAI.K Kive-rouhouse, furnished;
First-clue- s
drevs making; alFOR SALE
sewNew Home drop-heahot Rnd cold
ifCtr:o
ater,
lights. WANTED
so plain sewing, 521 Wist Copper.
ing machine, JS.50.
The Exchange, prion $1,50; fjoO down and v25 per
120 West Oold. phone 1111.
V
A NTKi i
month. J. A. Hammond, $24 Kast Sliver,
H an
a f a f a cull 7rT
lr.'js-f- t.
J. V. Swift, Boulevard road, phone
TYPEWRITERS, all makes, 16 and UP.
1 per month.
brick
Albuquerque Typewriter K6 it PAL K Klve-roohouse; lSJlO-Exchange. 122 Routlr Fourth.
trunU. or flhre suit
modern; well sltuaud on cur litra in WANTIOD Strain
has hot a'r heat.
PINONS
case; bargain. Addren M. X. ., care
Nice end large In their natural highlands; house
n
Rlassed-lJournal.
sleeping porch, and fs
state. 15o per pound. Robert
furnished. I'rlce It very rer.eon-nhl- V'e HAVK several
1114 West Central.
flrat, mort-gax- e
pod terms. Phon 1523-J- .
Whu wants them?
loans.
FOK SALE
Used
and
tractor,,
In
I'UH
SAI.K
uf
One
tho
nicest
homos
Wood.
ft
with gang plows. Hardware
l'nlverslty Heights;
Spanish Cl.KANlN'.;, kalsoiuine anrt paper, wasDepartment, J. Korber A Co.
throutfUoiit ;
ty;in adobe, nttv and
h's and oiling floors; work guarinreed.
FORSALE Phonograph "aiidltlt'ty re
lar.rte porches, hot witter heat, bafement. John
Hoodson. phone S.14-ords; owner leaving town; bargain. SartiK.. hardwood floors; housa Is well
Call 14 B. Averlll Apartments.
VVA NT FID
Byiiut-Tpf-tow- n
party, car old
fiirnlslied. Se owner. 117 Sonth (ilrard.
FOR SALE
stoves, clothing any
Fresh butrermiik and cot YK hlrh
will nndfurniture, rut,rs.
I
profitlers
jjriced
Box
Address
400, Journal.
milk
everything. -trr
In gallon
tage cneecr; aleo fresh
sell for caslr, three and five-roonew
15
lots.
Bwsvne's Dairy,
6Vt t7
phone 1915-Houi n
houst'S, nleely furnlshe.l. for ll.tiOO to 61 AX B A R ! A INnd"
,'K'rand-oll"b"a8AXOPHO
"mstruTne'nfeT Jl.ROii; no time payments; como see why
Fltst, will pay the highest prlcee foi
new or used. Private or rlass lnstruc-tlon- a this sacrifice; all In University Heights. your second-hanehoes
and
clothing,
on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 302-Roor 7, First National Bank building. furniture.
Phone 85K.
rent
(A
per
FOR SALE
Investment.)
TUB OLD OOt.O STAR Old Town, now
Flower slips, planTii and
bulbs,
.ihlla and glarllola bulbs, 10c FOK SA1.K Attractive new tiome; fiyj-rooopen for business: rlrst-clas- s
chicken
home-mad- e
eaclr; sixty egg Cycles Incubator, 5. 1122
white stucco, furnished or un dinners; good
bre.id snd
South Hrnadway.
furnished; strictly modern throughout pies. Kdnn Williams, proorl-"rn
features and larKe
SATURDAY
RIO CLEANKHS
Evening Post and Country with beautiful built-ifur
Gentlemen delivered to your door each fireplace; dandy basement with ACleaned, 11.25.
n
lawn. Hons has MATTRI5SSE3 Rugs
week at 6o copy.
Ladles Home Journal nace, newly put-Irenovated, USD and tie;
been occupied onl: ft year, owner must
each moth, Ke copy. Plrnne 1474-J- .
furniture
and
Krvin
ropalred
once.
sell
B'lne
at
location. Good terms. Bedilln'- ''o.. phone 471. packed.
SOFT SPOTS
Heei and arch cushions SI 9 North
dSeventh.
WaTTtStrarfuT"T7idak
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
fiuisiringT
Twice dally service. Remember, satisirouoies, l. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
Kent-Roo- m
with Board faction
F. Keleher Leather Co., 40i West Central.
Bend your finishing
guaranteed.
to
a reliable, established firm.
ASBESTOS
ROOif PAINT
Hanna
nOOM AND HOARD.
ell South Broad.
GOOD for all kinds ot roofs, U per gal
Ilanno, Master Photographers.
vray.
Ion, The Manzano
P"uth UOO.MS and
Co., 110
men
board,
,40
preferred,
18S4 J, Try a , built up
wainut, phon
FOR SALE
Estate
and tip; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
roor, win last as Ions as the building.
H OM AND EOATtD
All new beds.
von
BALK Lot In
Luna district, by
g
VOn
SALE
Bed and
1971-South
owner.
100S
Wist Marquette.
Black-ca- p
and gooseberry CANVAS Broadway, phone
raspberry
sleeping 1 porch, with board, FOU SALE Nine acres good laud, under
plants, f&c ooren, aeiivsred; setting eggs,
10 per week.
S'7 Ens' Central.
15 for
ditch, half In alfalfa, half mile from
1, out of choice pen 8. O. n. I.
Heels.
car, 1225 per acre. Phone Owner.
Plmns 24H3-R- T
Foil BENT (.ilassed in porch and board, street
Hay s strain.
2417-R- l.
or 349.
suitable for two. 114 North Maple.
FOR
and Black Cup
ItKNT With board, nleasant room FOI; SALE File Well located lots, !o
raspberry, gooseberry, grape and rhu Foil
-Monks
ot Central on Kouth High
south
.
410
for llealthseekc
East Silver.
barb plants; Hay strain R, I, Beds. Tom
street; will sell part or all: bargain
Barrow Whits Leghorn eges. 16 for II. POmIiRKT Nicely furnlslTed"roomiwltb
If
on.
sold
s
price
East
first-clas- s
Apply 71
table board. 110 South Arno.
Cherry Blossom Ranch 209 East Trura-bu- l,
,
phone 1032-phone 1H27-FOU HALF, 1u0 feet,
fronting d Pilvtr
USB EFFECTO AUTJ TOP and seat BOOM AND BOARD, south glassed-i- n
avenue, by 139 feet, fronting
porch, adjoining bath; also garage. park;
dressing. Effeoto Auto Enamel, Vals-p- 16::0
level, on
and
fine view,
grade
Knst
Reduced
Central.
rateu.
on
automobiles.
Valspar Enamels
cheap; op easy terms. J. A. Hammond.
Plymouth Cottage
Paint, Homestead FOR RENT Room ana s.eeplng porch. 824 Ense Silver.
Floor Paint, Roof paint and Cement Satwith board for gentlemen convalesisfaction assured. Thos. P. Keleher Leath- cents. Phone 1B19-W- .
er Co., 40J West Central, phone Iori7-FOH CONVALI58CKNT.S, accommodations
TIME CARDS
now available.
FOlt HALE Ono blue and one gray high- (Graduate nurse In at- grade porcelain range; last year's price tendance. Casa do Ore.
will
I1M.60,
sacrifice for IL'7.J5, to close FO.'. 11KNT Onu nl e front room suitaout stock. I'rlce Is completo with-- I.
ble for two employed gentlemen, with
water-fron- t,
d llvered and set up. This or without board.
409 West Iron.
Is the biggest bargain we have had to
RF.NT
Room and board for couple
offer for many months. Htar Furniture FOH
In
very desirable; also
home;
private
118 West Hold.
Company, phone 409-garage; one block from car line, 809
t
ire :
drill, corn plantor. North Klevinth.
WeSYBt'M.J Dally.
mowing machine, hay rake, tractor, MlTa REKDhiTs moved to 109 S'.uih Train.
Arrive.
Pepart.
tractor plow, three bottom and three
Broadway and has lovely rooms and No. 1 The Scout.... 1:30 nm I:3n pm
dlso plows, team p ow, harrows, Fresno
porches with board for crnva- - No. S Calif. Limited. K:.i0 am 11:00 am
scraper, three horses, three Jersey cows, sleeping
626.'
No. T Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:20 am
two bulls, harness;
also garden and leseenle. Phone
Ml II AM ON
No.
The Navajo. .19:35 am 1:00 nm
farm cultivators,
portable
platform
for tubercular
SOUTHBOUND.
scales, counter scales and two wagons, A SANATORIUM-HOTEone alfalfa ren. stor.
El Paso Eip
convalescents; graduate nurse In at- No, i
10:10 pro
Apply at Manns
tendance; rates by the week or month. No. 87 El Paso Eip
Garden.
11:11 am
2400-J- i.
FOR SALE -- Rhubarb roots,
FOH S ALE llaled

ph.

2I17-R-

is

NorthEiiith.

f

kinaky

tor

Ral

MONEY TO LOAN

Call
KKSKHVA1 IONS muy now be had

at

Kt. No. I
No. a
No.
No. 10

EASTBOUND.

The Navajo.. J:10 pm
Calif. Limited. 6. CO pm

1:40 pm
:4
pm
MO.NliV TO LOAN
$2, not) to
3,000, on
S. r. Elirht., I :?B pm
1:10 Dm
real estate.
Improved
Albuquerque
7:20 em 1:50 am
Seoat
Th.
1S15-Phone
or 887.
F2CU SO'JTit
MONEY TO LOAN
On watches, diaNo. II
Fn.tn El Paso S5 pna
monds, guna and everything valuable.
No. 10
From El I'aaii 7:n am
Mr. B. Marcus, 21S South First.
No. SO eonnecta at Telen with No, S7
for Clovla, Peoee Valley. Jtaoer Citj ana
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches 491.
G
Oast.
and co d jewelry; liberal reliable, con
No. 39 connect, at Helen with No. 1
fidential (lottlleh Jewelry Co 10H J 1st
frrm
riovle and pointe eeet and aojth
CONFIDENTIAL loans un Jewelry, dia
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan is.
rates. . Rtithman's
automobiles. Lowest
and a heavy enrln
waron. three- 117 South ritiL Bonded to the state. f'jurths mile west o brldue, A. 1. James.

John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
( 17.60 to tli per week; Includes private
room with Bleeping porch, connected to
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
service; no extras. All rooms have eteam
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
W. 11, Zlegler,
Phone
Superintendent.

FOR SALE OR TRADE""

foirCoiTraAi)'? LutvTgou

JUST
FGS5AT0 SSI

TO

Today, Friday and Saturday our price is ten cents per can
for these three days.
'.
12'ic
Good Standard Canned Coin
2X0
The best in tho land, Monarch Canned Corn
75c
Vermont Pure Maple Syrup, quarts
10o
All tall cans of Milk
All small cans of Milk
in
Albuquerque.
There is no better place to buy groceries
Saturday we will have a special on Candy that will make
want
it.
I
you

Ward's Sash Store
508 West Central Avenue.

AS

!WARN ROADMEN

CHEAP

TO

LIVE INSIDE

PIIS'fBfE TODAY

El

CITY, FLEISCHER
EYtpn5inn

More

QUe'S LimitS
moted By Club This Year.

WHY?

DEPARTMENT

FOR SALE

Johnson Coal Co.

Modern brick bungalow, 4 rms.,
sleeping porch, nicely furnIn
location
ished, desirable
highlands, garage and terms.
Phono 1436--

WISEMAN'S

WANTED

LAST TIME TODAY

BUSH ROSES

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

I have shipments of California
stock
and Colorado two-ye-

now in. A few good ones left.
Better order early.
RAYMOND V. BLOOM,
Phono 21(17-,-

GO

GO

GO

ie"Taxes are what they all howl

R88--

!.

superintendent, that if the discord
was not ended their resignations
would be requested (and the road
Where others go when their
'
department closed.
Where?
watch won't gro.
"The discord in this department
to
has completely destroyed its efficiency," Chairman Stmms of the
"If Sanchez and 2 15
board stated.
S. 2nd
Porter and the rest of the men
cannot work together, I think we
will want the resignation of every
man in the department and to
close down the road department
for good."
SanThe
A position by capable young,
quarrel between
chez and his assistants, according
justness man; can supply satto Porter's statement to the board,
isfactory proof of ability, chargrew out of the fact that Sanchez
acter, etc. Will consider any
laid off two good teams, and put
to start
honest employment
In their place a team which could
with. What have you to offer?
not do the work. Porter added
Idrtrcss L W. B., care Journal
that the men In the department
refused to work while this team
was on the Job.
Sanchez stated he wished to ask
whether or not he was superintendent, with the powers of that
office. Chairman Slmms told him
that he was, and that he could disFinest rooms in the state-st- eam
charge Porter at any time that he
heat, hot and cold
wished, but added the warning
water all outside rooms.
that if the road department broke
Weekly rates, with or withup, the commission would demand
out private bath. $4 to $10 week
his resignation.
Transient rate I1.B0 single;
$2.00 double.
KEEP LARGE FACULTY
With bath $2.60 single nu
FOR SUMMER COURSES
double $3.00.

Knocking the spots out of the
favorite old argument that it is
cheaper to live in the suburbs of
Albuquerque, A. Fleischer, a guest
at the Klwanis club luncheon yesterday, gave a convincing talk on
the proposed extension of the city
limits which is on the club program for this year. A city of
population Is the goal for this

Plume

900 N. First

-

R THEATRE

$11.00

,

TODAY

DISCORD

of

Ccal
Gallup Lump
A TON

Jewelry Auction Sale
Vann's Jewelry Store

Trouble in the county road
partment, growing out of the hlr- fllhlJfJLler-iin!ot tpa,lls- - caused t"6 county
?
nf
missinnp... vesterdnv mnrnlnir
PrOTO Be
to warn Gabriel Sanchez, superin- -

Hear

Kiwanians

J

dc-

25,-0-
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filnrinias
u
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specialty, better phone

Are my
me your order mow for April
delivery.
RAYMOND F. BLOOM,
Phone 2167-J.

--

WITH

WILL ROGERS
--

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.

AND

LILALEE

"The
about," said Mr. Fleischer.
difference between the county and
counterSuits, Cleaned and Pressed. $1
city taxes is more thanwhich the
Hats, Cleaned and Blocked. $1
balanced by the taxes
703 Kelthor Avenue, fnoue 1683-ADDED ATTRACTIONS
suburbanite has to pay for various
Production
because of
William Fox Presents the
living accommodationsoutside
of
the
the fact that he is
city limits."
his
Quoting figures to prove showpoint on taxes Mr. Fleischer
the
75c Overseas Entertainer in Stories and Songs Just Off of
ed that the difference between
Ladies' Half Soles
is not so great
rate
and
city
Clvillml
county
and
Hypocrisy.
of
the Jungle
A Story
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c Loew's Vaudeville Circuit.
as people are prone to think. Inb
Also Presenting the Comedy,
90c
precincts
outside
Men's Half Soles
the
populated
and 26 the eastern highlands, for
40c
Rubber
Heels,
Goodyear
less
$9.82
instance, taxes are only San Jose
Shoe
Electric
the
Shop
on a thousand. In
City
in
REGULAR PRICES.
213 South Second St.
precinct the rate is $11.99Oldless,
Town
in
and
less
$4.50
Rarelas
567-Phone
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES.
rate.
$9.95 less than the city
Free Call and Delivery
This difference in the tax rate
is more than offset, Mr. Fleischer
Done While You Wait
Work
sewer
of
said, bv the additional costrates
on
UNIVERSITY
connections, Insurance
AT
THE
tL': JIe ,'.m'. ii
s$t'i$.
as
buildings, and such Incidentals
extra
charge
which
for
deliveries
courses
More
than
collegiate
fifty
is made outside of the city limits. will be cfl'ered
In
the summer
The speaker also strongly urged a school of the state university, acB
4
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and
Co.
might
J'!on
Coal Supply
by which
plan
a
to
bulletin
city
cording
just completedA
MARCH 25
SATURDAY,
The City bund will meet for
years.
ti. Hill.
proceed in futuremade
to tho club by President hasDavid retained
at 7 o'clock tonight at
Reports wero
for
Deer,
large
faculty
on the permanent the summer session.
Moose hall.
"THE LAUNDRY
by Sidney Weil
Mated conclave of Pilgrim Comdrainage of the The first summer school of the
committee on
"SONG OF INDIA"
OF QUALITY"
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and
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this
No.
by
3,
evening
T.,
of
manded
Commerce,
Chamber
2,
university will compare favorably
On Sale At
at 7: 30 o'clock for work in the
Hats
H Coons on tho Ellis ranch loop with that c any other school in
Dry Cleaning, Dyelnc,
Order of the Red Cross and Malta.
road through the Sandla moun- the southwest, President Hill stales,
Rug
and Blocked,
CONTINUOUS X TO 11 P. U,
Cleaned
CENTRAL
202
EAST
the
that
Forest
the
of
Forest H. Nourse
and students attending this session
tains. Mr. Coons reported
latest process.
cleaned
by
TL Nourse Klectricnl company of
would
spend
$l.fu will find a list of courses sufficient Perfect Bread, Tasty Pastries,
forest service
this city, has been awarded the
on the road if the permission of the for any purpose.
Cream Doughnuts
obtained
be
could'
contract for doing all the electrical
government
Arrangements with the Santa Fe
449.
148
Music and Jewelry Store The Kiwanis road committee, of railroad
work on Albuquerque's new hotel.
have made it possible to
SANITATION
QUALITY
Phone wll-,- 1
117 8. First St
While the exact amount of the bid
Mr. Coons is chairman, was Mtiiro a reduction ol
which
COLOWVN
of the regular faro
for students
has not been made public, it is unmade permanent.
derstood to bo In tho neighborhood
The attendance prize, a gold
naming hern to artenj the summer
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O.
Other advan'ages of the
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j.session.
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Sawtelle. school here in the way r.f climate
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SLATE
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Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ragan of 315
was extended to the board ofa distribution shortly.
West Lead avenue, left yesterday
of the club, following
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avedirectors
of
Slate
offset
The
portion
afternoon for a vacation of two
HOUSE ROOIV!?
discussion of the directors' stand BITTNER
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has
west
of
Forrester
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St.
visit
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They will first
on tho question of the Pacific
C T
OIM
O
V
SI!i South first. Phone 221-Louis. Mo., where Mr. Rngun will been officially changed to Orchard treaty.
WALLACE WOfWlEV
some
business, after Place. The action was taken by
transact
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The
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which thev will go to Trenton, tho city commissioners last nigh! MAN ARRESTED ON
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Tenn., to visit the relatives of Mr. following the receipt of a petition
Plnon nuts. Fminl
chine
shelled.
Music by White Lightning Harmonizers.
to
CHARGE
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owners
SHreveport,
BAD CHECK
signed by tho property
Ragan, and thence
s. Spin'.. :!23 North Tenth si reel.
- 802.
I.a.. where they will spend several this section of the avenue, which
TelephoneHere two women fought the city's king of evil. One was
weeks with the relatives of Mrs. has been cut through one of the
Admission, $1.00; Tax, 10c; Total, $1.10.
Mario Maes, arrested yesterday
They expect to return Dlilest orchards in 1li" city.
disarmed by her innocence, though scorned by the mothpassin'-of
Itagnn.
un
a
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charge
There was some discussion about bv
about May 1.
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men event and only one individual
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it.
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and
pressed
E.
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Glossed Jar Pears,
out all the old odd pieces of furniture and
We deltve any sTze any was
years experience.
.
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Martens, of Chicago, rolled the
uiussed jar readies,
the dark rug, also the dark window shades. .
of the day,
where. Henry Transfer Co, highest Individual score
33
Costs less, burns longer, produces more heat.
snop.
his 678, sending him into sixth
In their places pnt a complete suite of
Place your order today.
SOe
Glassed Jar Apricots, 2;j-lb- s
Phone 939.
place.
Bulk Peanut Butter, Io.....s 20c
that will suggest life, hope nnd
W. E. Zclser, Proprietor.
in
Comb Honey
30e
a Bird's-ey- e
any,,
cheer;
Maple or Ivory
linked Hominy, 3 lbs
2,'x
bedroom suite, a rug with a bit of color
Honey
$1.75
THE KING ELECTRIC
In It, and duplex shades with the white
Gnl. Honey
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35c
Cottage Cheese, one pound pkg
Lima Beans
SHOE SHOP
50c
Inside."
Little Sunmaid Raisins, package
Blnck-Eye- d
Peas, lb
1254c
Free call and delivery. Auto
e
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50c
end
100
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Vinegar
$1G
lbs
Colorado
$2.00
up;
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Fancy
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work shoes $5.00.
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transform
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2' lb. cans
25c
despair and gloom, into a place of cheer
24c
Golden Rod Washing Powder, large pkg
lournst want ads net results
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and hope. It's all in the furnishings, and
24,
can
23c
Dunbar's Sorghum, No.
we have everything yon need In that line.
1
Pork and Beans, No,
11c
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"A VIRGIN PARADISE"
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Ilahn Coal Company

Phone 91
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hand-mad-
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Camp's
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WILLY-ILL- Y
J. A. SKINNER
We

Sell

SKINNER

Forrester Ave.
at
Friday, March
Sale Starts Promptly at
P. M.

FRANK TROTTER

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.

205 S. First St.
The Highest Crsde Macaroni
Cfg

Noodles, Spaghetti'and

other Macaroni Product

MUST BE SOLD

room
modern
bungalow,
glassed sleeping porch. Priced
right.
METCALP AGENCY.
S

.

Wanted
A

to Buy

Meat Ice Box.

Mari Bros., No.
Phone

882--

2

Old Town.

v

11(1 West

Gold Avenue.

-l

1G00LATE
'

Sold At This Store.
We SeUinNNCRS.
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products.

Five rooms of AFurniture to go to tho highest biddet
for cash; nothing reserved. Note following articles to be sold:
$850 Player Piano with 130 rolls of music, Library Table, Big
Leather Rocker, Base Burner, Dining Room Set In American
Walnut, consisting of Table, Buffet and Six Leather Chairs
to match, and is a beauty. Old Ivory Vanity Dressing Table,
Chiffonier, Bed Chairs, all to match Dresser- - alone Is worth
$135. Four Rugs 9x12, Kitchen Range, same as new; Kitchen
Cabinet, Refrigerator and many other articles not mentioned.
This furniture Is all Just like new. only used a short time,
and Is worth your while if you want anything In the furniture line. Don't miss this opportunity. Tell your friends
and be on hand promptly.
1

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

If LIVINGSTON

!

GO.

WOME FURNISHERS
213-21-

5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N. M.

